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Preface
Don Davies*

Many Americans are fed Up with. the .'lbest and the brightest"-
making decisions for them about wars, taxes, zoning, hospitals, and
schools. Many are frustrated with slow-moving, unresponsive
bureaucracies that crowd the landscape. They are suspicious of polfti-
clans and professionals and experts. Some are retreating into apathy.-
Butothers are organizing with like-minded people to build healthier
communities and institutions and to demonstrate that ordinary
Americans can be self 'governing. They are banding together to try.
to Make goyernment and institutions marg.-responsive, more ac:
countable.

The scheols are criticized from all sides today, and are the target
of many citizen activists. Schookare evepywhere; they are the largest
and most expensive public instifition we have. They touch the lives
of nearly everyone atone time or another.

In the 1950's and 60's, eipectations for what the schools could do
shot sky, high. Innovation and change were, the watchwords. We
became an "education society," and costs rose along with hopes.

Now, people are disappointed with the results and resent paying
the bill...Most of the money fOr the public schooli comes .from local
property taxes, property taxes already groaning under, the burden of
rising costs of other public services such as police and fire protection.

4on Davies is the Director of the Institute for Responsive EdUcation
and Professor in the Departinent of System Development and Adaptation,
School of Education; Boston University. Prior to founding I.R.E Davies
served as Associate Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner in the U.S. Of-
rye of Education, and -as Executive Director of the National. Edueation
Association's National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional

. Standar*. He is a former classroom teacher and the author of many artieles
on teacher education and school polities.



The last half of the 1970's is likely, to be a tense and trying time for
the schools, a time of retrenchment and conflict. Many people are
apathetic; many others antagonistic or hostile. But the picture isn't all

- grim. There are hopeful signs more school people willing to join with
parents and citizens in solving problems; new approaches to governing
the schools giving a much larger voice to parents and citizens. Parent
and citizen groups of many kinds are demonstrating positive contribu-
tions toward improving education. More variety and ehoices for
parents and children about the kinds of education available are being
developed.

Citizens and educators are recognizing that improvement in the
schools and community support for education occurs only when schools
and communities are open to, each other when the educational con-
sumer (student, parent, and community member) has a strong, honest
part in setting policy and making decisions. -

This book is for those Americans who want to improve the schools
through collaboration between educatort and the communities they
serve. Its is for parents, . teachers, students, administrators, school
board members, and community leaders, published by the Institute for
Responsive Education.

I founded the Institute in 1973 to advocate and assist citizen par-
ticipatiOn in educational decision making. My years in Washington as
Deputy Commissioner in the U.S. Office of Education convince# me
that lasting educational change needs support and roots the riots of
participation bi the community. There I saw what happened o mil-
lions of dollars for innovation in education. Much of this 'money fd edtp.
cators who were innovative until the dollars ran out. I was continually
impressed by the lasting changes taking place where the community was
closely involved in planning and monitoring programs. .

My 3iears in Washington also convinced me that the most impor-
tant task facing the people of America is rebuilding their own com-
petence and confidence in managing their own affairs and their own
communities. Democracy means more than voting and consuming ser-

vices; it also .means participating in decision making. This kind oi
democracy is.fgten slow and inefficient, but I believe that it is an
essential part Of a healthy society.

The message of this book is significant: parents, working with
school people, can make a difference. Democratic participation is an
important part of American life and can help improve schools.

The eleven case studies demonstrate Auccessful efforts to improve
education through building new relationships between schools and

communities.
In Louisville, Los Angeles, and rural Wayne County, West

Virginia, school councils enable parents and community members to
have a direet and continuing say in local school policy.

In Minneapolis and a little town in northern California patents
now choose the style and type of schooling they want for their children

from the freest to the most traditional:
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In Crystal City, Texas, a community. organize on ed politics
to force the schools to be more responsive to the needs goals of the .

Chicano majority in the town.
In one of the ration's most affluent suburbs; Hillsborough,

California, parents play a major role in creating a private "dream
school" for children with special talente.

In Milwaukee, inner city black parents run remarkable educa-
tional programs on shoestrings in old parochial school buildings. "

On Indian reservations in New Mexico, Montana, and Wyoming,
Indian .Children now attend schools staffed by and accountable to their
Own tribes.

In Boston, New York City, Washington, and suburban Madison,
/Connecticut, private citizen organizations act as watchdogs, communi-

/ ty information services, ombuusmen, and mobilizers of citizen action
/ to imprOve schools.

An elementary school principal in Boston is finding successful
ways to involve parents in the desegregation process.

. These places were selected from hundreds of examples by the
staff of the bititute for Rasponsive Education. They are a small sam-
ple of a large-scale and growing national phenomenon: tens of
thousands of parents and other community people are involved in new
and significant, ways in school affairs. Each of these success stories
contains how-to-do-it ideas and suggestions for readers who are or who
want to be engaged in similar activities in their own schools or com-
munities.

In his introductory comments, Joseph Featherstone points to the
potentials and some of the pitfalls of local efforts at participatory
democracy, cautioning against oversimplification of the complex issues
at stake. The final chapter summarizes theoretical and practical
lessons drawn from the case studies and from.the studies and experience
of the Institute for Responsive Education.

The case for democratic participation is clear,. Schools need'
change, the change that Only school-commnnity alliances bring.
Evidence that democratic participation works comes at a strategic
time a time when Americans are wavering between activism and
apathy, between cynicism and hope.

9



Int rodint ion .

Joseph Feaeherstone*

The obituaries written for many of the educational reforms of the
-1960's are premature. Each Of theàe esiays shows the process by which

the glittering abstractions about "participa on" take concrete shape,
the shape of school immtures involving parents with education.

Parent participation arises from two strong historic trends,
trends not confined to education. One is the continuing .expansion of
the human service sectors of the economy prOfessionals.helping peo-
ple. IVIore and more of the work of ofir Seciety is in the service . often
the public service sectors: schools, hospitals, government.

. The other trend is almost a predictable resPonse to the first': as
the serviCes expand, consumers begin to organize to make than more

. .

responsive and accountable. Often the initial set of issues around
which coniumers organize invdlves what I call the pathological profes-
sionalism of many of our social services, which often seem designed to
insulate 'professionals from the public rather than to provide decent
seriices.

In education there is particular force to the demand for participa-
tion. Our political tradition mandates local lay control of the schools,
and one characteristic, mode of school -reform has been citizens'
movement& There are historic prieedents (Or turning the schools back
to the-people TrIenever they lose their legitimacy when they lose
what the Chinese elegantly term "the manditte of heaven." '

The failure of schools to.educate the urban poor is not new. Nor'is
otir sense of secial crisis new. Both were woven into the &Mc of our ci-
ty schools in the-nineteenth century. Richard Titmuss has said that. the

., tlaseph roetherstons is a teacher at the Harvard University Graduate
School of Ethication. He is also a contributing editor for the.New Republic, and
author of What Schools Can Do, to be published in the fog 1976, by Norton
Publishing Company:
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problem of social policy is what a society is willing to do for itrangers.
In American cities of the past, the problem of the stranger and his
children was doubly complex, forthe strangers were not only from a
lower social class, but often from another race, When schools insulted
and failed America's historic strangers, the strangers often fought
baelt through local,politics.

School wars in the nineteenth ecentury created education arenas in
which the hopes ,of the immigrant 4iewcomers and fears of the natives
clashed. Sometimes Yankee elites and reformers won the school wars.
The centralized big city ',school systems whose rigidities plague us
today it. r one such victory. Sometimes the immigrants and outsiders
won, establishing ward and local heighborhoed systemi, for, exafitple;
or. by seizing-city hall and the machinery of educational government.
Schools were 'an important part of the mechanism -by which America'h
outsiders fought, and gained, a relatively more inclusive culture..

From time to time the rules of the educational.game got redrawn.
New rules sometimes included new forms of citizen participation.
Tfiese triBitions ran so deep in the culture that they survived into the
era of the centralized and bureaucratized school systems of. the late
1960's.

The 1960's w,itnessed a drive for equality and new rights on the
part of previously excluded and 'oppressed groups. An important, not
wholly successful part .of this push was a re-working of the idea of par-
ticipation. Some of the impetus for this came from the civil rights

, movement, which played inventively back and forth between tradi-
tional and -novel lower and working class modes of protest, and be-
tween traditional and novel middle class styles of action and reform on
the part of concerned professionals and -citizens. The result, as
everybody knows, ,wps an unprecedented national movement to
reverse the status of blacks and minorities. Demands for participation
were not usually the main items On the agenda of protest. They
folloWed on the heels of other demands.

Unfairness in education was often the first step, because educa-
tion is so central a part of what Gunnar Myrdal called the American
Creed. Violations of the right to education were particularly. important

.. as an issue, after the Brown decision, which in effect helped create a
mass movement, for legitim' ng the educational grievances of
southern--Blacks. Educationàl--gIievances also began, to include a de:
mand 'for parent participation in schools. This was often a second or
third order iteM..on the protest agenda; something educational (and of
"course political; that people pushed for after other demands failed. It
wits in the aftermath of thp signal failure to integrate the New York Ci-
ty schools, -for example, that people around IS. 201 began connecting
the new talk of black power to education, and there was discussion' of
community controlled schools. (I reMember. Harlem parents linking
their concerns to, the struggle bf the Child Development Group of
Miasissippi and its fight for parent-eontrolled early childhood 'educe-
qr.)

,,,,4,.r.
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The notion that alienation and powerlessness were central ills of
our society, cured by tiarticipation, had surfaCed among reformers
dealing with problems like juvenile delinquency. It also came from
middle class radicals like Paul Goodman, and the rising student move-
menr; which was in part a clash between the expectations of affitient
student& and the rigidities of the inititutions they encountered, and in
pstrt a response to the civil rights movement and the Vietnam war.
These Itirrings toward partidpation influenced the architects of Presi-
dent Johnson's poverty programs, partly in their pure and rather
naively idealistic form, and partly because a number of the poilerty
warriers saw participation as a kind of end run around recalcitrant
local state and city governments and educational authorities, a pre-
requisite to any real reform. Participation became one of the distinc-
tive features of the war on poverty, at least until that war, was killed
off 'by the other, less metaphorical war in Vietnam. Head Start, the
community action and model cities programs, and a number of Other
educational and social measures included some form of participation.
The poverty programs were both a cause:of the widespread demand
for more participation and a symptom of it.

The hunger for more responsive institutions was never solely the
creation of academics, radicals, students, and government officials.
Participation ,as an ideal struck a much more general chord. Many of
the people w'ho migrated tO.the suburbs in the post-war period did so
because among other, no doubt weightier reasons they were
eager for human-sized scale, the possibilities of participation, and
public servicei that were in some degree responsive to them. There

.was a good deal of nonsense talk about participation in the late 1960's.
IL was an age of rhetorical excess, and many of the demands in the
name of participation took, on the qualities of one of e.e. cummings'
definitions of freedom; participation, too, can become a breakfast food.
The notion that institutionalized professionalism had developed
severe pathologies was sound, and as this volume shows; participation
continues as a response to these pathologies.

Nowadayi,.the excesses of the 60's seem part of a remote past. A-
'compromised form of comMunity control came to New York City after
tragic confrontations between teachers and the Black community. But
slum schools were not transformed. 'AS funds leaked away from.pover-
ty programs, bitter fights erupted among participants over dry bones.
Participation was not a substitute for money, jobs, and housing.'

Partiiipatory ventures were not meaningless, however. The
histerian of the social and educational reforms of the late 1960's will
write fascinating chapters on extraordinary social inventiveness in-
volving participatiOn. Head Start at its best is one of my favorite ex-
amples of how substantial amounts Of parent participation can be
reconciled with::professionalism and educational standards. The money
for Title I of President Johnson's 1965 ESEA bill did not redeem the
education of poor kids; students of its impact tend to be dubious about
its eftects.Yet it helped out a good many distressed schools, and its

13



mandate for parent participation, however honored in the bre
cilear influence on several recent participatory reforms chronicle
this volume.

The exercises in participation of the- late 1960's were often a
politiell education, a Tammany HaA fOr poor outaiders and previonslY
apolitical middle class parents and professionals'. Like the peace mov
ment and recent political party reform, the poverty wars and the bat-
tleS that ensued over them taught a good many people how to
organize, hold meetings, run mimeograph machines, and make'trouble.
Local government in this country will probAlly never be 'the saine.
Perhaps for manY.of the poor and middle class, the message froth the ,

participatory reforms of the 1960's will be that 4 is Very hard to run
social service programs without involVzg the people they are sup-
posed to be serving. This in itself is an achievement. - ;

As the national wave of reform has ebbed, local, agitation and
change has continued in some places .if not in others. POr all- the na-
tional climate of gloom and despair, many localities are living through
their own educational reform .eras. If 'the United States were a
tightly-knit national society, then we could disfuss education in na-
Copal termt. But the emergence of national forces., institutions, and a
national stage On which dramis are- enacted and described by the
media has blinded Many of us to the fact that, educationally, we are-.
still a profoundly regional and local society. The reader of this collec-
tion -will be :struck by the variety of forms 'of participation recorded
here akdifferent levels of edticational governmene"Understanding the
importance of local contexts and local actors- is crneiil. Perhaps the
most"important statement. in the book is in Zeke Wigglesworth'i

--thoughtful essay on southeast Minneapolis, where extraordinary ef-
forts offer students and parents choices in education:

L.

,

dan't sayAere that what wgl work at MarcjI or the Free
School or Pratt-Motley is, going to work in other schools iri
Minrieapolii, let alane the rest of the cogntry. We are trying
to see what can successfully take place here, in our area. 'I
am not at all sire that what we have learned here is export-
able. There is only one tnct)i, F gtiess: what works for one
group may not work for another. The coMmunity involve-
ment and response of parents may not be proper anywhere
else in ae nation:

7-

.:-the stories are all local. In some plaees- budget cuts arid racial. ten- !.

ilea have:put an..end toall reforM.' In &hers the aftermatfrof a reform
era is a..period of-educational reaction. There is a dark side, as well as a
democratic side to;our.Vopulist and partiCipatory tradition, isometimes
visible as a sothr,:bellied reaction against all experts,:praesSionalS, and
outsiders ind tlie -universal, -cosmopolitanflor elite.valuès they',
represent. Reading a book like this should not make,a forget titat the --
Boston School, Coipmittee; in its oppositio .tO integratiorii-Ald the.text-
book protesters in Kanawha. County ach ekerciseivin,
ticiPation, too,.

.

°
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My own feelings abeut some of whaeS happening are mixed. It
seems to me that many of the things parents and Schools are trying to
offer here are glimpses of new possibilities for social democracy and
for progressive institutions that really serie their clients..At other
times I'm bothered by the way people march into new situations armed
with nostalgia for forms of lost democracy and community that may
never have existed in this country.

rm suspicious of.the chronic tendency of American reform tradi-
tion to couch its goals in.terms of loss and reStoration of a better past.
The valid criticisms of pathological professionalism in many of our
sccial services are not made any more valid, it seems to me. if the
critics are haunted by .images of a happierpast. On the contrary. When
I look at the educational t,ttliorld,pictured in SchoolS Where Parents
Make a Differeni:, it looks te.; me to be a more open . and pluralistic
world than that of most of our educational past.

People are making more options for themselves and their
children. The educational scene is somewhat more tolerant of diversity
and variety, and has less of the monolithic quality of American educa-
tion's traditional pursuit of what historian. David Tyack calls "the one
best sYstem." This is not to say that the neWs is all good. The in-

- teresting work in the. Louisville schools and in the Milwaukee Federa-
tion of Independent Schools takes place against a sombre background
of urban decay: The mountaineers in West Virginia and the Chiéanes
in Crystal City, are doing---imPressive things, but their struggle is
desPerate and /ictories in the schools are only a small part of it.

I think we have to learn to think of participation and deMocricy
less simplistically and with less nostalgia for the past. The efforts of
parents and citizens to make a difference in the various Ways re-
counted here .all take place within a complex, modern,,professionalized
social order made up of mass corporate institutions. It is. a .world:whose

. institutions we may be able to' mak smaller, gore humanly-scaled,
more pluralistic and :voltintaristi hope We an. But professions,
kureaucricies, and, large insti tions are nof likely to disappear.
Demands for partiCipation haye be square with the realities of a
huge and populous order that is n only. nati al- in scale, but interne-
tional -as well. The:demands thfmselves. often represent something
genuinely missing-from the existj order of things. Yet it may be that
our older visions of demodacy and participation wh' h are still
turf-trund, localistic, and individualistie-r- need reworking. -

In reworking them1 1 we need to transcend slogans and see the
educational order as an uneasy blend of democr tic tradition,
privilege, and aloof professiOnalism, fitfully acebI e to people, in

ovhich citizens have a role to play, but in which the modern, impersonal
realities of mass organization also'coexist. For all .our nostalgia for the

.* sintpler, more Understandable institutions of the past, there may now
be more citizen participation in education in many comm unities _than
ever before. (One thing our. noStalgia misleads us about is the extent to
which the older democratic localiim of many places was in the hands of

15
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local elites.)
The good effects of participation are obvious: the- examples of

parent involvement in this volume, the eak with which neighborhoods
in cities have blocked highways and renewal projects that would

e bu dozed them in the Pharonic days of the likes of Robert Moses
illustrate ositive effects of participation. The drawbacks of an in-
creasingly articipatory order are also obvious, in education as well as
in politics: he paralysis of many of our city governmeas is not only a ,
matter Of btulget crises, but also a reflection of the fact that a system,'
with more openings for participation is le,ss and less geared tO action.'
Fortunately for those of us interested in education, schools lend
themselves to the possibilities of participation better thing, say,
sewage systemsoor air traffic control. ,

Reading through these pieces, I have a sense that the par-
ticipatory agenda of poor outsiders often has a different, less abstract
and utopian' character than the participatory strivings of the eman-
cipated middle and professional classes. For groups like Indians on
reservations where community control is an issue, or for the Chicanos
trying to gain political power.in Crystar City, educational.i?les are
both real in themselves and ways of organizing hitherto uno ganized
people for political power. Educational demands open ./up new
possibilities for jobs, leadership positions, and'a sense 'among the
group that change is possible. Poor and politically weak groups in *such
situations must constantly think in terms of the trade-offs: the' ad-
vantages and disadvantages of organizing tactics that -make gains. but
possibly cut them off from future coalitions with other groups, leaving
them totally isolated. The whole separatist-integrationist dialectic
betiveen American education institutions and outsider groups is a
much more tomplicated historical story than we realize, and it is re-
enacted in each generation.

The accounts of middle class ..partitipation here do not contain
quite the same urgencies or dilemmas. The spread of new, standards
and concerns among educational consumers is striking. The higher
standards parents now have for schools are probably an important by-
product of the extension of education. Diane Divoky's fascinating piece
on the options offered parents by the Lagunitas, California, school
system suggests a striking degree of sophistication in education mat-
ters, as well as aniequally impressive tolerance of educational diversi:
ty.

The toler nce iversity and the growing notion among teachers
and pa1Lent4 ere is no one right pedagogy for all students is one
of the really important after-effects of recent classroom reforms in
many places. Its advantages, I think, outweigh the considerable disad-
vantages of packaged teaching approaches, with readily identifiable
categoriea" and slogans. A good first step is to think of three equally
valid approaches to teaching instead of one, but that should be the
beginning, not the end, of the story. It would be a.pity if parents eVer
came to rest orinile.notion that the categories themselves do justice to
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the variety of good practice. And one wonders what the Lagunitas
teacher feel about being subsumed under these articular categorieS./ al school politics is very much a reaJity, as theae essays show.
Bothitormal and informal, the varieties of articipation suggested here
seem healthy, and do not, I suspe , more than touch on the
*Abilities for more parent involveme t in schools. -

But those of Us who favor more pirticipatiOn need to be clear on
its limits. The chief limit, it seems to me, i5.1 that our older conceptions
of local 'democracy need reworking; they are not adequate to build a
national politic capable of exerting democratic control over education,
let alone controlling the private corporations that dominate the coun-
try. A decisiVe limit on local citizeiwarticipation as a central focus for
social change is that there has beeW a shift in scene of many major
dernocraticisaues from local to national politics.

None of the local school movements here link up with national
issues. ThiS is both an advantage and a disadvantage. It frees people to
move on a local stage. But it circumscribes the stage in important
ways. Local politics is still vital; it is especially important as an arena
in which disputes oyer 'cultural.values takes place: Yet the atrophy of
many of the traditional democratic forms of education governance,
such as school boards, is one reason why so many people including
many of the parents and professionals whose workis described here
are searching for alternatives.

The reasons for this decay are complex: the growing power: of the
states; the eniergence of Unaccountable national institutioni:Of educa-
tion, such as' testing, accreditation, and curriculum design; and.profes-

) sionalization itself have contributed' to the decay of traditional local
democratic forms. National and`regional economic forces, the.power of
entrenched local privilege, the patchwork of, jurisdictions and their
PrOfound inequalities in takibase and'Siatus, and the accessibility of
national politics to the discontented and oppressed, have all turned na-
tional politics,-intó the main arena for most Of the major democratic
issues we face. Yet it is just here that older turf-ynind visions of
democracy and citizen participatiOn just don't seem to rt very well.
Movements like Common Cause and Ralph Nader's various crusades
are brave efiorts to explore neW possibilities, but it is hard to argue

' that they have hit upon solid ansivers. The question is whether we
milk scrap the old ideals and start from scratch, or whether they can
be reworked.

t think the best chance of reworking older ideals of paiticipation is
to think of-them as a needed, often missing, fluid element in a complex
and .often over-rigid Modern educational order. Any participatory
forms we develop will have to mesh with an educationaL scene that,
like an archeological dii, is a mixture of the old and enduring.ind tke
new. It is this Sense of complexity that is lacking in =eh of the cur,
rent quest. far -"accountability:" in such proposals, for example, as
voucher schemes and community control. Both seem to me to be fairly
simple political answers to problems that are complex blends of social,
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economic, and political forces. Vouchers are exercises in nostalgia, at-
tempting to substitute a vanishing free marker for the complex ,
politics of education that now exists. Proposals for community control
have very varied sources in part they have been "a rather despairing
tactical response to the relative failure of school integration in the
North; but in part they also attempt to restore vanished varieties of
urban "community7 by simply shrinking the size of the turf. Both
vouchers and community control are responses to genuine needs that
are not being met; but both are futile attempts to do away with the
complex mixture of formal and informal politics that has emerged to
deal with our society's education.

I don't know whether We are up to being as socially inventive as
Americans in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, who had Such .a
passion at times such a genius for-building institutions. I'm more
clear about what I'm against tha,/ hat I'm for. What I'm against is our
current habit of talking as though we can do without organizations,
professions, and institutions:My sense of the matter is that what we
misleadingly call the welfare state is in fact very badly organized ,and
in need of more institutions to reach people and give them support. I'm
also proposing that we attack rigid bureaucracy and excessive profei-
sionalism, knit not professionalism itself, for some of the really good-
work I've seen in this country and others has been a result of the kind
of support and autonomy that healthy educational" professionalfsm
ought to provide but so seldom does. And thus -I propose thinking
about the possibilities of participation within tile context of an accep-
tance of the fact that we live in a world of professionals.

Thinking about participation, in modern contexts, I finish this col-
lection.,with a strong sense of at least two possibilities. (I'm sure there

jare mereL) The first is coalitions between professionals, and parents.
I'm 3truck by the fact' that ihe most promising ventures described here

, include school administrators in alliance with parents. Often enough
`the key figure is a' good principal, a fact that New York City's com-
munity4control movement understood very well. In a professionalized
system, professionals will usually end up with a disproportionate
amount of influence. Citizen groups are often essential for starting
Changes in rigid school Systems, but unless theY. win allies -among the
professionals, the changes are unlikely to last or to be built on.
. The challenge for parent and citizen groups, ;therefore, ls to
redirect the priorities and allegiances of the two key sets of practi-
tioners in schools: principals and c&ssroom teachers. What the politics
of education Rolly lacks is coalitions of parents and practitioners.. In
some embattled school systems this idea seems laughable; that it is not
in others istestifled here.

A seaand promising path touched on by one essay in this volume
offers another way ta square participation, with professionalism. , It
might be described as,using the machinery of a kind of quasi-pro-
feonalism to overcome the pathological professionalism of school
s'ems. Essentially, this is the sort of work Velma Adams describes
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in her interesting piece on Boston's City-Wide Educational Coalition,
the Diatrict of Columbia's Citizens for Better Public Education, the
Queens Lay Advocate Service, and the Madison.Educational Forum.
These are groups that work professionally. up to pfofessional stan-
dards, .although often staffed by volunteers to counter school
bureaucracies and professionals. These and other similar groups in dif-
ferent cities inform the public, uncover hidden issues, keep the profes-
sionalS 'honest and responsir.. help with parents' coMplaints, defend
students' rights, litigate, and so- on, working against the school
system's inhereht tendencies toward inertia. -

Even when staffed wholly by volunteers, they work On a profes-
sional basis: They Mire their counterparts in public service and citizen
groups in such areas as law, medicine, and television..They are a kind
of counter:profession designed to balance the power, -secrecy, and
rigidity of existing professions. Over the next decade or so, we will
probably see a great variety of similar attempts on the part of citizens
and professionals to set up such counter-weights. Their frequent
adversary- stylO.,will make our world even more contentious than it has
been. They maY also produce more variety, air holes, and mechanisms
for redreSs for consumers of public services of all sorts, especially out-
siders and bottotni.dogs. -Such lay and often volunteer groups are, I
believe, forerun*s\of the increased professionalization of our soci-
ety: they combine older foilms' of citizen participation with the quasi-
professionalization of refOilu itself'. (Nor, .*.of- course, will profe&
sionalized reform be immune to the ailmedis of picifessiorialism.)

Aside ,from parents (and of ceurse, children), the people also
neglected in our discussions of education are the classroom ,practi-
tioners. These essaYs, by and large, are no exception.-Parents need to
understand .that the pathological professionalism that exisks in many
of our schools is hurting practitiqners too. It fails to.give principals and
teadhers the mixture of support and autonomy they .need: They have
the worst of two dernanding worlds: they are lonely in their work, yet
they, are constantly harassed by what the- army Calls chicken shit.:
Parents are cut off froni sehools, and their efforts to find out, to help,
or to complain, are often seen-as a source a further harassment.

Patterns of school reform have not helned. In, the educational
past, as in the present, reform movements have often widened the gulf
between practitioners and parents. Top-down, general staff, _patterns':
of administrative reform are (rightly arid wrongly) resisted by
classroom Practitioners, who are equally resistant to,the sort of grass
roots citizen refornidhat often looks from- the classroom window like
the edUcational equivalent of a lynch 'mob. Surely the patterns are
self-defeating.

There is no. mention in .these essays If the teacher union move-
ment, whieh is at a number of important turning points in its history.
The shape the union movement' takes may influence the possibilities of
coalitions and 'bargains bttween "the counter-poised groups of service
professionals and sonsumerS_ of serviees. Whether teachers will be
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able to respond creatively to the needs prompting citizen and parent
movements, and whether lay movements can come to understand the

, problems and legitimate concerns of the professionals is, of course, an
open question.

Our reform history is not promising. Perhaps we can transcend it.
My own feeling is that the more internally democratic participatory,
if you will the unions are, and the more they can think in terms of
alliances with parents and principals at the individual scho,..' level, the
more promising the future will be.

Individual classrooms and individual schools are the ultimate
locus of change:-that is the level where one would most like to see an
end to the traditional adversary relationships. That is also the level
that is most difficult to reach in ways that help, rather than exacerbate
matters. Over the next few years we will be finding out more about the
possibilities of change at the schools level. Prediction is, however, a
mug's:. game. The only safe prediction is that a society ripe for
possibilities for participation will continue to see many variations on
all these`themes, in many different communities.
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CHAPTER 1

Pluralism Goes Public:
How Logunitas, California

Did It
Dianeplye:Ay*

Iii-1972 -a Los Angeles family sold their suburban house, put their
, belongings into a van, and headed out to fmd a new place to live. They

were wenry of their burfk-up, join-up, buy-up life. They were'wenry of
trying to convince their local school that their young daughter,
although impetuous, Shouldn't be written , off as an unteachable
discipline problem. They were worried that their son's teachers -cared
more about equipment than creativity., and more about order than
learning. They were weary of being thought of as freaks for ptieaking
np at PTA meetings.. They wanted a. place where the' belief in caring
aheutoindividual children and their fainilies was still taken seriously,
Thin family's ,. search for a community compatible with their hopes .
ended in Lagunitas in.the .San Geronimo Valley, .an exurban-town just -4
forty miles north of San. Francisco's Golden Gi4e Bridge where many
other families had recently settled'to escape city life. =

The valley', folded in the hills 'Of northern Marin County, brings all
the old dreams of California back to life: The hillsides are lush green
even in January. Rosee'bloom wild in October. The sun plays ofer -
eutalyptus and fir trees' fringing the slePes, and the air breathes
clean-washed. The -lingle highway that runs through the community

,
*Mom Divoky is an edito? at Learning Magazine, author of a book on stu-

dent rights,'`and co-author of The Myth of the Hyperactive Child. She has also
been a teacher and newspaper rsporter.



allows views of a few' farms, and only Smoke wisp4 into the winter air
tells that homes are hidden away on winding back roaili.

,The people in the valley valge their privacy; tiey'also Value their
independence of mind. For a long time the community has embraced a
spectrum of political views and lifestyles cquaervative Oldtimers,
free-living Artists, commuters willing to drive an -extra fifteen minutes
beyond the busy suburbs. The balance of conservative and liberal
elementsin the community shifted somewhat, howevei; ih, die late six-
ties when- San Geronimo became a haven for a good-sized colony of ar-
tisané and counter-culturists fleeing city life.

. Nevertheless, the rule of live-and-let-live could have continued to
Operate nicely -had it nbt -been for the 500-studeni, K-8 Lagunitas
School' District, the unincorporated town's only vehicle for citizen in-
volveinent in coinmunity that takes education seriously. American
schools are supposed to run by consensus, but consensus didn't work in
Lagunitis. Very real differences in educational philosophy and
methods did separate the various segments of the community:- As .a
local newspaper noted, the school board tried to "preserve peace by
compromises that pleased. neither group." The rights were mad, and

' the lefts were mad, and the middles muddled aloog:
The hoitility and suspieion that surrounded the late, 1960's fight

over schOoling began--to tear apart the Lagunitas community other-
w,ise friendly neighbors simply stopped talking to each other. As tur-
moil wracked the district, it went through four --superintendents in -
three years. Then,--in 1971, Sandra Dorward, a teacher backed by some
interested parents, got permission from the school board to try.- a
single Open ClassrooM where the needs ana interests of studentS, in

' this . case Volunteer priMary-grade students, would be the foCus of
-school activity. The etperiment went *ell; but ie was still a test
With critical observers,chetking every move. That winter, in a bitterly
fought ."left-right" school board election, the crisis. came. Riehard-

: Sloan parent, peace activist., and carpenter optraged the conser-
vatives by running for and winning it'seat on the board. He immediate-

urged 'a vast expansion of the open classroom concept. As the open
claSsroom proponents_rap to present their .program to the school
board,, the conservatives decided to play the same game, and cooked
up their own counter program, one far ifiore structured than the_ex-
isting classroontapproach.

,
Then, with the conserVatives, radicals, and liberals sitting there

at the board meeting, and a cOmpromise clearly impossible, the idea of
pluralism seemed to emerge; as if from necessity. "Why- not try all
three kinds of education in our system, and let_parents choose the pro-
gram they want?" someone suggested. The idea was so logical that at
first it seemed absprd, and it met some resistance and smspicion
because glean was one of its strongest supporters. But thecOlool
board took-a clianee, sent Mit a questionnaire to all parents describing
the 'three programs, gOt a whopping 90 percent response, and found
substantial Support for each of the three Programs.

.22.
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After that lots of planning and work went into preparation for the
next fall, when Lagunitas became the first kndwn public system in the
country to offer three oo-existing programs based on parental choice:
In some ways_ the system's set-up was already well-suited for the
three-way, program. This distriet -buses all its children to school, so
there was no problem. of providing special bus Service for respective
programs. (In Cupertino, a large suburban Bay Area elementary
district, .a 1973 parents'ilatiative fOr a conservative program suffered
a setback when the ichool`board said that- it would provide a tradi-
tional alternative, but it would not provide transportation to get
children to- the program Sites.) Lagunitas' school building is located on
two separate sites within easy, walking distance of one another, so the
division int-differipt programs.did not lead to isolating any groups of
students:- -.7additigh, a traditional Spanish-style clatsroom -building fit
the traditional pro4rani and one five-section unit was perfect for the
open classroom.

Matching staff and programs could ha4 been a problem, but most
teachers found their niche, and hve who didn't took leaves of absence.
Their .departure allowed parents and professionals to screen and hire
four new teachers for the open program, and another for the tradi-
tional plan. The following year, one of the teachers on leave returned
to the traditional program, and,another to the existing program.

perhaps most important of all, the cOmmunity tried out its',
pluralistic approach without getting Overly impressed with its own ef-
forts and inviting scores of outsiders to help them .do what they were
already doing. ,Although a relatively. low-budget system, it didn% seek
special federal or state funds. It shunned publicity; it didn't call in any
researchers to, document or evaluate Progress. (The University of
Maseachusetts School of Education did learn of the project, and has
ient intern teachers . at A minimal cost of $2,000 annually to the
distria for a coordinator, each semester since the project began.)

The best symbol of the diStrict's no-fuss. Style is inperintendent
Harry Roche, a former teacher and tennis pro, who has midwifed the
experiMent through its first two years and earned the unqualified
praise of, all constituents. People describe him as sensitive, down-to-
earth, always' willing to listen and belp..Roche is not only superinten-.
dent; he's also -principal and director of the dirict's special Services:
In7fact, he'S tne only person who .passes as/an ..adininistrator-,in the
system. As the gym teachevin his sport shirt arid- windbreaker, chain .

smoking, answering the phone; "How y,idoin'?", Roche manages to
oversee and coordinate the programsykeep in iritricate bus schedule
flowing. (chat with the custodian 06ut -floor-cleaning problems, and
give great chunks of.tinie ta individual parents and kids. He appears -
not to have Worried much abo ethe long-range implications of what's
happening in his systeth, and oes not see- himself as some kind of ma-
jor innovator particularly efreshing qualities in a superintendent. ,

The district's low-k -approach, in the wake, of the chaos leading
up to the pluralistic e eriment, paid off. The first day of school in the
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fall of 1972 was a landmark in the valley's history. "It was beautiful,"
one observer ,noted. "The straights and the long hairs, the liberals,
conservathes and niddle-of-the-roaders all showed up, kids in tow,
bowing and nodding as if they were attending a Sunday school picnic
high on grass. You couldn't believe ft." Although each prograM has
gone through its own special trials over the past two years, the har-
mony is there. And each of the three programs has grOwn
stronger and more confident that its philosophy can be realized in the
classroom.

The traditional ABC program is more westing than thee other
twb because it is a kind of schooling thit is not quite-the rage in this na-
tion anymore. Muriel Dillard's combined 4:5-6 grade cfassroom is
something out of. a time-warp, circa 1945. The- song book on the bat-
tered piano is oPen to The Star-Spangled Banner. A -globe, en-
cycloPedias aed a rock collection are on the windowsill, and the walls
carry a music-made-easy chart, maps and murkY prints of the Mona
Lisa, Blue Boy and Pinky. Student heads bend over orderly desks; std-

.4. dent 'attention is' focused on' exercises in grammar and penmanship
workbooks. On the blackboard, in proper teacher script, is the dairy
schedule: 8:3,0 Flag Song, Attendance, News. 9:00 --= U.S. .

Geography and Climate. 94,30 Math. 10:10 Physical Education.
Language and Reading. 11:20 Handwriting. 1135 Spell-

ing, and on through the day.
Ms. Dillard, very much a lad7 in a dress and pearls, is'also very

much in _charge. She in1errupts a workbook drill to administer a sur-
prise test. The apprehension in the room, grows as the qu,estions begin:

...-4When do you expect to find short vowel sounds in a word?" "Conso-
nant blends are two Or three consonants that ate put together, and 3rou
get a new sound. There are seven that begin Words. How many can you
name?"

A chorus of moans, sighs and questions arises: -"Does the answer
have to begin, tWe expect to fmd short vowersounds in a word when
. .'?" It does, says Dillard. The teacher goes to the door_to, answer a
knock, ahd a dozen heads are put together toshare answers..

A boy explains . the system- under which students function in
Dillard's class. "You choose a topic, like presidents or holidays or in-
sects or werld.geography, and name Ialads about the topic. Then you
'choose 10 facts about eath of those 10 facts, and memorize them, or 100
facts about the one thing, or 20 facts about five things." The point of
learning all the "facts' and repeatink them; "It counts on your report
card.' .

Next *door, Mary Johnson's second and third' grade, ABC cliss has
the same basic objectives but runs on a different frequency. Johnson, a
young woman with soft .-biond hair and -huge blue eyes, looks all cotton
candy. She isnl. Students wait in line to have her check their papers
and be drilled: "What's, nine times five? Nine times seven? Nine times
three?" It is a- very serious, business, althobgh occasionally the teacher
has to stifle a smile.

2 3
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At their desks children work intently on penmanship, the pencil
-tracing the capital -4" over and over again. One occasionally lets off
excess energy by punching a neighbor or wandeHng around the room.
The room is decorated with compositions, multiplication-table charts
and posters pushing courtesy. Behind their notebooks, two boys trade
baseball cards. A student whispers to a visitor: "I only have 40. pages
to go in my workbook, and then I get anPther workbook." A girl moves
to an easel and Johnson reminds her softly: "Ellen, yOu cannot paint
until 'you finish your math." A boy who doesn't listen to similar sbft ad-
vice gets put in his place; "Rusty, dear, that's the end. Go to the office
for five minutes."

The teacher explainsthat those of her students whether second
or third graders who read Under 2.3 level must go to watch,orhe
Electric Company." "Some of them hate it,-and it's a real punishment,"
she smiles.

Mary Johnson was new to Lhe district irr-1972, hired 'specifically
for the ABC program. "I really like knowing what the parents want
and their knowing what I believe in," she said. "There's a lot of feed-
back from parents. At the beginning of the year I asked them to
describe the physical, mental and emotional strengths and weaknesses
of their children, their long-. and short-range goals for them, and what
they expected of me as a teacher: And we use parent-teacher con-
ferences to build on that foundation."

Although the essence of the program is a teacher-controlled, self-
contained classroom, its practitioners use all tile outside support they
ean get, including a state-funded reading specialist, student teachers,
a librarian and counseloi, and a psychologist on call.

Parents seem Well satisfied. "In first, second and third grade, my
boy was the kind who completed his work but never got, involved or
volunteered' for anythine a mother said. He did what was ejcpected

nothing more and he was too slow, in doing his work. On top of
that, he was shy, which teachers interpreted as a lack of caring;In. the
ABC prOgram; he's doing fine, academically, and .he is much more-
outgoing. All my sons are the kind who need to be under a little
Pressure to do their best work, and I just wish the three older ones had
had a chance to be in this program."-

Another mother 'explains that she and her husband had been
afraid that their daughter wbuld never follow them to the University
of California. "Her teacher kept .sayin,, she was fine and cooperative,
but she didn't seem nuich interested in school, and when we discovered
her achievement score haa been going doln for a couple of years, and
no one at school had been concernedwere shocked. She's a person
who needs to be kept moving, and sheThlosibmed in this program. For the
first time she really loves school."

Many residents feared that the middle-of-the-road "eiisting pro-
gram'! would not develop enough of its own.character, but Would s,im-

L- ply be a dumping ground 'for children whose parents were turned off tiy
-either extreme. This hasn't happened, 'partly because-of the strength_
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a the teachers in theprogram. AcadeMics Hui, as the program was
named its second year, looks likethe best of the -flexible, "modern"
program4 seen in suburban districts. In a nicely decorated, com-
fortable frimary classroom in a '`pod," students work individuall, and
in group at -clusters of tables. The teacher hat- no desk, but moves
from groüp to grouP.- Painting and clay-modeling projects spill over

'MAI a s' k near-the center of the roan. The room is busrwith easels,
tape reCiorders, overhead projectors, plants, drawings of dinosaurs
and ghqsts and whales, student-made burlap appliques on one wall,
great bntcher-paper lists -of action words and describing words and

the n bérs.'1' '200' winds its way discreetly along the edges of
"non-living" things on others. A paper stto rip printed 'with

blackbeerds and up and down walls.
The Academic Plus program is ungraded, has an offering of stu- '

dent electives drama, ceramics, woodworking, Mm and cartoon
making 7- and incorporates familiar elements of other good elemen-
tary, sch s: teams of teachers, working together at the primary school .

-Wire}, . specialized reading sessions, a strong use of the library, a .

fulitime teaching coordinator for the upper grades, and a raft of special
services. I -

AU ugh curriculuni materials and methods ate varied, °each
teacher -as a clear handle on specific goals in a wide range of subject
areas.. e atmosphere in the program is relaxed but .not freaky, con-
tr011ed but not tense . the kind of milieu that a majority of middle-
Class parents might ehoose. And that's just what's happened in
Laguni4s, where the largest number,of parents continue to-elect it for
their youngsters. . . ,

,
The open classroom is teeny an open school, a-Wide-open environ-

ment in which ehildren kindergartners through. sixth graders
parents and teachers come together to share experiences. "So Much of ,
open education is::What do you Want to read, this, this, or this'r teacher
Sandra DOrwart!. said. "But that's not it. For ue, it's got to be 'What,: /
do you want to read? This, this, this; or nothing'." As ,the program
planners began with few preconceptions aboitt how childien learn
best, and' because-there's 'no blueprint for this kind of school; the .;,
amount of time, energy; and words that have gone into' its shoing and .

, reshaping has been enormoits: From the first the staff knew that such,
an open-ended progrem would require a lower adult:child ratio than
the district could provide, and as a result, the participation of regular
parent volunteers would be- necessary for the -project to Work at all.
They -also- built in some grouping by age, so that younger and older
children would haie some time all their own. And since teadlers and
.parents were at least as intereeted in the emotional life learning as in
academic skills, they set up a daily-Magic Circle time, and .an'enViron-
ment that tolerates a great deal of indivichiality. "If children are in-
terested in acting out or lashing out; they have every opportunity to

,O so,"..a staff member said. "On the other hand, we're not set up for
play therapy. As we go along, we pull back on some things, but thereer

.: s
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. ,
m4re freedom in others."

But the search for finding the elusive ways in which a child grows
to enjoy learning, becomes sensitive to others, and accepts h'erself or
hi self in the academic' and social world goes on . continually. And
be3muse the program depends so heavily on the initiative arid interest
Of the people involved and their ability to make the right decisions,
ea h day has a special capacity for-success or failure.

r On a good day, everything hums and clicks. Curly-haired teacher,
Mario LaMorte, helps three youngsters with multiplication exercises
in- the Math center, and a girl forks with a hand-crafted abacus..
Materials abound weighing scales; a matrix chart on the wall; and
garnes quizmo, club domirioes, popper numbers, Score-Four. And a
w9rksheet on measuring ("The pleasure of measure is in easuring
me!") keeps three boyribusy estimating the length of their arms, legs,
and widest smiles, and then checking their guesses against the real
measurements.

Nearby. tiro chess genres move rapidly, while three: younger
students play a-card inatch-up game. Around a corner four little girls
dress.- dolls, and act out a- fantas 'about going to dinner, and a fifth
works with measures at a conr meal bin. In a science corner, a wciman
Aeicher and foirr boys study deer bones, comparing theni to diagrams
in a book. X;rays of human ,bones make a wall diaplay."A mothe? helps

' boys.wire bulbs and batteries.
, Teacher Beth Williainri and a tough, freckle-faced boy Work on a

weeles,, schedUle of activities for him. His play comes oot thia war
"This ..*eek'S eipectations. Otitside: Play soccer, Relay re*, Foot-'
ball:-Inaide:...Large blocks. One math game, Friday. One matk,puzzle,
Wedneaday.' One language game': Monday and Wedpesday. Seitince
study about bones."

In the language area, students have drawn and described their V.
favorite modes .of.transportation: horses, kirbmarines with -periscopes,
rocketi. to Mars; sailboats, Ott-putt Cars "With-.ap injector 'seat like
'James Bond's that goes 160 miles an hour." CoMic llOoka do a thriving'
13usiness in k reading corner. A board display inVitea" students to

7"finisb thia story' about a "lily-livered monster."/' Issues of a student.
written and prriduced newspaper, "Right-On News", carry, an impas-
sioned editorial about cruelty to animals in dog pounds ("How would
you like it if a dog looked aroond:for straj humans; then put them in
jail?"),-ads for free cats and t*o-cent coloring:boOks, and sports items
about- a school -football grime ("It seemed like a close game, but we'll
never know who won, as po one kept score.").

o In a Noisy Game Area, five kids watch 'The Electric Company," a
boy, does -a 'word-puzzle, and 'a 'group of adults and children play Probe.
Crafts are a strong element: sewing, knitting,. *Wing, quilting, and .

-appliqueing are all in progress. A Pig-tailed Mother teaches oung
Aveavers to work with carders, a 'Navajo rspindle, and a loom; her baby
rests quietly, on a rug nearby. A substitute teacher breast feeds her

. fant-as she moves about helping students with projects.



The second year of the'open classroom prOgram has brouglbir. ie
changes: the hiring of a half-time pareid coordinator, and some limita-
tions on the "open door policY"..whichfoirnerly allowed children to go
oatdoors at any time. ("We don't have enough Support people in here
to also put people outside to supervise all the time, ' a staff member
said.) The staff has also learned how to protect its sanity in spite of the
continual' mental and physical drain caused by running such a pro-.
gram. "When one of us, goes over the brink, the others pull him back a
staff member notes. To deyelop the best possible interaction in spite of,
the.odds, the staff meets once a week with a group leader from a local
community Mental health organization: "And..we've made . a collective .

deciiion to throw each other oat the doOrj-in the afternoon? a teacher,
added, "because last year we never ,l.eft for hom e before six. andzepent
our. weekends hem tpo."

There are subtle keys to the style of the program.- The school-
counselor makes homevisits. In the storeroom that also serves as a
staff coffee room, the tilk is nothing like the worn, complaining com-
ments about 'troublemaking- kids and-dumb classes heard in most
teacher rooms. Teachers and parents share curriCulum ideas, positive
ideas about 'kids ("You know, I figured out this morning 'that she
doesn't really understand . the offensive role."), and insights into
parents ("You know Sarah's father, I think he has a lot of good .

thoughts but is afraid. to speak. up."). Even at a time of low morale,
when the program looks ragged as a, result of poor parent participa-
tion, the staff can joke. We-need five to seven parents a day, but since
Christmas our numbers have dropfled," Dorward explains. "We
assume_ it's a _temporary phew:aeon, and mere waiting for a new
blossoming of collective responsibilitY. In the meantime, we're telling
them we feel betrayed." The comments that,volunteer parents put in
the daily log show the openness of communication between staff 'and

Jankilies: "I would like to ee some older bays sqt on." "I went to the
Woods With Barbara to ret ieve a bird house . Spendihg a whole day

;" with a child not one's awn 's a good experience? "The kids seerh to be
groWing happier, more ver al, less hostile, more open. I think that the
idea that children need an ' ngry-sad' activity is reinforced by thie
truly enjoy coming. It helps e a lot with Eleska at home."' ". .

Lagunitasrhas, at least or the time being, made its peace, and Yin,
doing so is demonstrating tkiree verY good ways to go Co school. In
choosing programs for their khdren, parents are gaining insights into
themselves and their childre . ManY Parents have selected one pro-

:, grim for one child, a thffereil one for another. based on individual
needa and, stylea. Sometimes they're finding that What they initially
chOsels not in the child's best interest. A volunteer motherin the open
classrootn Program who is tota y committed to its philesophy recently
transferred her son .to Academ cs Plus. "He was in the open program
for two montha;" she said, "an he didn't enjoy it at' all. He said,
don't care for this kind of thing. like to be told what.I'm going to do.'
So we agreed that he'd try it, and H Inves it."
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And everyone is learning how unity in diversity really works. A
father who led the move for .the traditional ABC program explained:
"I'm telling my little, daughter that there's nothing bad about the other
methods. They're just different." And when the ABC program needed
an additional teacher;.the open classroom people went to the sclool
board to help them fight for it. "We know very well that if they don't
make it, we're dead," an open classroom teacher and parent said. "Our
survival depends on their survival. We have to support each other."
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CHAPTER 2

Parents an0 a
"Dream SchOot"

Jamel Benet*

"I don't feel that I'M competing with the teacher any longer. For
. the first time I feel that rm contributing to the education of my child.'

This comment. by a mother at Nueva School in Hillsborough,
California, like 'other similar remarks a visitor quickly collects, seems
at first puzzling. While Nueva is an unusual school, it doesn't put a ma-.
jor emphasis on parent participation.

The sehillo was -establisliedlir 1965-for -children-of-high potential
who the founders felt were being poorly served by existing. schools.
From the first its character has been formed by prolesaional
educ...ors. Its-organization structure follows traditional lines a
board of trustees, a professional director, a professionalleaching staff,
and parents as volunteer helpers. Yet the parents of Nueva pupils ex-
press intense feelings that they are huportant and that their contribu-
tions are valuable. They point to a promiBe in the school brochure: "This
is not a school that keeps children in and parents out."

Nueva Day School and Learning Center, the schoors full name,
was established by Norman and Karen Stone from their belief in the
need for a program for gifted children. Fadsting programa for the
gifted, they concluded after investigation, either accelerate children
beyond their usual grade level, often causing them difficulties in social
de4lopment, or direct children to do more of the same thing twenty

tlemes Illonit is a reporter for pubic television station KQED (Channel
9) at San Francisco. He was an education reporter for the San Francisco
Chronick.



problems instead of.the next child's ten resulting in bOredo .

Stone, the son Of Chicago insurance agnate W. Clement Stone,
had the resources to establish the *sch Ile and his .wife solicited
distinguished professional :advice. ay th chairman of the school's
board is 0. Merath Wilson, for er p sident of the Universities of
Oregon and Minnesota.

The Stones created what to: y parents must seem hke the
school of theip dreams. It is a bustling, lively place decorated with
bright posters. The children, intent on their activities, hardly notice a
visitor or. two. The school is deliberately small with about 150
students, from four-year-olds in pre-kindirgarten to sixth graders.
The present director, Jim Olivero, is an eloTuent, energetic young man
who served formerly as the director" of the Southwest Regional
Laboratory,. funded by the U.S. Office of Education. The carefully
chosen staff:. includes distinguished teachers. For example, Mary
Laycock, the: mathematics teacher, formerly supervised the
mathematics program for the schools of Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and
produced a 'mathematics" source book alined at teaching-teachers "how
to make math exciting" and !leveral sets,of teaching materials. Recent-
ly retired kindergarten teacher Leonore Wilson .spent Most of her life
teaching five-year-olds and wrote a book on kindergarten curriculum.
To encourage and assist such efforts by the staff, and to spread their
work, the school created a "Learnirig Center' which publishes these
hooks -and mqerials as well as papers and collections of axticles

-Olivero and 'others. "the Learning Center is a research and deyelop-
ment center," Olivero says, "but . : far it has been mostly develop-
ment. We intend to get research.going as soon as we can."

The school's teaching methods, expressed in plans worked out by
the teachers, are based on an explicit statementof the school's philosophy
which-parents-and:Pupils helped writeseverayears ago. "A school should
be a place where a child learns at his own pacejn ways that meant
ingful to him," the statement declares, "a place where the child isofree
_to learn what he wants to know as well as those things we want him to
know, a place which integrates affective and cognitive learning (we do
not think without feeling nor feel without thinking), and a place that is
demderatic. The success of the democratic process depends on the in-
diVidual taking responsibility for his actions and decisions. The child

o must be given the opportunity to assume responsibility so that he
becomes aware and confident."

Each schoril year starts with a four- .or five-day retreat for
teachers. in which careful plans are drawn for translating the school
philosophy into school Activity. One plan drawn in the" fall of 1973 calls
for' teachers "to help children develop resolute ideas'of their own about
what they should learn," while at the same time the teacher should
also be ,"the guide, the leader, the facilitator, the mediator, the in-
fluencer, the learner." Teachers keep elaborate records, including ac-
counts of each child's achievement in cognitive skills, records of signifi-
cant behaviors related to social and emotional development, work con-
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tracts through which children learn to decide on and take responsibili- ,

for their own program, and folders of their actual work.
Such careful planning and thoughtfulness has led to a clear educa-

timid structure. "Nueva is not a free school," says Olivero, "but it's
not conventional, either:' Pre-kindergarten, kindergarten and first
grade are self-containa'd separate classes. "We believe that at this age
level the children should not have to cope intensively with a 'large
number of adults," the school's statement of purpose, says.- I-Ve
assume that four-year-olds have to be the center of attentipn," ex-
plains associate director and science specialist Del Alberti. "They're in
an line' phase, and we may as well accept it. When they're five,
they're ready to begin group experiences, and sixes are beginning
academic work so that we no longer emphasize so much the social'skills
that they'll haveacquired by this time."

_

Second and third grades also start the year as aeparate classes in
each end Of one big room, and at some time during the year, usually -
abaut Christmas, the classes merge by linking and then mingling their-,
activities. Above this level students are non-graded and referred tO
not as fourth, fifth, and sixth grades but-sithply as upper elementary.
Now they are working in a thoroughly ihformal, classroom with in-
dividual programs.

"Of course," says Alberti, "in some places that means that kids
are all doing the same thing but doing it by themsel tead of do-
ing it together. Since we try to focus on the strengths nd w aknesses
of each individual, we have to challenge -the idea that 'all kids mUst
have this' or 'all kids must have that.' "

Attention to individual instruction is the cherished hope of- many
parents for their children. NueVa maintains this program without pro-
hibitive expense, while still paying teacher, salaries comparable to

.those in public schools, through a broad use of teacher aides, parent
volunteers, and student teachers, and by using pupils themselves as
teachers.--_-Director-Olivero-has written-extensively on _
tional manpewer economically, and at Nueva he rids his proposals into
practice. ,

Some of the school's policies may certainly be regarded as ex-
perinfintal, but its attitude is, as Olivero likes t4 say, a 'hard-nosed'
one. Thus, while m-uch of the curriculum material has been produced
by the school and the learning center, specific objectivies have been
established for achievement in math, science, music, language arts,
and physical education. Standard diagnostic tests iscertain, each
child's progress, and these, of 'course, are also tests of the curricular
:materials, One area in which Olivero is Still dissatisfied is that of social
science; he has not yet seen a commercially produced program that he
thinks satisfactory, he says, and he sees this as a major problem.

For staff members not farnilhir With individualiied instruction
schemes, the school has-produced its own training program, written by.
second grade teacher Roberta Williams, The course offerings, too, tnay
strike many parents'as the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. Funda-



mentally, Olivero says, Nueva divides its curriculum into three parts.'
First come the "survival skills" that a child will always need; those ar,o
thesthree R's plus a fourth R "relationships" or self-knowledge. Next
is die school's requirement that every child "taste the spinach," by giving
a fair trial to learning activities offered by the teacher, which the pupil
is free to reject after a short experience. And finally, there is a dazzling
array of electives that has included ballet, organic gardening, lasers
tropical. fish, and aviation. All children participate in art, music,
dramatic performances; intensive musical study under concert artisfs'
is available for the particularly gifted.

One day about,mid-year, teacher George Mason' watching over ;
thirty-six second and third grade pupils with the help of two teacher,
aides and a parent volunteer pointed to a large wallboar51:74"Thist'
shows who_is working on contract , about four-fifths of the ctiiIren at
this point in the year and whO is still on a work-record basis. The
child shifts over when ready to take the responsibility, and then we
write a riew contract once a week.

"I've never befort had the freedom to %hie the children respon-
sibility,"- says Mr. Mason. "Principals 'usually lack the confidence to
allow their teachers to do it, because they're afraid of pressure from
parents. ,Most parents don't want education changed from the way
they were educated."

Such parents are not likely 'candidates for the Nueva school. In
fact, one Of ttie first steps in the admisSion.process is to bring the pro-
spective pupil's parents to th)a, school for a visit "to determine," as the
school puts it gracefully "if the school's philosophy is consistent with
the lifestyle of the family."-Nueva concedes that its way of education is
not everyone's wiiy, and it screens ont parents who are unaecepting of
it. "We say to parents who differ, that's your prerogative, but that's not
where we are," direcior Jim Olivero,comments.

The parents who survive the screening are presumably those
most susceptible to Nueva's appeal. They are informed from the start
that the school tries to establish_asiew rules _as possible in the belief
that there will then be fewer to enforce, and that4discipline is rarely
needed when children are active and busy. They will have accepted in-
frequent homework assignments, although children 'sometimes decide

'to work at home to attain their,own goals. They understand that the
school doesn't use traditional -grading systems or report cards;
although stOdent growth is measured by specific means and teachers,
.make regular reports on student progress using the school's own "stu-
dent profile." And they will have heard about the school's view that
more is known about academic learning than about the equally .impor-
tent problems of helping children know themselves and improve their
self-esteem

To cap its collection of dazzling facets, the school recently moved
into a wealthy San Francisco suburb, Hillsborough, known throughout
the area as the home of many of northern California's social and business
leaders. There it occupies a big Italianate villa, "Sky Farm," perched
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on a Wooded hillside overlooking the bay. Its big; hg..jJinged rooms
make superbly spacious, light, and airy clas, 'and it is sur-
rounded by acres 'of woodlands, with spaces for parking and
playgrounds and possibilities for long walks on secluded trails.'

"Moit'people think we're an isolated, Shangri-La school.," Olivero
concedes ruefully.

Finally, the enthusiastic parent may feel that at least sym-
bolically Nueva is a parent-controlled school, since the Stones are,
after all, parents' of three of its graduates, with one child still enrolled.
Both of the, founders still sit as members of the board of director,
serving as vice president and secretary. And they are active in school
affairs.

Karen Storte teaches a course called "self-sciencing."this course,
an -elective for children above the Bist-grade, was developed at the
University of Massachusetts, arid includes such areas as self-esteem,
motivation, problem-solving, and goal-setting. It puts intd practice one
of the principal objectives of the founders, which is to emphasize social
development and self-knowledge. While the. Stones were considering
.their plans, and years before the school was opened, they met with a
number of Nobel prize winners to discuss the sort of. schooling that
gifted children need. The Nobel laureates all told them that it is impor-
tant that the children learn to live comfortably both with themselves
and with other%

In spite of the anxieties and controversies often aroused in
parents by courses directed toward candid exploration of emotions,
"..self-sciencing" is fully accepted at-Nueva. "I thinkit is because Karen
is a quiet, warm, trustworthy person," one mother explained. "I know
only one parent who isn't enthusiastic about the course, and she's
merely indifferent to it. Most of us think it is one of the big plusses of
the school, and probably 'will stand the children in better stead when-
they move on than anything else they have learned here."

In this instince and others, Nueva Oarents know, the Stones
the first of the school's parents have -set the course that its skilled
professionals follow. But the school genuinely encourages parents to

be actively involved, and these parents are clearly taking a hand in
shaping the school.

Nearly half of the school's 120 families take advantage of the op-
portunity to reduce their tuition by contributing work for 'the school.
Each year, $45,000 is set aside to allow reduced tuition through work 1'

agreements with parents. These parents save a substantial proportion
of the regular tuition of $1150 for pre-kindergarten and kindergarten-,
and $1700 at the higher levels. A few parents serve as classroom
asjistants two days a week, but most of the work is housekeeping 'Such
.as washing windows, waxing_ floors, painting walls, driving busses,
assisting in the library, and answering telephone calls.

Many parents continue these chores even after completing the re-
quired number of hours for the tuition waiver. And about a dozen partici-
pate without asking-for any compensatiOn.
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Even if they are not involved in such work, the school welcomes
parents at any time. They are encouraged to visit classes as an expres-
sion to their child .of their interest in the child's work. They are en-
couraged to talk with teachers and the director at any Utile about the
child's progress, and not only. at the regular reporting periods of mid-
year and the end of theschool year.

Parents, often teach elective courses. In early 1975 the upper
elementary grades received a week and- a half program of "mini-

.1.courses," mostly parenr-taughi. They included aspects of history anti
music, beginning German and German culture, Israeli culture, garden-
ing, nutrition; andlolf.

Some parents have been students along with their children in
evening classes. One evening course taught teleicope -construction,
and another in cOnversational Spanish resulted in a two-week family.
trip to Guadalajara.

The "Nueva cominunity" includes the parents, and future plan-
ning is directed at finding more Ways to-involve them. The%volunteer
aide program will be expanded, more parent committees will be
formed for specific undertakings, and concerts are being arranged. ,
One winter Weekend, Nueva parents were invited .to a workshop on
"futttre study," conducted at the school bY a visiting specialist, Louis
M. Savary of the Institute for Consciousness and Music. The workshop
was free for them, but other participants paid a fee Of $50.

Parent meetings are held in the .evening, several times a year,
whenever the staff thinks they are needed. Attendance is..better than
80 percent. .

Such activities, of -course, may. be regarded as ways of making
parents into "Nuevans."-But the activities also give interested parents
their opportunity to participate in the definition of "Nuevan," and
numerous other open ga for influence eveh in the area of curriculum.
The school progrmn pecifically aims 'to develop not only; 'teacher-
designed and student esigned courses, but parent-designed courses -
too. The school tries td .provide, any special activity for a child that a
parent may wish. The staff asks that parents tell the staff what is be-
ing done well, what needs. improvement, and "what-we are not doing
that we really need to work on." Olivero comments, "Perhaps our best
Outside evaluators are our parents and children. It appeara that oppor-

`tunity for parental involVement is limited only by the amount of timesnd
, effort a parent is willing andsble to commit.

,Morpover, in spite of :the screening process1.-the parent group is
genninely diverse in important ways. The school is committed to seek-
ing high-potential studegts ell socio-economic andY ethnic strata; a
policy which has produced harsh criticism jrom the wealthy and cons
servative community that surrounds it. And although the school looks
for exceptionally able pimils, its definition of the type is broad broad

< enough to accept children who would not meet, for instance, the rigid
test of the California public schools for the "gifted," an IQ of 132 or
higher. "Even if a test could assess intelligence accurately," OliVero
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comments skeptically, "we think such a criterion ignores other areas
of high potential such as music, leadership ability, creativity, or
physical talent," Many bf the children might best be rated as "bright
normal," he says, and the principal consideration used to assess a
child's suitability is that the child Should not find the school eicessive-
ly demanding, and, therefore, is punishing and unhappy experience.
Within this broad limitation, he Says, the school seeks a diverse com-
munity.

About forty percent' of the' children receiye Asdine fornr of financial
assistance and there would be more if the 'school were able to raise
more scholarship funds. Students are drawn from a fairly large
geographical area, from San Francisco on the north to Palo Aka on the
south, a distance of about thirty miles. This has produced genuine
socio-economic diversity.

The Nueva childia, not surprisingly, are generally highly verbal.
Physical education specialist Peter Pau lay speaks with some aw. of the
young pupil who persuaded him that-he was too busy with other interests
in school to spend time on games. "He said he knew that he had to get
exercise and develop himself physically, Pau lay says, "but he said he
coulddo that by riding his bike to school and Mountaineering on week-
ends. He wai so reasonable that I had to agree with him."

Parents 'iarticipating in the school through this sort of child
who is carefully encouraged it Nueva to share in gogram develoP-
ment and .to express his concerns and interests have an additional

,means df influencing it.
In some ways parent impact has been measurable and clear. For;

example, the staff -has estimated that parent.volunteers are saving the .
School $1500 a year in cleaning costs alone. Courses taught by parents
are not such a clear saving, since many would not be offered otherwise;
but they are a visibleeontribution.

More signifioantly, in early 1974 a parent group was at Work on
what wotild be, if successful, the most important single change to be
brought about in the .school's structure- by parents themselves, the ad-

'elition of seventh and eighth grades. The Stones took a neutral posi-
tion. "The trustees are willing to do it, if .the _grades can be self,
supporting,"' they said.- It appeared very likely thatthe parents would
succeed in the effort since they quickly obtained an anonymoUs pledge
of underwriting sufficient for a class of at least ten children, and were
able to establish a planning group.

After careful consideration, the decision was made to look in a
totally different direction. Based 'on study data; the school decided to
try to establish a program for parents of infants from six weeks of age.
Atcording to Olivero, "Very few parents are ever taught how to
parent. And it's important to look at problems early, even before
children start pre-kindergarten. We're developing a plan for a "parent-
ing -model;" a place where parents can bring infants when they have
problems, but not a day care center."

Funding for this project is now being sought. And in addition to
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this change, more changes lie ithehd. The Stones have made it clear
that the school will become seltsuppOrting. As they gradually
withdraw their financial support, voices of other parents will likely be
heard even more strongly.

Finally, the parents and their enthusiasm about the school con-
tribute to the extraordinarily high morale at Nueva: The staff speak of
this as "the feeling of community," and even a visitor of a- few hours
may see it expressed in iumerous wayt, frozn the instant availability
of the director to a young child asking for a word of advice to the
friendly politeness which marks conversation at all levels.

"We talk about it as 'humanizing the school environment,' " says
psychOlogist Harold Dillehunt. "Part of the way sit's done is through
shared decision-making, with people who- are affected by decisions
having .the right to participate in them. And that, of cOurse, includes
both the students and their-parents. We have reached the point 'now
where I- think people 4vould go longer tolerate not sharing. "But it is
more than that, too. Part of it is a deliberate effort by the teaching
staff to take care-Of one another. And that, of course,`affects the way -
that they take care of the kids."

In the. complex interrelationship of the home and the school, the
parents, too, are involved in the creation of this spirit. The outcome at
Nueva indieatek that whether through the observable structure or
through processes too subtle for the outsider to see, parents are play-
ing a significant and perhaps underestimated part in its succesgr

-It is apparent that. formally the parents at Nueva ha* a subor-
dinate place in the comminity structure. The dominant features and
direction Of the schoOl have been eitablished by the colla6oration of its'
bold founders with innovative educational professionals. But formal
authority- is not everything, and the parents' great satisfaction with
the school, as- well -as their high degree of participation, suggests that
they are playing a bigger part than perhaps they were assigned, and
that their part is growing.
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CHAPTER 3

A Fight for Cpmmunity
Schools in West Virginia

James Branscome*

"Yes, sir," Leonard Thompson begins, leaning back in his chair,
"they ain't no 1111123iC like good hound Music when they bring that fox
arotind the, ridge." He interrupts 'himself for a mothent to spit some
tobacco juice into an empty half-pint milk carton, and continues, !Sat,:
if I' had my drtithers, I'd spend most of my time a catching snakes
coPperheads,- rattlesnakes, any' kind. Jus' like to do that for some
reason; 'specially when I ain't bass fishing."

/ With his checkered flannel shirts, working Mancs shoes, a elosely
- crbpped haircut, and not overly strict reverence for the "king's

English," Leonard Thompson coUld be mistaken for America's version
of the 'Scoteih-Iiish mountaineer'. He would not mind being called a
"hillbille so long an it was another hillbilly using the phrase, but he
could- rise to unuseal outrage if he detected the slightest "notion" that
the word was being bandied about by those folks who 4re possessea by
the TV-comic strip vereion of Appalachians as seen in the "Beverly
Hillbillies" and "Lir Abuse." He's independent certainly, and hin,World
:view is parochial to :the .point of preferring. the Wing Of a "Treeing
Walker" hound to the opera. Though he never quite says it, Thompson
figures that mountaineers are !nightly tlose to being a superior race,

_and anybody *he dees not realize that probably deserves to have to

*.Ihn'llransanno is a free-/ance writer for the Blacksburg Mountain Eagle
in Kentucky. He has written for national publications on education and social,
policy of the Appalachian Mountain region.



live on top of a pile of concrete instead of on the 'side of a West.Virginia
mountain. Thompson wouldn't dade his weather-beaten face, his good
health at sixty, or his job as principal of the Fort Gay Elementary
School for anything in this viokld.

Most people would not shire Thompson's view that Wayne Coun-
ty, West Virginia, is the center of the universe. Not very much has
ever happened here. No major Civil 'War battle was fought here, no

/revered statesman was botn here, and' With one exceUtion no
great general or statesman ever visited the county. Thit exceptional
visit was paid in 1960 by Presidential-aspirant John Kennedy during
the West Virginia primpy. The young millionaire expressed shock at
,the poverty he saw in Wayne County's hollows and promised that the
New Frontier would have the revitalization of West Virginia high on
its agenda. Kennedy's visit marked the beginning of a new diseovery
of Appalachia. David Brinkley stood on a rickety, one-lane bridge
across the Tug River in Wayne County- and told his viewers of the
stark poverty of the people and their fascination with Kennedy. In
return for the attention, Wayne Countians named the bridge the
"David Brinkley Bridge" and hung a 'sign with his name from its
beams. Irt 1971 an overloaded truck dumped the bridge into the-river.
Only a Jew days later the favorite joke in the county was. about how
"the sound of the bridge hitting the river bottom was the only damned
thing we've heard from that War on Poverty."
, The joke aside, the flood of social legislation in the sixties had lit-
tle impact on -Wayne ,County. The Community Action Program (CAP)
never really got started in the county before it became buried in the
battle for the spoils with the poor lining up as a majority td be whipped
by the minority the politicians. In neighboring Mingo County the
scene ivas somewhat different, but the energetic CAP director, Huey
Perry, was forced out. and retreated to Charleston to write a Jbook
about his expeTiences called, They'll' Cut Off Your. Project. The fact

,that some action by the poor was taken in Mingo County was evidence--
enough for the Wayne County politicians that they could not let the
Same happen in their territory. The county school board kept Head
Start out by refusing use of school .property. They used Title I,
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEM federal money to
purchaie a TV broadcasting unit and a TV set for every .classroom,
principal's office, and empty space in the school superintendent's, of-
fice. Like the fox held at bay by Leonard Thompson's hounds, the
federal government searched for a hole and ran in it.

The county sehool system developed its own special .explanatiod of
community action in Wayne County. In a brdchure written for submis-
sion to the U.S. Office of Education, the school Officials explained:

The Office of Economic Opportunity and Community Action groups
have not been active in this area because of the lack of leadership and
.organization. Most of the indigent people are content to leave the
.welfare of their families to the Department of Public Assistance.

In 1970 the county's aVerage family income was just .over $3;000.
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In some hollows the number of persons on welfare 'assistance w s 60
percent. of the population; in others it was 90 percent. Of the 1,0 first
graders who entered .the county school system in 1960, only 600 re-
nutined to graduate in 1972. Many of the county's unemployed had betted
their elifith grade education against the chance Of a job "up North"
and left for Ohio and Michigan industrial plants. For those left behind,
there were jobs in the county's 'largest industry education. The
system einploys 600 people: 500 of Ahem. are . teachers, ..100 are in
custodial or,supportive jobS. The qualifications for job AS a 'teacher,
other, than a college degree from nearby Marshall University, are kin-
ship and unswerving devotion-For other joie, like driving a bus, kin-
ship and votes will-suffice. In both cases, non-Wayne Countians need
not apply.

,

Wayne County would seem an unlikely area 'for an experiment in
"scbool-community pariiy in decision-making," especially if parity is
defined as "mutual, collaborative .decision-making on the part of those
rendering and those receiVing services." The phrases are from' the
guidelines developed by the Urban/Rural School Development Pro-
gram? Bureau of Educational Personnel Development, U.S. Office of
Education. In October, 1970 Wayne Cdunty School Superintendent_
Sam Hubbard was. advised that his system had been selected by the

- U.S. Office of Education (OE) to participate in the program. Provided
. that both he and the community agreed to accept the program, OE

promised $750,000.over a five-year period to conduct teacher retrain-
ing. The guidelinei stipulated' that the money be spent on a "cluster"
of schools. After preliminary negotiation, Superintendent Hubbard'
and OE agreed on three schools in southern Wayne County: Fort Gay

igh, Fort Gay Elementary where Leonard 'Thompson is pfincipal,
nd the Thompson Elementary School on Mill Creek. Even though he
ad signed a preliminary agreement, Superintendent Hubbard was

uncertain as to exactly what the program was about, he told me later.
Urban/Rural was the second prograni developed under this.

e'discretionary7 authority- granted OE in the Education Professions
DeVelopment Act (EPDA) of 1968. The Career Opportunities Program
(COP) was 'the first. Unlike COp, and even the various programs of
ESEA, the Urban/Rural 'Program mandated that community people
comprise at least 51 percent of the board that made' policy decisions at
the local level. Perhaps most importantly, the Urban/Rural program
guidelines' made it clear that schoOl and teacher inadequacies and
Rot. the background of the students .were responsible for poor pupil
achievement. Policy planners inside OE admit the program idea was
not "hatched from our headi" as one said, but was rather an outgrowth'
of the criticism OE had been getting from both the "experts about"4.4.......
and the "victims of" so-called compeniatory education.. "Community
control," ,eventually reduced by policy decisions to "shared control,",
were new words in 1970 for OE guidelines.

The program called for the development of a School/Comrnunity
Council (SCC) composed of both teachers and the community. The SCC
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lints assigned a nunber of organizing and implementation tasks, in-
cluding:

e assessing the edu atiqn needs of the school and community;
developing a Ion :range plan kir improving educational resource! of

the school and com unity;
linplementing this plan through a program of school staff training

and the employm0x4t of a Scheel Development Team Manager (SDTM);
developing pro4edures for elialuating the program and assuring .

that, to the "erten possible, it was coordinited with the ether federal
" Programs in the se ool.

The Stanfor Leadership Training Institute (LTD,' under the
leadership ol Dr4 Robert Hess, was given the task of. organizing the
commuhity inpu -.of the SCCs and . providing the whole SCC with
technical assista ce in carrying out its job. The-Stanford LTI in 1970
hired nine Regi nal Coordinators to 'work. at the local leyel with the
Urban/Rural sit s in 27 states and territories, ranging from PuertO
Rico to the s$ate. of Washington. All 'sites 'Were chosen on a
geographical bais, Wit/t poverty levels anCethriie representation,be--

.. ,ing prime consi erations.1-was einployed as Regional Coordinator for !,

Appalachian si es in thrbe states, inclyding Wayne County, Weat
Virginia..

Mf first jo was tb meet with-the school System of Wayne CountY
and to negotia e the formation otin SCC.` In .addition, I had to hire;gt
loeel conynuniqy person,' a "local facilitator" as LTI. called theqt, Who-
weuld be res onSible ;for the initial, community meetingterdeCide
Whether local people wOuld accept the program. Due to delays at OE,:it
was' stitually I1ay 1971,1 when I arrivedin Wayne County to, belan ..tny,
work. At the Jtime I Was twenty-five,ltalf the age of Superintendent
Sant Hubbai4 In my few years of traveling artund'tty vtiVe region,' I
knew more hari I needed to. know about" the power of ;school
superintende ts; Sam Hubbard had spent-fotrteen years surViving as

"- one. The ide4 of him "negotiating" with me.oVer"parity" struck me as
something Ore than absurd. But, with the OE promise "to_ hold the
system at y," a one -staffer had told..pa at a LTI meeting, .I 'headed
for Wayne Cunty..

Sam H bbard makes Leonard Thompson, at hialioliVest draWL:
seem-like .a fast talker. He likep to be called "Doctor" and would prOb-
Ably have Ijis secretary pitch anyene out of his office who said a word
like Appal 'chia, or hillbilly or" asked hfiri how the fox hunting was in
these par .-Sam Aubbard is i mountain *professional. Profeisionals
are train to be different frOm the-other People, and; in the Mountains
where thr are scarce, they See to it that the Word nevef;gets around-
that they,

time 'in telling me that he remembered "signing.something"
in

are just ordinary, folks- like everyone else. So Sam. Hubbell
wasted

:

'saying mething About "parity," but that it really did not terest him
.

. because OE had "already advised me that r have fiscal controll"
carefull pointed out, that the SCC Was to have adMinistrative control



of the:program and the funds; and that he Wei to..Sign the checks;',He -

careinlly. reminded that in West Virginia the-:county sheriff signs. . .

all the checks;and, besides:. . .

.

.1 have the_power throiigh the. Board of Education to stop the,pro-
grwis. We don'twant any rabble-rousers around kere lilce those coin-
munity action groups in Crum (a nearby cotnunity) . . . I guess I'm
fr-oM the old schoaL I'm trained in education: We know more about
education than Mtn: John Doe, housewife. though I know We've got to
listen io them more. But the community shouldn't tell Vs ,what to
have in schools, what teachers, etcetera- They're not going to stcirt
administering things. .

. .

Lesson. Number One: don't ever challedge a professianal..to a bat-
tle with a piece of paper; he'll let You win every time. Sam Hubbard
had seen more guidelines in his time item Washington- than Leonard
Thompson had snakes, and he knew from experience that they didn't
bite. We both signed our names to atVloterim agreement" saying thatt
a .SCC would be formed, have .odnfrol tiver sPending the4Unds, plan-
ning the progriuh,' and he able-to hire' its own personnel. I left Hub,
bard's offiCe and headed to see Fort gay:-

.

Th e. principal at Fort Gay High-School had heard that. "his school
was in some kind of new prOgrani" but he didn't. hane 'time to talk
about it, really. It. was raining hard and he had to round up the 'bus
drivers 'before the roads needed out. It was also class ring' datfor the
seniors. Sam Hubbard had told me thit. Principal was a real dedicated'
inan,.but I Was not surprised a year.later when he went. to work Selling
'class rings full-time. Fort Gay: High had been bnilt in the bepression
and looked like it. Fort Gay:Elethentary a.§ross ,the road hadbeen built
in 1922 and looked -better'. 'And .Leonard,--niempsoii, the principal; Could
have cared lesS abiat claii rings or the. flooding. "As- long as it's good

. for the kidi, I'm for it," he said, "I'm 'glad ,to hear that the governmen't
has fmally decided that some of the things we used to do in country" 7.

.schools are all right after all." ,
Seven miles out on Mill Creek at ThOmpson EleMentary 'School,

Mrs. Mavis Martin, princIPaL, knew,. au about "the new program" and
she hoped.the money could be spent for teacher aides. It could not. The
Thompson School had 159 -students and six classrooms.,Two of the six
teachers had not been certified. Its kindergarten roo'rn, the janitor
said,- had been built as an "apple bin." it livould not hold many apples.
Most of the children came from welfare homes.

Up the road and across one bridge from the Mill Creek School, Dani-
ron'a Store iS iiS country as they get:The lone gas pump ia on the outside,
right under .the sign that says "We honor government foiid stamps." In-
side is a pot-bellied stove and about everything you needto survive in .

Mill' Creek. After a Pepsi and a bag 'of peanuts, I explained that I was ,
looking for a "local facratator" to get pkmng on this new goverriment
'program. Mrs. Ffaiel-Damron was verY synipathetic. Shewas more lively
andknew more abaft the local schools than anybodi I had Seen:all day.

We agreed on a salary figure, and Hazel Daniron was off and ruheing as
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'one of the best local faciliia rs the Stanford LTI had.
With Hazel Damron's c ration, we worked out an agreement with

Sam Hubbard for a 21-me School Community Council. Nine 'Would be
teachers three from eac hoOl chosen bY their peers. Ten would
be community people chosen:at n open mee4ing of the cothmunity. Two
would be high school students. - - 4

r In May of 1971 I rettirned to the Thompson Alementary School to
address a meeting of coniinunity people to discuss the.trbaxi/Rural pro-

Tram. About 75 persons turned out, most-of them having responded to
local facilitator Hazel Damron's personal -contact and .extensive news-

. paper and radio announcements. I etplained the Urban/Rural guidelines
in. detail and then opened up the meeting for questions and' responses. I
got more than I had expected. The general response was one of skepti-
cistn: the audience seenned to 'believe that I had described just another
federal program; many-said if titey Tuld not buy equipment with the
grait,..then they were not interested in it. Others said that trying to re-
form their schools was °going about the Problem backwards economie '

development had to precede educational development.-After more than
two hours of discussion, the group voted tO accept the program. After
another two hours they finally managed by secret ballot to select 12 men
(dozens of women Wei* present, bathe Scottish-Irish tradition of male
dominatiovailed) to se;ve on the'Council.

AfterMe'meeting I Met with the Council to discuss ihe program in
Oen Awre detail.. By midnight We were all eXhausted, ba the group

. Was mime enthusiastie than they hadl;een'at the stnii. I continually urged
that tfiey, use the Urban/Rural program as a means of attackihg other
eduCational and economic problems in the community; that they view
education in more than just "school" ternts. Before the meeting ended, I
alto advised thetu tO meet as e gtoup several times withont the teachers
present to get to know each other ',and to think through carefully what
they thought were the major needs in their schools and communities.
had already met with the teachers.) As it turns out, telling them to tave
these private meetings was the best adviceI ever gave the Council. It
allowed them to gain some Confidence in their own group and to assess
thoroughlk what a school should be. While the group was not a welfare
rights group like ones that Meet in cities; it- was. a group of "common la-
borers," first generation union men, and farmers accustomed to airing
their complaints only in the privacy of the Pot-bellied stove at Hazel Dam-
ron's country store. ,

' The SCC set to work immediately.to complete a needs assessment -
and to make proposals for change in the schools. While they had an op-
tion to pay tbelmselven for attending the weekly meetings some
listing until 2:00 a.m. the members, including teachers, votedr to
serve without pay. OE had promised a different kind Of program inWrzt...
ban/Rural. The sky was the limit except for equipment purchases
and relating it all somehow to personnel improveinent the OE peo-
ple said. The $250,000 would be there when the people were ready.

The Leadership Training Institute provided the School Communi-
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ty Council with consultants On request and designed a three-day traM-
ing session for the community members. Our emphasis was on in-

, sisting that the community do ad much as possible by itself. We.
warned then') about snake.oil _consultants_ bearing packaged programs
and instant solutions; abeOt local teacher's colleges which helped-
create the educational mess and which got government "reform"
money to mess things up some, more; and about OE which had never
behaved this way before. It was good adviee. The snake-eil salesmen
came in droves. The SCC 'turned Ahem away. The teacher's colleges-
came from four states, as far away is Michigan. They went home pen-
niless. But then came the government, the one that was supposed to
"hold the system at bay." Sorry abouf that $250,000 start-up money,.
they said, it has to be cut by a hundred thousand. Sorry about that

-promise of no deadline, it's the first of October. Sorry about saying any
community input is better than a Pert-chart, we -rust have a line-item
budget.

The SCC decided Washington could sit on its collective duff and
make contradictory statements to all those people "out there"
somewhere if .it pleased. They were ming to act as if nothink had
changed. On September 2 the SCC sent their draft proposal, minus

-a line-item budget, but full of good educational sense about Fart Gay.
schools. The proposal included statements such as these:

This council feels the principal way to- _solve the problems of our
educational iystem is to involve the general pub& in" school ac-
tivities. We, thetefore, will concentrate our efforts .along these lines.
Under a second priority, the secondary problems of reading and
math, ai:w4l as vocational education, will be studied and possible
solutions found and inserted into the school curriculum. Afferent
types. of classes, lectures, and demonstrations will be offered to
teachers and parents to increase their knowledge of child behavior.

And it said things like this: "Drinking fountains insufficient in number,
water pressure poor, and warm water."

Components of the project included: (1) career education K-12; (2)
individualized instruction; (3) health and nutrition; (4) language arts;
(5) community school development; and (6) adult education. Even
though the Council had been told repeatedly by both LTI and OE that
equipment was verboten, they insisted on an FM radio station and, a
press to print a community newsletter.

Still active, even with a full-scale re-organization going on and
still no full-time staff for Urban/Rural, OE decided the proposal
deadline would be November 1; not October 1. A sigh of relief at Fort
Gay. Then on November 9 a staffer called to say he had 'Seen their pro-
posal and it "would never see., the -light of day in the grants-
management division."-What about those promises_ other staffers had
made about "loose" proposals bein,g the best proposals. Their staffer
said he did not know. He had just come "on board." ,Rather than com-
plain about OE, he advised, the SCC should be:complaining about the
Stanford LTI because, "Ii is obvious from'your proposal that you have
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.not taken advantage of consultative expertise." By the way, he said,
the deadline hadbeen moved up to December 15. .

The SCC decided that all its effort could not go down the drain..
Hazel Damron contacted .the state office of education., which in turn
contacted Marshall University,'40 miles away in Huntington. Marshall
put three consultants to wOrk for three days. The .result: a propOsal
with Pert-charts, iorganization schemes, a complex eyaluation model
("which requires a clear description of the context- into which input,

process and product matrix is cast") and a report §chedule. The pro-
. posil became a 67 page jargon heap, rather than a 20 page .piece of,

educational brilliance. Simple .sentences written by the community
were changed toread:

Objectives: ihe objective of this project is io develop in a rural
school service area a model school/community development program
which results in the merging of school and community resources in a
mutual reinforcing and supportive role to improve education and
community life.

As the head of the Marshall 6niversity team said later, "the proposal
represented nothing unusual in terms of the kind of work we'Ve done-
in the area before." The, final proposal also stated,."Marshall Universi-
ty will serve as.the prime contractor in providing the expanded pro-
ram of personnel development described under each project compo-
nent narrative."

Meanwhile, Sam .Hubbard had . been demonstrating that' the
pursestrings could be used to choke conimunity'control as effectively,
as anything else.. Expenses submitted by the SCC never got paid. As
Larry Pelfry, the SCC community chairman said at one point in ex-
asperation:

I guess,we're all pretty tired. I'm'not really sure what we have to talk
about tattle& I'm pretty fed up with this situation. I'm owed $400
and would wash my hands of the whole thing if I didn't think that's
exactly what they wanted me to do . . . Everybody blames the money
pro m on somebody ase. You go and hire conSultants and get'em- to
co e on these things and they don't ever get paid. Nobody gets

As d' mal as the situation looked in some respects, it was-hOpeful
in others. To the community members' surprise, Leonard Thompson and
Joe Wellman, the new principal at Fort Gay High, took the communi-
ty's side in its battles with the teachers. The SCC was also learning it
had political clout. It intervened with the School Board and obtained
an addition ta the Thompson School for-a kindergarten room that the
Superintendent planned to build in another area of the county. It also
pushed for and got 'commitments from the School Board for a new
vocational school in- the southern end of the county. Thanks to a con;
troversy over an overspent school budget amounting to over $272,000,
Sam Hubbard had little time to concentrate on monitoring the SCC.
ihe major inipediinent that remained was the Office of Education.

On. January 13, 1972, Robert Fillion, the third OE' project officer
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assigned to Fort Gay, arrived. The SCC minutes of fir o days later
reflect the outcome of his visit:

Chairman Pelfrey, assisted by Task Force members who worked
with project officer Aaiun, dismissed briefly the outcome of Fillian's'
visit to Fort Gay. Many changes must be made in the proposed
budget and material rewritten to justify the items proposed. Mr,,
Fillion did not look favorably on the Career Awareness, Vocational
education, and Community School programs. Since these were of
vital interest to the SCC, it is hoped ,their approval can be obtained in
the future. M,r. Fillion indicated prior to leaving, that he had enough
information to release some money, but revisions must be made by
the end of February to obtain the full grant.

The Council went to work again. This time, however, they.were fed up.
At their next meeting,..having met weekly since the inception of the
project, they voted to pay themselves $10 per meeting.

In February of 1972 the Council was still going about its business,
even -though it still had no wOrifrom OE about the approval of its pro-
posal. In this month they tired Mike Sullivan, an Ohioan with federal
projects experience at the secondary level, as School Development
Team Manager (SDTM). The same month the Council also hired Sue
Crabtree; a local woman with no college training, to be its Community
Services Counselor, a person who would go to the homes of all parents
to explain the Urban/Rural proem and to provide whatever services
the family needed to better prepare their children for school. Several
members also attendea a Community Education Workshop at Flint,
Michigan, and, surprisingly, were asked by the Mott Foundation to
submit a proposal for funding of a community education program. bp-
timisni began to rise again.

.In March the SCC _received word that Its proposalrwas "un-- fundable" and that the SCC ,sho.uld come to Washington with a
representative of the School Board and negotiate the -proposal. The
SCC boned up for a good fight. When Hazel Damron, Larry Pelfry,'Joe
Wellman and Henry Ray got to Washington, they learned that the OE
project officer in charge of negotiating had never even read their pro-
posal. A subordinate told them "You must not be able to read," among-
other insults. Such statements as these from OE were more than
Henry Ray, the Assistant Superintendent-for Wayne County, could
take.-He gave- the project officer a tongde lashhig. After the two-,day
ordeal, the Forf Gay peenle won. They would get an FM radio stition
($8,500), a press for a community newsletter, a career awareness pro-
gram, an adult learpinz center, and all the other items on which they
had been insistent. While there was jubilation at Fort Gay, Hazel
Dainron's response was, "We knew it would be approved someday if
we just fought long enough, so_we just weht on about our business." In
April 1972 the long-promised grant came through.

April was a watershed month for the Council. Negotiations with a
Contracting university for teacher training were underwa,..Sue Crab-
tree, thi Community Services Counselor, was, winning high prhise
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-Irom all quarters for her successIni gettiig into the community -homes
and explaining the Urban/Rural _program. By now- she was helping
people find welfare, food stamps,, and hearing exams for slow learners.
Her work balanced the bureaucratic/management attitude taken-

by the SDTM Mike Sullivan.
The Council's "fmest hour," however, was their sponsorship of a

Mountain Heeritage Day on April 22. It was organized by the Council's
Community Education. staff leader, Mfice Ferguson': a former teacher

,at Fort Gay and an early member of the Council. The flyer that went
out in the/cammunity newsletter explained that the Heritage -Day was
to be an Appalachian celebration complete with an apple butter stir,
craft making, fiddling, and a salute I° all-things that make mountain
life still despite problems an alternative cultpre.

More than 750 persons turned out on the rainy day' of -April 22 to
attend the Heritage Day. It Was the largest gathering in Fort Gay
history. "For the first time," said Larry Pelfrey, "the politicians came
to ask our help.','; For those who are familiar with the culiural sterility
of mountain schools and want to make a change, the effort of the com-
znunity at Fort Gay to launch Appalachian Studies Was a welcome day
indeed. This fiist Heritage 'Day Vas to bp only one of ,several
throughout the year.

By the summer teachers at Fort Gay were taking resident courses
in Fort Gay on subjects ranging from career awareness to "Ap-
palachian culture and its impact in education:" Things were changing
in Fort Gay slowly perhaps --but -the old game of accusing activists
of being "rabble-rousers" and "outsiders" nits not working for the
-politicians this time. After the first turnout for'Heritage Day, the SCC
had a fighting chance to survive. In 1973 the Stanford LTI changed its
role from community advocacy to on-going technical assistance. All tpe

-regional coordinators, including myself, Were phased out. I have,
however, kept in touch With Fo-rt Gay. The project continues, -the com-
munity fights on. The radio station signs on each day with a student
announcer. The inevitable resignations, rumors, personality clashes,
and bureaucratic fumblings go on, too. Despite reasons for optimism
about this -program, despite the unusual st?ength diiplayed by the
community and the teachers in fighting for what they believe is best,
and despite the fict that 'this is a site where "paritytt. and the objec-
tives of the Urban/Rural program have come closest tO being realized,
there remain a number of problems which would seriously deflect this
efforts of the Council.

Among these problems are:
"The possibility that the community members 'will become

discouraged and give up. Even though as a- result of malty victories
they are a-cohesive group, they feel less than successful in fighting the
School Board .and the state bureaucracy ta obtain a vocational school
for their area,- an item high on their list of community and educational
needs. Meeting every week for an average of four hours a night even-
tually may take its toll, too. The capacity of the bureancracy to wear,

,
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dowri even the most tireless people seeths inexhaustible.- .

The Council became so disenchanted with the Office of Educa-
tion that a Major bureaucratic bungle .7 such as a budget cut,, or a pro-
-gram denial could result in the resignation of several community
members of the Council. As threatening as Superintendent .Hubbard is
to the Council directly, it is no exaggeration to say that the sloth of OE
is more threatening.

Professionals hired by the School Community. Council pose a
threat to its survival. Some expertise is earned 'but.,_often the claim
of _expertise serves the professional self-interest moie thari,the
munity people Who were supposed to be helped. *.

Another issue is whether the teachers will 'tontinne to par-.
.ticipate actively on the Council_ and in the training program: While
their past and present Performance has been most cooperative, the
Council spends Much of its time mediating grievances brought to the
meetings by teachers wanting a purse change, tuition Paid, etc.
- The goal of the comMunity members of the Council (from the
beginning) has, been to see major changes made not only in the schools,
but in the community as well. To succeed at changingeither, they need
to take full advantage of all other available resources in the area. Most
of these resources_ are other federal educational monies coming into
the county. For several months the Council has tried and failed to-get a
copy of the county's Title I Of Elementary- and Secondary Education
Act proposals. Even though the 'law requires that they- be given the
proposal, neither they nor I haVe had any success in getting the pro-
posal, even with intervention from Washingtdn. The lack of integral'
tion of federal programs in Wayne County is a definite stumbling
block. In this area, Urban/Rural guidelines are _definitely not being
adhered to.

While unlikely, another threat is that the present community
members could lose their seats in School Community Council election.
This will happen only if they-let their guard down', but their opponents
control many jobs in the county and can turn out hundreds of people at an
election' meeting.

There are several factors on the positive side. -They reflect some
of the important lessons learned in this project. Theie include;

One individUal such as Hazel Damron can Make a project go; one
bureaucrat can kill the effort of a dozen-Hazel Damrons if so allowed.

Providing people with training and, most importantly, informa-
tion can result in changes in the school -system, especially when these
people believe there is hope for change. .

Adopting an attitude that people can solve' their- own problems
may-be the most important resource that can be provided to a com-
munity group.

Professionai can be dealt with effectively 1:--iheir ambition
channeled in new directions", their egos supplemented by other than
the rewards of authority.

Training sessions outside a person's hoMe territory tend to be the

It
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most effective; this is true even though the best learning seems to be by
y.exiterience. .

Parity can be achieved where the cominunity is given proper train-
ing and half a chance; the important variable seems to be, 'however, the
condition .that both the Washington officials and the School Board are
absorbed in looking.the other way:

Regardless of my own personal feelings that "parity" is a long
way from being achieved at Fort Gay, it is a bright spot in an other-
wise sometimes dismal School picture to know that there is a Hazel
Damrtui -or Leonard Tilompson doing 'some often thankless work to
make schools better.

Editor's Note
We checked with Jim-Branscome recently to see what has- hap-

pened in Fort Gay since he first wrote his story. Some important ;
changes have occurred in the cast of characters. Hazel Damron has
resigned from . the §CC. Sam 'Hubbard has 'been replaced ai
superintendent The Team Manager of the projed is low Joe
Wellrnart, who was the principal of the high school, and who supported
the community. Most important, a number of the projects ire alive and
well the learning center, the instant library, the radio station, a
newsletter for parents. The story Of Federal money continues for
'another year. What happens then will have to be told in another book.
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CHAPTER 4

Learning in Louisville
Is A TwoWay Street

Wallace Roberts*

Car Foster was out of breath and laughing. It was nine o'clock in
the evening, 'and he had just chased a sixth-grader through- the *back
alleys of Louisville, Kentucky. The chase had exteaded for several
blocks, over fences abd between the Atha% single-story shotgun
shacks, empty warehouses, and abandoned factories. Finally, the boy
had run up ontothe porch of a houie and cried out:

"You can't touch nie. This is My house." .

The boy and the man stood there, staring.at each other. Then a
, large man appeared.in the doorway.

, 'What's going on here?" he said.
Foster countered, "Does this kid live here?"
"Nope,". said the man. Foster caught the boy by the arm, hauled

him off the porch and gave him hell.-
_ - Car Fester is the prinCipal of the Roosevelt Elementary School in

the Portland section of Louisville, and running through alleys at night
is part of his job. To be sure, ,such duties are not listed in the official

,. job description, but like many traditional ideas about schooling, the
*image of a principal as a distant, detached figure was thrown out two
years eihlier when Foster came to Robsevelt as part of a city-wide
crash effort to reverse the -accelerating decay of the city's school
system. 'Running through back alleye comes under the heading of car-
ing, the way Car Foster describeehis job. The object of his chase:had
done nothing more than run aiound in- the-halls of the school after a
PTA meeting when Foster was trying to clear-the building so he could
get liOrne. Youthful exuberance.

*Wallace Roborts is the former Associate Education Editor of Saturday
Review. He is a newsPaierman and political 'organizer now living in Plain-
fteld,Vermont



. .

"But you've got to be absolutely straight every minute. That's
what caking, what respect is all about. And that kid he ld me up for no .

good reason except his own pleasure, and he had to be told that was
wrong rightthen:

,He laughed again. "I fmally caught hiin, but he sure could run."
Car: Foster is, about; 50 years old, five_ feet, six inches tall,, with

gray, wavy hair, tight lips and the strut of a bantam. He used to be a
professor of counseling at the University of Kentucky but his contract
was -not renewed he was teaching courses using encounter groups.
In 1969, the Louisville Board of Education hiked a new auperintendent;
Newman Walker,' who brought with him a lot oI new administrative
blood, including Car, who worked first as .an 0. D. consultant on
teaClier training, and then as assistant superintendent in charge of the
same thing. After three years, he gave- it up to become a principal. 1(
wai telling theSe teieters and principals they needed to love the kids,
and I decided I coultha really ask them to do it-if I couldn't do it
mybelf." . .

He picked the toughest, oldest, most dilapidated, elementary :
school in the city, and in May of 1972; the teachers and the parents of
the Roosevelt Elementary School were told they were going.to get a
new principal in the fall.

"At first we didn't know what, Car was going to be like,' recalled
Mrs. Anita PhilliPs, current chairwoman nf the Roosevelt-
Neighborhood Scliool BOard. Mrs. Chasteen Bush, Who was the_chair-
woman o the board when Car was appointed, agreed. "We were afraid

- he wouldn't let us do anything, just like the last principal."
Both, women are long-time residents of the Portland coinmunity;"

the "poor white" section of the city, and both have been invOlved with
Roosevelt -for a long time. Mrs. Bush even attended the School as a
child, and now her youngest is there in the fourth grade. Mrs. Bush
works as the school-community organizer, rounding up classroom
volunteers, candidates for the board, and people to help her with the
detail work of running the evenings 'of bingo and chili suppers she uses
as organizing tactics. MrsBushrsaid that the changes in the school '

- that have happened since 1971 are mainly those of tone and at-
mospheie. "It's like now we have a sense that something is happening,
that we're going somewhere. Before, the board was never really
together. We couldn't do anything. Then Car came; The man before

_ him was the-kind of person, the only kind We've ever had here, who site
behind hiS desk, and we had to ask him for permission to do anything.

"But Car's not like a principal. We found that out pretty fast, but
- we didn't know at first what he was going to be like. When we heard

that he was going to be our new principal, the' school hoard went Up to
his office and talked with hirn. Up to then the board had .been 'a board
in name only; awe hadn't done anything because the old principal was
opposed to the neighborhood school boards he's now principal in a
school Wheie they just started to organize a board. But then we in-
vited Car and Jimmy Coleman (James M.-Coleman, ass't. Superinten-
dent for community relations) to a special meeting of the board and .
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started talking about what we wanted to do."
The conversation. is still going on, and more and more people are

speaking out; "That first school board election in 1971, we had hardly
any pakenti; interested in running. -Thirteen parents ran-in the election
last year,.and six of the staff ran in,the first election, ten in the second.
This year it looks like it will be even tighter," Mrs. Phillips said'.

Mrs. Bush explained, "It's happened because we've been able lc
show the community We've been able-to get things done. They lose in:-
terest if they can't get anything done, but we've been doing them. We
decided last year- we didn't want to send our sixth-graders over to
Western for junior high; it's too big'there, and overcrowded, and we
wanted to keep them here in the-community, So we got all geared up
for a big fight with the city board, -expecting they'd say no, but they
just caved right in. We couldn't believe it." -

She said the parents also got upset about. discipline, in the school.
Many of them felt a vague antipathy towards Car because he did not
sit behind his 'desk and wear a suit, or even a tie and jacket to work,
because ,many of the teachers were young, with long hair, and even

----more casual attitudes about dress, and because both Car and these
teachers seem to anew the kids to do anything they wanted.

"The 'parents' were really upset," Mrs. Bush said. "They could see
that their kids really liked the school there are all kinds of stories
the parents tell but they called for a workshop of the board and
demanded that Car get onto this discipline problem. 1-After much

. discussion between staff and parents, the board decided to back Car
and the staff in their new philisophy of self-direction-for students?' -

Currently the main topic of the Roosevelt community is teacher
evaluation by the Neighborhood Scheol Board. There.are meetings and
training sessions to talk over the evaluation processes and definitions,

ut really just to get to know each other, to break down the barriers and
reotypes that made them see each other as antagonists.

"Some of the teachers are very leery," Mrs. Bush continued.
"The have the feeling we're not coming in to look for anything good,
just th bad. -But we're going to be looking for the good, too. We all
just hay to feel our Way. Last year when we fbund out that some of
the ataff mitted'that they were scared of us, we- couldn't believe it. I
can still haOly believe it. When I was growing up, the only time a
teacher came to out house was when one of us had done something
wrong at school, but some of these teachers go to the homes of each
student, just to\talk. First time they came to my house I was scared.
Didn't know whato say, how to act, but they're all human. We all
found that out."

As Mrs. Busb indicated, what's'happening at RoCievelt is being
repeated to varyinedegrees throughout almost all of -the Louisville
public schools. The foimer principal of Roosevelt, who did not want to
work with a neighborhood sOool board, transferred elsewhere and
now finds himself facing -the same situation. At another school there is
a neW school board and a sympathetic principal but also an obvious
lack of experience with working with each other and with the whole

-
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idea of a school board. At a third schOol, there is a board, an indifferent
principal, and an energetic school-community organizer, with the'
result that the School appears untouched by a spirit that is obviously

'vitalizing the rest of the community.
Louisville has more than 60 schools, end there is somethifig going

on attach one. They are all different, and most of them are urilike the
stereotyPical image of'urban schools, although at the end of the Sixties

, many of these schooLl fit that stereotype. The School system had the
second highest &Vont rate in the nation; of the 50,000 children (50
percent Whiten,0 percent Black), 34 percent. came from families with
an annual incme of $23000 or less, and 71 percent of the students were
scOring below national achievement averages.

Stg.2, there were some things going for the Louisville. schools. It
- was ap,z first major 'southern city to integrate its schools successfully,

and has had for a long time a scheol board that is retharkably in
dependent ,er.the scummier aspects of electoral politics. In addition,
the Louisville Education Association has been Cooperative on key
issues' such: as integration and education experimentation that in !
eluded the establishment of neighborhood school boards.

In 1969, Sam Noe,- the old superintendent, retired. Scott C.
Detrick, present chairman of the school board, a board member for 13
years, and a friend of Sam Noe,. said that Sam told the beard at his
retirement dinner that he had done tiie best he could, but that it hadn't
been good enough, that" the beard had a duty to go and Pay a lot of
money to hire the best superintendent they coulol

After interviewing 30. candidates, the board chose D. Newman
Walker, superintendent of the Paducah, Kentucky schools, who im-

.mediately began planning to change- the schools by changing the
teachers. The first \few months Were-spent getting-to know the com-
munity and Writine funding proposals to the federal government arid
foundations. But before presuming to change the teachers:Walker and
his fellow' adminiStrators took a look at themselves in a series of
workshops aime& at getting to know each other better and imparting
the principles of conflict management. Then in December 1969, the
first of several projects, called "Impact", was announced, and a few
months later, "Focus" was unveiled.-Fourteen schools were selected to
participate in a Yariety of educational ekbperiments, most- of thpm
funded with more dun 'a million dollars in additional federal graiii.
that Walker and his assistants had secured thrOugh careful planning
and persistent lobbying.

Teachers and principals participated in a speCial summer course
Using sensitivity training techniques before the "Focus" and "Impact"
projeCt schooli'opened in the fall. Before the end of the school year,
the teaching positions in the 14 projectoschools were all declared open,
and teachers from all over the city. were inyited to apply to take the
training courses and work in the schools. Some teachers in the. project
sehools retired, others yansferred, and their : places were taken by
other transfert, new teachers, and Teacher Corps interns. The- School
district rented a Baptist summer camp, az_g_Uo' r-eight weeks that sum-,
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,mer, the- teachers were put through a training program designeciby
Car Foster to help them understand their own behavior and how it af-
fects those aroUnd them, both students and colleagues. Some of the
sessions concentrated on technical problems, such as curriculum
changes and the techniques of team teaching, but the overwhelming

. thrust Of the summer program was that if the teachers could be helped
to treat students and each other More honestly and openly, the resolu:
tions.of the technique problems would come abofif naturally because of

,.the new respect for each other.
It was a naive vision, as Walker and Foster and most everyonb

else invorVed concedes, but it may be that even a faulty vision is impor-
: tant. For six -months it seemed that a disastrous mistake had been

made. Teachers at sothe schools, as Well as reporters from the sym.'
pathetie Louisville Courier-Journal, saw little hut chaos. Scott
Detrick, chairman of the city,school board,- saidlit was a year of "many
long and grnesome meetings" for him, especially 'during the fall conk
paign for the school board positions, as a storm of controversy sprang
up over the sensitivity training and the lack 'of discipline in the project

_schools. The lTard held its ground, backed up Newman Walker, and
even went through a series of training sessions itselt-By spring, much
of the discipline problem had abated, esPecially in the elementary
schools, and there -began' to appear a series of evaluations by the
system's research division that indicated definite grounds for op-
timism. Attendance had remained the same, but vandalism was down
11-pereent in project schools, and up 16 percent in non-project schools.
Dropouts in project junior high schools dropped 39 percent, and .four
percent in non-project junior highs. SuspensiOns. were down 70 percent
in project schools; and up 45 percent in other schools. There was little
change, however, in academic achievement. . .

What the figures donl.show, and can't, is that the change in tone
and atmoaphere that Mrs. Bush noticed at Roosevelt was evident
throughout the city.- The controversy oier discipline and sensitivity

6training had the effect of malting a lot of people talk for the first time
about what should be going on in their-schools. Walker and his crew of
hot .shot, administrators -and hip teachers (Lonisville has the largest
Teacher' Corpi program , of any city in the nation) were highly
manipulative and -condescending:that first year. Their intentions _were
good, of course. But their attitudes, the effects of their ,behavior was
pointed out to them harshly and with'genuine anger -by the, people of
the city in a serieS of workshops, meetings, and confrontations.: The
message got through. ,

In the fall of 1971, one of the original proposals for the "Ithpact"
and "Focus" schools whieh had. remained subtherged and almost
forgotten during the first .yeai, a proposal . for neikhborhood school .!
boards, was dusted off and planned in detail: In December, the first of'
a continuing series of workshops -was held for the peoPle of those com-
munities that wanted to orgamp neighborhood school boards. Expert !),
advisers and consultants were floWn in to help. Some of it was,,sezi-
Sitivity training, but most .of it was nuts and bolts stuff on how tc; run
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, \ 'meetings, organize parentst draw up a set of board by4aws, and'so on,
all put together by Walker's highly competent int superintendent
for communitj relations, James Coleman,.

And then it began.to haPpen; the boards start.ed going their pwn
ways. It was slow at first. Scott Detrick said the hardest job was to
convince the neighborhood,board members that the. central board was
going to give the local boardi as much peyier as it.legally.could. "A lot
of them had.heen involved 4!- antipoverty progiams or something like
that before; So they were pretty skeptieal." Some lioards picked a
specific problem, such as a review of its school's, drug:education cur-
riculum. Others plunged into teacher and principal 'selection, and still
others -threw out many of the changes imPlemented by the Walker
team in the firat year. Walker held his breath 'and not only let it hap-
pen (he had little choice), he suppo

-. focusing the resources of is deptment o community -relations:"
tted' it the central office by

k ar
teacher training and-research on problemi,raised by the neighborhood
beards: . .

, i ,

\,

t .. It's gone prettY well. Achievement scores, are' still about the same:
bet Louisville is beginning to see things at a whole comniebity to see '.
that problems can only begin to be: sOlyed by listening to each other:

`Last year the central administration's research div\sion sent attitude
qeestionnaires to !the teachers to_ Provide the neighborhood boirds
with statistical prehles of their employees: The teachers cooperated at

. first, 'and the research;''division obtained whit it considered some
us'oful information. The Second time, theugh, six menthi later, the
teachers ,balked and .either refused tto return the questionnaires or
filjed them in with obviously inappropriate ansiirs. Thefl researcheis
went around and asked what had happened, and it was siMple: the
teathers objected to the probe of their attitudes- On auch a basis, at be-
ing treated so mechanistically, even for apparently worthwhile
reasons: So the research division backed off .and is searching for new
appr laches,... ,

..

.\ That's the essence of the Louisville schools, listening and search-
.--- --Mg ler new ways. The school board listened to Sam Noe; the teachers

'toiled .to each.:other, Walker listened to. Alit parents, the teachers
\ aI principals ataited listening to -the parents and the students, and ....:

Aiine of the students now ire .listening, too. Car Poster tells of one:
., young criminal, only twelve -years old out on parole -froin. reform
.: school. With a conviction reCord of nine felonies, this kid was So bad he

eeven t

wis n t allowed to enroll in ,' a special alternative school for ,.

treeble
icid, thought he_would last a week at Rooievelt. But he lasted .

akers. No one, not Car, the social worker, the teacher; not
4.

a Year' of sixth. grade. Car saw hirn'a lot. The kid often made some
reinar :like "I don't,knoW why I'm staying in this school. I' been here
lôngëi than I've been in anyother." . ' .- -
I. One day at the end of tha year,-Car, and_some teachers were in a

,

4oteige where there Was a Coke mathine. The kid came in and asked
Car if he would treat him to a Coke/Car asked, "Why, should I treat ...
you -- what have you done. to dese,ve a Coker' Give Me a paper clip

/
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and I'll show iroui" he replied. .

Car gave him a paper clip, and in less than 60 seeo ds, thelid had '
picked the lock of the Coke machine.

"And.wehadn't lost a-nickel out of the machine a year long," Car
said.
Editor'S Not

Since Wally Roberts wrote his story about .ROosev It chool, the
LouisVille public schools have merged with the Jefersn County
School systein. The community has, also been invol ed tin widely
publicized .controveray about busing and school desegregation. We

40, asked :the staff of the school-and members of the neighborhood school
board to prepare a brief up-date.
Postscript

. Much has happened to Car Foster, Reosevelt - people, and
Louisville since the previous story was written. Car, the parents, and
most of the staff ere still together. The beard has developed a -sue-
cessful evaluation process that gives those who work at Roosevelt
.direCt, honest, and supportive feedback. It his :been .so successful. that
Personnel who aren't normalli, included in.the process arei requesting
that they be evaluated by the same process.

. .

The board hit further decentralized by using a task. f rce ap-
proack Previously, the whole .board 'acted. on all mattera of bueiness.

It became more and more involved-hr all aspects of-the scheol and coin-.; niunity until it wee simply overloaded. Finally the beard grew secure
and trusting enough to share the4ower it had clutched so preciously..
Task forces (small grout's of board, directors and sometimes others
who are not on the board), now meet, make decisions, and report to the
full board at regular Meetinks: .

The . Roosevelt Neighborhood. School Board has incorporated:
They: changed their nude to the Rooleyelt Community. School, Ind., in
;keeping with theirdream to merge the 'school with the total conimuni-,
ty:: This also enabled them "to pursue grants as a non-profit group
directly from* the government and. foundations for the sehool and the
community.:;They. have received three- grants. The firat was two; suc-
;cessive yeails of fimding from' Title I totaling almost $000;000 ler
reading and math programs.. -;

. The Second Was a grant from the National Inadtute of. Education:,
for- over $100,000 for, an eighteen: inonth period te7conduct worksholis
and asiess change in.the School and community:This grant has recently
been renewed-for another' eighteen months. -

. The third *este $50,000"grant from Community Development (Ci-
ity of,Louisville) for theVommimit3i to renovate..a house that will be
used is.a community center, a Parent-Release-Time Program, a .shut- :

tle bus servine$ a tool' rental library for community use, ;and ad-
Ministration landing run by the Roosevelt -Community Reaidents.
There are preposels pending to several otherPraces.

The fruits of this labor, are beginning:to ripen. Students are hay-
.ing fewer problems'. A ievement test scores are beginthng to rise..

Pazents are becoming re active and supPortive.as jhey see wliat
!.
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their children are doing. There is more positive contact between staff
and parents as they develop 'proposals with brainstorming idea ses-
sions as 'well as collaborating with the actual writing. Visitors from the
outside constantly give praise and support to those who' work at
Roosevelt.

In the fall of 1974, the Louisville and Jefferson County School
Systems faced a court-ordered \ cl?segregation mandate. The two
systems were also facing problem§ of leadership, control and coopera-
tion around this court order. Louisville .could not effectively
desegregate its system within its boundaries, and cross-district busing
appeared,too difficult to implement. Merger was the only answer, but
who would control andwho would be the merged superintendent?

Neither system would readily accept the other system's man. Mr.
Richard Van House announced his retirement effective January 1,
1975. Almost immediately, Dr. Newman Walker resigned as the
Louisville Superintendent and asked for merger of the two systems so
they could unite under new leadership. The merger was fought by the
county school system, but the State Department of Education ordered
a "shotgun" merger in April, 1975. Under Kentucky State Law, the
county school system was to be in.control. Desegregation was ordered
for the merged system, effective September, 1975.

Car and Roosevelt found themselves under a new administration
'that was more- traditional in nature less certain about the values of
community; participation. Desegregation did not affect Roosevelt
,because it had a natural racial mix and was-declared an exempt school.
Haweve, Roosevelt Qommunity School, Inc. was ignored until the
new Jefferson County Board of Education adopted a poljcy in early
1976, recognizing PTA's as the only advisory group in the local
schools. The consequences of this policy have yet to be tested kid felt.
'Roosevelt people -have had to Modify and, develop new skills quicldy.
They requested Special School Status so that their unique operation
would be nuir-earceptable to the new system. This request is still
pending.

When Roosevelt people-were asked their ppinions regarding their
future, they said, "We. are a more together salool, using a yariety of
talents and skills from a larger number of people and involving more
outside' help. We are dealing with new problems and challenges. The
future is uncertain for of us, bid fortunately we have had lots of ex-
perience dealing with unexpected situations. We hive all realized the
power and the rewards of working together. This process is often hard_

° to start, but once begun, itis impossible to stop."

5 3
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C4APTER 5
Principe Plus Parents:

Key t0 Successful
Desegregation in Boston

Muriel Colhen*

On the first day of school in September, 1975, eightiear-oldt Tina
ChristopulOs left her home in one of 'Boston's fast fading, middle class
White neighborhoods to begin the second grade. Home for Tina was in
Brighton, a peninsulli-like .appendage attached to the rest of the city
by a narrow neck, bound on one side by the Charles River and on the
other two by Newton and -Brookline, two of kmton's niost.expensive
suburbs..

lh her bright, new school outfit, dark-haired Tina walked to a
nearby ,corner to wait for-a school bus:Not far away was the familiar

. supermarket where her mother worked part time and, on the opposite
- corner, the 56-year-old red brick Baldwin School. .

. Tina had started scHool at the,Baldwin, but on that opening day in
,September, 19754she was going out Of Brighton to a different school in -
a strange neighborhood not by -chOice but by the force of a federal
court order. The Brighton youngster was One- oef more than 20,060

-' Boston children aisigned to new schools as part of a federal desegregh-
tion Plan. _

The long and bitten, process that iTas putting/Tina oh a school bus
in 1974 began a decade_ earlier when the Massachusetts legislature,

. .. ,

*Muriel Colton is the Education Editor forth Boston'Globs. A former
Radcliffe Institute Fellow, she was also eghwa writer for' the former:
.1loston Herald Traveler.

.
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caught up in the civil rights movement of the early sixties, passed the
pioneering Racial Imbalance Law. That legislation affected only
Boston and half-a-dozen other cities.' It outlawed schools with more
than 50 percent Blacic enrollment.

The. Boston School Committee successfully staved off enforce-
ment of .that 1w:iv. As a result, the Office of Civil Rights of the U.S.
Department of ,Health, Education and Welfare joined 'the battle and in
1971, notified 'the committee that Boston was running a dual school
system one for Blacks and pfne for Whites in violation of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964,

Even as the federal government held administrative hearings on
the civil rights charges, a group of Black parents filed a suit in U.S.
District Court arguing that the schools denied Blackchildren equal op-
portunity as guaranteed by the 14th amendment.

In June, 1974, U.S. District Judge W. Arthur Garrity, Jr., found
in favor of the Black parents and ordered into operation a limited
desegregation plan for that September. Brighton was not affected. In
May, 1975, Garrity broadened his plan and redistricted the entire city.
He created an artificial community by tying Brighton,- on the outer
edge .of Boston, with a Roxbury neighborhood where the schools were
all Black.

To eliminate such segregation, Tina was among the Brighton
White children assigned to the Tobin School. Tina's parents had 'to
make a tough choice. They could send her to a private school, move out
of the city; or go along With the judge. They chose to try the plan
though they would have preferred that Tina remain at the Baldwin
School. After all, by 1975 the Baldwin was pretty much racially mixed.
There were Chinese youngsters as well as Black children from the-
Commonwealth Housing Project, ttie only substantially Black enclave
in otherwise White Brighton.

So Tina was at.the bus stop that first morning.
"I had qualms about her going to Roxbury," Tina's mother con-

ceded, "but no more."
Tina's 'school bus carried her through Brookline, past the high

rent apartments and the expensive real estatethat supports one of the
better sChool systems in the state. After the smooth surface of .he
Brookline street, the bus rattled back into Boston where the two com-
munities meet at Brookline Village. Bumping along the rough-patched
hardtop and the unyielding trolley tracks, the bus reached Brigham
Circle-which marks the beginning of the prestigious and widespread
Harvard medical complex.

TUrning right, away from the Circle and its influential neighbors,
the bus traveled a long block to the Mission Church, a local landmark.
Then a left turn for a short block_to the tear of the church property and
a right onto Smithstreet.

. Strung along the left side of the street in a monotonous red brick
chain were some of the apartment buildings in the notorious Mission
Hill housing project. Most of the first floor units were boarded against
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vagrants. On upper floors shattered windows yawned open. Through
the empty metal-window- frames, faded curtains swung out in pathetic
defiance of the surroundingLmess. Graffiti was scrawled across the out-
side of the buildings. This was the hopeless detritus of a housing prof-
ect that bad turned in less than a generation from an urban dream to a
ghetto'nightmare.

Tina's bus stopped in the middle of the bloek on the opposite side
of the street. There stood her new school -crowded onto its hillside lot
behind a *tin link fence, a spread of green park stretching to the Mis-
sion Chufclrbuildings to its right; more of the desperate looking proj-
ect buildings to its left.

But the Tobin School, only sixteen years Old, was curiously un-
markki. Brightly colored panels faced the building; no obscenities
marred the walls and the Lexan, vandalproof windowswere intact.

Gabe inside the school Tina fOund freshly painted and gaily.
,.decorated classrooms. The floors of the high ceilinged lobby and the
long corridors were shining with fresh polish.

While Tina was riding to Roxbury from trighton, Black and
Hispanic students were making the trip the other way, assigned to
White schools'in alien,neighborhoods.

The fears of violence and hostility against their small children
were just as (-rvasive among the minority parents living in Mission
hdl.ai they Niere among the White parents who sent their children to
Roihury, the heart of Boston's Black and Spanish speaking communi-
ty.

"At the time, I was-upset, but it was a blessing-in disguise," said
Mrs. Christopul9s4'Tingalirst year at the Tobin. "She used to be
timid, but she lthioverconie that. At first she had no friends because
her classmates4n Brighton didnt go along with her, but now she has
friends," her ma*r continued.

In the ten years that Boston was fighting legal- and legislative ef-
forts to eliminate racial segregation from the schools, the Tobin School
'had changed. When it Qpened in 1959, the school registers held names
like Murphy and KellY 'and Sullivan; the children came from the Irish
Catholic families who _lived on" Mission Hill or in the housing project
and worshipped at the filige, Gothic Mission Church.

When Kay Murphy Werner was assigned to teach at the Tobin in
. 1973, there were lace _curtains on the polished windows opposite the

school. "The women were sbining windows each morning when I ar-
rived. It looked like-regular garden apartments to me," she said of the
three story project,buildingi. "I didn't know it was a low-income Iral&-
ing project, ' said Werner.

Those were _the days when the Tobin was known as a choice
,-schoQl. The grades,ran from kindergarten through eight. The building
was new. It was close enough to function as a.training site for students
from Boston State College, itself a former adjunct tot,the Boston public
schools. Teachers were paid-a $700 bonus for working with the-college
students. The faculty was carefully selected and -many have since
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moved on to administrative positions.
The curriculum was influenced by the Tobin's:!role as an education

laboratory school. Classroom teachers planned their lessons as much
for their college observers as for their Tobin students according to one
veteran teacher. And the pedagogical style was traditional Boston.
The teacher stood at the front of the class and lectured. Everyone else
listened.

"We lad 45-minute periods and each of us had certain points we
wanted to make during that short time. Many times we had 10 or 12
Boston State students watching hoW we taught," said Costello
Laymon, the first Black teacher assigned to the Tobin.

Brack families began moving into the project.,Boon the school was
65 to 70 percent Black in the lower° grades, and 50 to 55 percent in the
upper. classes. The housing project turned all Blaok; SJ did the school
until Hispanic families, most of them from Puerto Rico, started oc-
cupying the project apartments. .

c.,

Within seven or eight years of opening, the Tobin School was
troubled.

"We didn't have trouble with the students, but from outsiders
who simply walked through the building," explained acting principal
Charles Gibbons Who was on the staftthrough the most difficult years.

The robby and auditorium show the sears of those beleaguered
times. A charred wall.in the auditorium has not been repaired, but the
lobby flnor has three different shades of green . tile where
replacements were made 'after three separate fires. The heat
generated by one blaze even cracked the glass brick in one of the walls.

It was while the Tobin was struggling With vandalism, with drop-
ping scores and the piloblenis of deprived children, that the Federal
Court scooped it into its desegregation plan. During the first phase
in 1974-75 the school's grade structure waS revised. The top three
grades, six, seven and eight were dropped and now the Tobin, like all
other elementary schools in the city, houses kindergarten through
grade five. In the second step, the lobin became part of the Mission-
Hill/Brightondistrict and was assigned White children.

Garrity's plan established racial percentages of 38 percent Mack,
37 percent White, and 25 percent Hirnanic. Those racial percentages
Simply didn't happen. Brighton's White parents opted out and the school
in 1975-76 had about 20'percent Striae enrollment; the rest Black and
Hispanic.

For the Tobin, the 175 redistricting was traumatic. Non-English
speaking parents, adapting to a new country, a new language and
lifestyle, were told to put their children on a bus for reasons they
found hard to understand. At the sune time it meant wooing White
children into a school next to one of ..he toughest housing projects in
the city. For Gibbons it was a chance to develop an urban model; a real
multi-ethnic school.

TO that end, Gibbons, newly appointed acting principal, wheedled
-a billboard from a Boston advertising agency.. In the last week- of
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August the 'billboard, atop a buiing i the farthest section of
Brighton, carried a message of welcome froth the Tobin School staff to
Brighton children. It was a bold- and unexp ted move in a city that
was uptight and largely hostile -to busing. Fo Gibbons, it was a par-
ticularly courageous act because there was à much opposition to
desegregation within the school system as' out ide of it. After five
days, the billboArd was attacked by vandals and t e company who con-
tributed it in the hope of promoting peace in the city was vilified for its
genero§ity.

But Gibbons had bride his point. His .school would reach out to its,community wherever it was.
In- March, 1976,1 Gibbons and his assistant, Bel) Barley, flew to

Puerto Rico at their own expense to learn first hand abo t the schools
and neighborhoods that' were sending them thest of th ir Spanish
speaking enrollment.

"I wanted to talk to the school people there, to find out ti kind of
curriculum they teach and explain- to them the kind of informa ion we
need when they send children to us. Most come with only a eport
card, no health records, and no way of evaluating the basis o the
grades or the program.of study." -

While Gibbons and -Earley cultivated and encouraged communi
ties with their Black and Spanish-speaking families in Roxbury- an
with Whites in Brighton, another component of the court order was
moving into place.

While the Garrity desegr4ation plan was 'a classic des.ign in set-
ting up racial balance standards -and reassigning students, it also
created new desegregation case law by mandating that the Boston
schools enter into contracts with 22 colleges anti universities, plus
nearly- that nuriiber of businesses and industries and cultural institu-
tions..Garrity .sought to tap the enormous financial, academic, medical,
and cultural resources of Boston for the improvement of the schools.

The pairings are varjed in scope and invOlvement. Some Boston
schools have shied away from "outside" influence. Others have
vigorously sought expert assistance from their university partners..
Such was the case with the Tobin, paired with Boston University.

When the pairings were first, announced by the court, the
response ranged -from the cynical to the enthusiastic. There was op-
position from high flying, ivory tower types who failed to see how a
sophisticated institution like a major university could reach down to
the elementary or secondary school level to help. A number -of institu-
tions were affected by the fresh money source represented by the pair-
ings. There worrld be new state, federal, and even private money to
promote these artificialonions.

It took months to mo've the machinery along, but the shotgun wed-
ding of Boston University and ,the Tobin School has been fertile. The
offspring are still proliferating with the promise of more to come
following the shakedown year.

B.U. ran diagnostic reading tests -in grades one through five. B.U.
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students and staff administered and scored the tests' and then pro-
duced profiles of each child and suggested &SS and grade groupings ,

for better teaching.
The university's education school ran teacher workshops on how A

to overcome specific deficiencies in reading. A reading lab, which was
shut down for lack of trained personnel, was 'opened for both enrich.
-ment and- remecliatiod. Student teachers helped identify motor skill
problems among special education children. A bilinkual doctoral can-
didate at B.U. taught Spanish to Tobin -personnel; from the principal tO

the 'custodian. Two other teachers ran classes in English for Tobin .

parents in exchange for graduate credits at, B.U.
Boston University physical education majors launched a gym .pro-

gram in the Tobln auditorium for lack of better space and then helped
Gibbons convince the .city's Park and Recreation Department to re-
linquish their gym, in an adjoining building, for use during the
daytime. Gibbons even found someone to .cut a gate in the chain link
fence between the school and the gym building.

2 Standing behind GibbOns in all of these efforts is his school corn-
niunity.

"He has the three ethnic groups working together," said Maria
Villanueva, education coordinator for the local federally funded
poverty agency.

Parents par ' mated in summer workshops run by B.U. which
identified the sc l's greatest weaknesses. They decided that reading
should be the highest priority.

Parent and community support is formalized in a multi-ethnic
council which has a growing role in the school. Such councils were
another dimtnsion of the court's desegregation' Order which
established three levels at which laymen would have a voice in running
the schools: the local school council,: the Community District Adviiory-
Council (one for each of the nine school districts) and the Citywide
Parents-Advisory Council at the top of the pyramid.

Councils, like the universities, function- at various levels of effec-
tiveness. Gwen Dainon of Brighton found the Tobin's heavily invelyed
in the school. By late spring the Council was helping screen candidates
for appointment' as permanent Tobin principal, as were other councils
in other schools. Advice and 'support from the. council - was actively
sought for' any developments in school policy, from curriculum to at-
mosphere to activities.

The school that had stood stolidly and inflexibly, holding on to the
- familiar old rules through new times, was beginning to change.

First,: the new, population. Then the dramatic -court order and sud-.
denly a different 'administration. Gibbons was narned acting principal
after eight years on 'the staff,twhen principal Marjorie Walsh died sud-
denly it the age of 48.

No one is critical of Miss Walsh, described is a dedicated hard
working administrator. But 'from' talks with faculty and community
leaders, a picture emerged of a -responsible woman who -continued to
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run a 'tightly controlled inbred Boston public school in the face of enor-
mous social, economic, and ricial pressures. -

It had clearly become a school that tuned its eir to school head-
quarters at 15 Beacob Street rather than to the needs of the students.

In her defense, Werner said, "Why she *as the first one to bring
Black mothers in as lunch aides. She ran a good school," said a loyal
Werner.

It all depends on the interpretation of bringing in the mothers.
Gibbons has Tobin parents working as volunteers in the libraVy and as
classroom sides as well as on the increasingly influential multi-eftie
council. They helped draft the Tobin School's statement of phile.,ophy
and objectives in response to a request by Supt. Marion J. Fahey who 4
said she wants every school accountable by virtue of its own goals.

JA. Alice Taylor, a vivacious Black mother, is stationed at a lobby .
.-deskto check visitors. A resident of the Mission Hill Extension, part of
the neighboring project, Taylor sometimes rides a school. bus to
Brighton to 'straighten tout a problem a Mission Hill neighbor may be
having-in a Brighton school.

Otherwise she is major domo of the Tobin School. It was petit
Taylor wile stood off Black demonstrators dernanding release of the
children on a day when trouble at nearby English High Scbool spilled
out into the project streets.

She refused to send the, children into the melee and said later, "I
knew they were radicals:1

Gibbons had developed- strong dee with the neighborhood dur.ing
his years at the Tobin. "He has never- been afraid to.go into the middle
of that project to take a child home or go to a meeting," said an admir-
ing Mrs. Christopulos of the slightly built, hyperkinetic principal.

Sitting in his sunny yellow office, tuned an to all of the sounds of
the school, Gibkons speaks quickly, the words tumbling out of him. He
is pleased with B.U. "Theydon't tell us what to do, instead they ask us
*hat we want," he said.

Professor Robert Gosier, B.U. coordinator for ihe Tobin, .said he
.has become more realistic about expectations for an urban school as a
result of his experience :at the Tobin. "It is hard to say anything
negative about the school -because of the severity of the context,' said
Gower speaking about a school population that includes some of the
poorest children in the City with the added handicap of language and
cultuial differences.

e results of -the pairing," said Gower, "is that the Tobin has
created entire learning environment. -Gibbons is getting mthdmum
inileage out of his teachers." -

"I can't wait for this Year's reading test results, said Mrs.
Werner. She has been working with underprivileged children in a Title
I program and is pleased with the "jazzy" materials she has found to
challenge and stimulate the, youngsters. She is confident they have
made enormous strides this year, although, "Some of _these children
come from homes Where there is no background and no-books."
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"The teacher commands great respect in the Puerto ,Rican
culture," said Mrs. Villanueva. "For that reason," she continued, "the
Puerto Rican parents admire Gibbons, for his efforts to meet every
family. In some cases he accompanies Achild home to discuss a school
problem with a parent." .

. Still, she is not eompletely satisfied. There is need, she said, for a
bilingual resource room and a bilingual kindergarten. She hints that
Gibbons has not worked hard enough to bring them to the Tobin. She
credits him, however, 'for ending the internal segregation for the
Spanish speaking. As Hispanic immigration increased, the him of
Hispanic children was. shunted into an isolated wing of the\building.
When Gibbons took Over, hcr relocated the bilingual classes,so they are
paired with English speaking classes 'of t e same grade level and has
promoted interaction between them.

urVolunteers from the subbs have buI up the library in the

L

'brick-walled lobby and are training local parents to fake it over when
the'booktare properly catalogued and regular' procedures established.

Among these parents is Tina's mother who rides the bus with the
child twO days a week to help in the library. Another is Barbara Beat-
tie, who lives in the project, and has had children in the school for the
past nine years, with two more on the way. "He really cares about the
kids, no matter what color they are," she remarked.

Under Gibbons' sensitive direction, the .Tobin -is widening its
responsibilitY to its children by its social service. Gibbons talki Warm-

ly about the school's dental progr . i, launched -before he took over ad-
, ministration of-the Tobin. C\

"It all began arvard Den School wanted t -extend its
building," Gibbons explains., The loc ommunity has beei hostile to
continuing encr ment by th edicaloomplex and7BbMon State
College snd dem somet g in trade for theexpan,ion. What was
worked out, with the o parents, was a "swishing" ogram.

With the support of a federal grant, .five dentiats began the 'pro-
.. gram in October, They brought their chairs right into the,school, iden-

tified all the dental problems -- caries and orthodontics. and then..in-
stituted a weekly fluoride treatment. Every Wednesday two staff
members 'give each child in the-school a drink of fluoride liquid. The
child swishesa around his mouth hence the onomatopoetic name

_and spits it out. .. .

Because some of the Tobin children were reassigned to Brighton,
the swishing program went right along. In order that other children

'would not feel left- out; the preventive treatment has-been broadened
and an unexpected additional number of children are benefiting from
the weekly swishing.

In addition, the Tobin school qurse went one step fUrther. 'She
notified parents of children 'with serious dental <problems. The
youngsters who cannot go to a private dentist get the necessary care
nonetheless. The school nurse has arranged for a health center van to
take the children .needing more extensive work to a local dental clinic.
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during school time.
"Dental work, welfare, you name it, . Charlie gets it." Villanuelra

said. She ,and Gibbons work closely. He said she has a talent for,
"scrounging" food, clothing, housing, cash, whatever a distressed

' family may need in a crisis.
The school year of 1976 went Well for Gibbons and his school. No

vandalism, no suspensions, nb major problems.
When Tina's bus pulled up in the fall of September, 1975, she was

on it as an act of faith by her parenti. They haven't regretted it. They
have chosen the Tobbilgor Tina next year as has Damon. Her first
grader, Todd, was reading at least three books a week by the spring of
the yearohe said, because of theschool's emphasis on reading.

Both Brighton mothers, like those from Roxbury, are effusive
about Gibbons-:Yet he is a product of the same System that had turned
the Tobin into a lab school and rewarded teachers who put discipline '

and order as the most Important elements in teaching. Born and
brought up in South Boston, he graduated from English High School
and in 1963 the year Kay Murphy Werner came to the Tobin from
Boston State College.

He is a maverick. Instead of searching out political support to
keep him in his job, he is depending on the enthusiasm of his communi-
ty. Boston schools have been run in a hierarchical and authoritarian
structure as unshakeable as the Roman Catholic Church.

Orders came down from the top and the entire . structure was
-dependent on 'a politically spawned patronage systeni which limited
freedom and inhibited creativity tnd imagination. In practice, the
result was too many schools run by frightened,- insecure ad-.. -

ministratbrs with little support from timid parents.
That i not a description of Charlie Gibbons, nor Of the Tobin

School nor of the parents.
If the Tobin Setif:Sol, its parents and staff, can hold the Tina

Christopuloses and-the Todd Damons from Brighton while serVing the
educational and social needs of its project children, that totaLeffort °
will have made desegregation work at least in one corner of Boston.
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CHAPTER 6

School Community Advisory
Councils:

Los Angeles Road Toward
Citizón involvement

Gerald Faris*

As long ago as the 195os, a feeling began to take hold in the
sprawling Los. .Angeles school community that the' completely cep- .

tralized adminietration with a board of edwation "out there"
somewhere calling most of the shots, was -no longer meeting the needs
of the people served by the educational system. A decade later, these
convictions that the schools lacked a meaningful community voice
resulted in people organizing- loose, and .characteristically changeable,

,advocacy groups that came to be called advisory councils. They were
unlike the traditional PTAs iunctioning in virtually every school in the
city already, because their focus was on the educational program its
content, effectiveness;:and the 'competency of the staff, carrying it out.
In one group of schools those in poverty areas and receiving-federal
assistance through Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act the councils were legally required by federal guidelines A§
vehicles far substantial parent involvement in school ages. Bit in
most Los Angeles schools where councils came into bein& they 'wese
Catch-as-catch-can affairs. Meetings were scheduled and publicize*

*Gerald kiwis is a newspaper reporter and free:lance writer in Los
Angeles, California, covering educational iesues in three Los Angeks school



and whoever showed an interest,in the neighborhood school and chose
to attend was automatically a member of the courfcil and entitled to
vote, People came and went from month to month, but'as is the pattern
in most citizen groups, a solid core of leaders began to develop in each
council.

Most commentators,- including school officials, thought councils
were theoretically a good way to involve cit*ens in public sChools. But-
the pursuit of itn ideal did mot get councils off the ground. Their real
reason for being was .essentially political, for in 1968, the California
legislature through the. Miller Act declared that the Ms Angeles
system was too large and unwieldy and ought to be broken up, into
smaller units more responsive to the needs and wishes'of the .people.
And in response to these pressures, the public schools began to Open:.
tralize, creating semi-autonomous administrative areas in the iity
with their own superintendents and citizen advisory councils. IS,Cen-
tralization had become a reality; the board itself determined hdw the
councils should function. In a sense the seed was then planted that
later sprouted into the dilemma facing advisory eouncils: whether
they are, in fact, viable vehicles for citizen involvement with authority
to make decisions With teeth in them or whether they are "rubber
stamps': for principals.

The board's official action formalizing advisory councils and
establishing detailed and elaborate guidelines for them took place in
the summer, of 1971. By December 1, 89 peicent of the schools had
.functioning councils. The board rule-made clear that the councils were
to be 'advisory and not suhstitutes for the principals or other ad-
ministrative people. The term advising was defined as: "(1) inquiring;
(2) informing; (3) suggesting; (4) recommending; and (5) evaluating.'

-Suggested areas in which 0 the councils might invokye themselves in-,
eluded individualized instruction, innovative programs, curriculum,
students' próblems, counseling, grading policy, playground areas,
developing a community school, dropout rates, proyrams for gifted
students, and post-highschool education.

How have things worked out? A ykr after the advisory councils
were created, the school district -evaluated 2,400 questionnaires
returned by school principals, advisorY council chairmen, and random-
ly elected council members including parents, teachers a bided ratige
of community people, -secondary schoOl °students and non-teaching
(classified) employees. Here are highlights: . .

Evening council meetings, on a once a month basis, were most
typical.

Attendance was considerably less than the 25 or- so the board
recommended be on the council; with a range anywhere froin 11 to the
25.

Exceilt for members -of the council, generally- less than 10 corn-
munity people or school personnel attended.

The majority felt councils were representative of their school
coMmunities. 6,7

V.
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Parent and comtnunity involvement, however, was thought to
be too low, and'how to increase involvement was a first priority item.

e A need warexhressed for training programs to increase the ex-
pertise and effectivfmess of council.nieers and chairPeople.

who answered the survey questions indicated they felt
most involved and most effective in identifying educational needs;
they felt least effective in Participating in the evaluation of the schools
and their aeadeMic effectiveness, and in making recommendations to the.
superintendent for iMprovement.

The very existence of- decentralization and advisory 'councils in
Los Angeles s a step in the right direction, aw`ity from an unrespon-
sive monolithic structure to one that is more.community centered by
definition. IC extends an open, official inIritation for a community voice
in the school and provides a structure within which that voice may be

;heard. But it doesn't assure that the voice will be accorded anything
more than a hearing, sometimes of the most cursory nature.

Some of the comMunity people most involved in Los Angeles ad-
visorY councils in the beginnink are the ones niest turned off to them
now. Councils lack authority, and there is no mandite.for the schools
to do anything the councils say the community wants theM to do. The
man who chaired the citizens' committee appointed- by the board to
create guidelines for the couneils, public relatiOns counsel Clive Hoff-
man,'is one of those. diappointed people:' "We wanted the councils to
have deeision-making responsibilities, and the reason for our negative
feelings abota plem now are simply these: the whole decision-making
thing, the activities of the council and their success, are still on the
shOulders of the principal. Most principals, except the enlightened
ones, want only a council that supports .them and what they want for
the school; there is no way to get these people to be responsive. Th-ose
councils that have gotten new programs, changes in the grading
system, human relations programs, have done so only ,beeause of the
.attitildes of the staffs?'

Will Loa Angeles councils 'ever have effective deciaion-making
powers?, Not if school officials can help it. In Los Angeles; clearly, the
council experience has been a mixed one.. Evaluations, indicate that

'.:--cOmMUnicition, not Changing the face of the schools, is the major vir-
tue of the councils. There are councils that' reflect the futile side of the
concept: one has been completely neutralized by an unsympathetic
principal and rendered an empty exercise in holding meetings.
Another, for example, spent an entire year fighting over by-laws. Still
others have become arenas for community battles ever political or
social issues. But some coun'cils such as tho'se at Miramonte and
WestwOod elementary sehOols haye worked well. These "s4ccesses"
pinpoint areas of value in the advisory council concept.
Miramontes The Poor Spook Out

The neighborhood is down but obviously not out. Not far away are
poor communities' that sewn more abject than the one called Florence-
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Firestone. Miramonte School one of the largest elementary
schools in the city with an enrollment of over 1,500 children -= is the
neighborhood education center, together with a junior high around the
corner. Florence-Firestone is a combination of industrial plants; a
business district, and homes. It was once White, then became Black,
and is in the process of assimilating large numbers of Mexican-
Americans. It is a neighborhood of small and 014Wooden or stucco
honies, storefronts, some vacant lots, and, as a kind of overpowering
landmark, the gigantic Goodyear rubber plant with lawns, trees, and
huge, red-brick building's.

In Florence-Firestone there is a marked-a bsence of eitizen groups
of any kind, or community involvement. There is no community center,
not.even a motion picture theater. The one that used to-be there closed
because of vandalism., And a Saturday movie program at Miramonte
one project of the school's'advisory council failed for lack of interest.
Because of this void, there are those,- including Miramonte's principal
and members of the council, who are working to turn the school into a
focal' point for the community. It already has a "lighted school" pro:
gram where adults come to the _campus during evening -hours for a
variety of occupation-oriented course's, ,and it is hoped that these
facilities 'will be opened 'for social service activities, including those
focused on houaing and jobs.

The handsome Miramonte- school plant, left over from earlier
days, is dominated by a long beige main building With tile roof and or-
nate fibnt lanips, set back from the street by a spacious lawn. Its
rather subdued-grandeur belies the fad that the people who. move in
and out of the community like a traveling theatrical troupe have in-

-- coMes below the federal government's established poverty level..The
school program is funded heavily by the United States goVernmAnt
under the Elementliy and Secondary Education Title I legist
This has given Miramonto such things as extra staff, equipmen. end
supplies, programs for the educationally handicapped, an EMR (educa-
tion for the mentally -retardedi program, pre-kindergarten, a unique
ethnic' studi center; bilingual and bicultural activitiei, (a result of the
influX of_ Spanish-speaking people into Florence-Firestone), a large
library, tutoring, and parent education. The legislation 'also broUght

:into being the school's community advisory councilorgánized in 1907
and regarded as the first couneil in the city school system. It was then,
and continues tO be, a vital component of the life of "Miramonte for
those reason§ that make .or break sucha councils:_ it has parents and
community people interested in the school, and principals and Staft
'who') are 'Willing to let the couneil exercise leadership and suggest
policy foi the school.

When the principal called .a meeting to organize the council, its
initial members were from the ranks. of the PTA. From the start, the.
Miramonte council'Was interested 'in pi(!gram and the methodology of-
teaching: how the cuiricultim was,.determined and presented, Why the
children of Mirambnte were failing their classes, and why they
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codltin't read properly or 'do math. As a Title I council, Mirenionte's
council emphasizes languagukarts (reading) and math. Advisory cowl-

; clls u'nder the'act are entrusted With theduty of passing on budgets for
Title I activities, where there ir a definite emphasis_on parent involve-
ment.-.This factor alone gives Title I cOuncils more power than those
in the rest of the city schools; but.: at the same tifne, this 'kind of

, authority requires an expertise and sophistication that council
niembers in poverty .domrnunities; inelnding MiramOnte, don't always
have.

The Miramonte council iciok pe decisive -role in the Selection of the
school's reading program, studying four or 'five before deciding on the
one to adope. And that one didn't pleake the princiPal, but he accepted

'it because the council waited it. Even before the selection of this prui
gram; the reading scores at Miramonte showed litictuations upward
and there have been advarices in reading,as measured by the.district,
sinck the formation of the school council:How much influence the coun-
cil had in rising reading scores is an un'ahswerable question, but the
Miramente commimley feels encouraged.. Math scores are another mat-
ter: they.remain verY low year by year. '

From, the.: 'beginning of the ;council there have been tangible
results. For example, when parents objected to a teacher's lan'guage
and attitudu toward -the children, there were meetings with the/cowl-
cil, and with the principal, and the teacher was finally transferred.
When Mexican7Americans began coming into the school community,
the'coupcil saw a need for a Spanish class for English-speaking/people

-and petitioned for. it. The council also moxed in a similar fashia to .get
more ESL (English as a Second Languager classes and more iiides to
assist teachere in the school, One council member agieged for a cross-
ing guard at...a dangerous street corner. He,eirculated petitiOnS and got
the problem aired.on a television news prograzie. Enough concern was.
generated that a crossi.ig guard was provided. When it was felt that
the ichool needed a sweeping machine to clean the campus: the council
went,to work to get it, and it didn't take no for an answer, in spite of a
policy against Making such equipment .available for an elementary
school. Council members succeeded in getting a high official of: the
district's 'maintenance office to visit the school, attend a council
meeting, and in due time provide the sweeper.

-The Miramonte council is composed almost completelyj of parents;
far more, in fact, than the board guidelines for council deem ap-

, propriate::It has 35 parents one school aide, and one rePresentative
each of certifiCated arid classified employees. The council is about two-.

'thirds Latin, reflecting the change in the school poptilation, and
meetings are °conducted bilingually with an ESL teacher at the school
as translator. Minutes are kept in both languages. An open \doorpolicy

' is maintained and every interested parent and community, person can
attend Council meetings and stand for election to the council. To make
attendance easier, meetings are held on Satiirdays and they ire adver-
tised in the neighborhood paper and through notices sent hnme with
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the cadren and mailed directly to par6nts. As with the school itself, a
.

major problem wth the Miramonte council is transiency, although the
-school population is becoming less transient'. Membership on the cowl-
cil is also in .a constant state of flux, to _the point tpat the president is
constantly having to- reiterat e %%hat thetouncil is and what it does.

tliramonte's young Caucasian -principal, Dr. Stuart Bernstein,
works Well with t council- and says he wants the advisory group to
haVe a significant vole in making decisions for the school.

council coillto ted the staff over implementation of Early.
ildhood Education proOms in the school. At the council's insistence

the reluctant staff initiated'the program. At-the same time, he notes: "In
the past, we havelound that only the negative things, the big issues, have
lirought the people out. The' more mundane concerns of the school
haven't." He believes that the camcil from lack of time or a feeling that
it lacks the technical background sometimes leaves key issues that it ,
might well take up to the staff to deal with.,The atmosphere of the council
is one of frank and open discu ion betiveen council members and staff,
and among council peo11hemselves. They approach.their work serious-
ly and attentively. Meetings are orderly and.businesslike. And.council
members have determination, tenacity and an unwillingness to be defeat-
ed. As one Black parent put it, "If anyone starts messin' with my child's
education, I take care of it." The principal is willing to give the council
as much rein as it will tnke: "I make no major alterationscM courses, and

-bring in no new programs, without bringing it 'to the advisory council.
And the council makes me stronger when I go to the district for things,
because I feel I have the support and trust of the council."

.
Westwood Elementary School: Mutual Admiration

The advisory council of Westwood Elementary ,School, and its
princiPal, Mrs. Winifred Fischer, are members of one great mutual ad-
.miration society and, therein lies the story of this school council's
success. "We have a fantastic principal,4 says the council; "I have a
fantastic council," says Mrs. Fischer. The day has yet to come when
there is any kind of split, or even sigAificant disagreement, between
the council and the principal over anything: program, staff, or the
school plant. The itaff, which at first felt threatened bY the council out
of fear that it would be told how to do its job by amateurs, has come to
accept the advisory group and work with it. From the principal's point
of view, the council is creative, stimulating, and has allowed the school
to Move ahead taster than it would have without the impetusof a com-
munity ,group letting the educators who make key decisions know
what it wants. Said Mrs: Fischer, "It makes for faster changes: The
district sees that the council is backing me and I -am able to move twice
as fast as before." Because of the council, the school had individualized
instruction before it might have. A method of teaching science through
a problem solving approach' was facilitated by the -council, which pro-
vided the kits necessary for the program. A program in which minori-
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ty students are bused to the school was expedited because -the council
backed it. .

Mrs. Fischer's method of working with the cbtmcil is a pragmatic
one, but it falls just, short Of surrendering any authority. She is firm in
her position that she is the principal and it is her job; not the council's,
to make the final decisions for Westwood. "The council never hassles
the teachers and it doesn't run 'the school," she said. "But if something
is so very important to members of the council, it's up to me to adapt
and tell the staff it's terribly important to the community. I listen to
them and try to give them the school they want:"

If Westwood shares with Miramonte a viable advisory council, the
comparison stops there. The school is in a middle-class, suburban area_

of West Los Angeles within easy distance of the UCLA campus. Its
students aren't poor and the advisory council is a fairly sophisticated
body in which a few people tend to hold positions of leadership and do a.7good deal of the work. For the mo art, though, the community.,
aside from those people with school ge Children is indifferent to the
school and its affairs, and finding non-paient community people to
serve on the council always has been a problem.

The council came into being in the Summer of 1969. after Mrs.
Fischer, taking her cue from the board which was -lptting it be known
that it _wanted all schools to have advisory councils, called a communi-
ty meeting in the Westwood auditorium. By-laws eventually adopted
by the council made, its purposes clear: to promote a cooperative- effort
between teachers, administrators and the community for a more effec-
tive schobl program, and to promote community-school dialogut ,on
matters of common interest. It was to propose changes in the educa-
tional ptogram when they were appropriate and to create a general at-
mosphere of free inquiry. The size of the council, elected annually at an
open community meeting, was set at 15 eight parents, the principal
(who is a voting member by the council's chbice), three teachers, and
three community people not parents of children in the school.

.At the outset. the council was unsure of what it was supposed to
do, or what it would do, and not all of that confusion has been resolved.
From the beginning, too, the council and the Westwood PTA have

. taken separate courses in the pursuit of goals that don't Overlap. They
have tended to complement one another, rattier than produce an-.
tagonisms or- jealousies. It is said that the major motive of some who
have served on the council has been personal power and ego satisfac-
tion, but the council always has worked for the good of the school and
has strongly backed Mrs. Fischer in the knbwledge that such backing
gives her added leverage with established district powers. But the
council, through all of this, has been:acutely aware that it lacks any
real power to do' anything that the principal- doesn't agree with. F.,Eom
a practical standpoint, this has not created problems, but it has left the
council with a conviction that without a Mrs. Fischer, its fortunes might
have been much different. ' - .

During its- life at Westwood, the council's enterprises have in-
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cluded the publication of a directory of emergency services, and a
catalog of parent volunteers with expertise in various fields law,
science, business, cooking who are available to visit classes or take
children on field trips. There . has been a reluctance on the part of
teachers to utilize any of these people, but they are there for the in-
viting. Early on, the council confronted the board over its requirement
that council election ; be held only in October. That rule eventually was
lifted and the councils may hold elections when they choose, provided
they are on an annual basis. And the council saw an opportunity to get
a patch of green space on the heavily concreted school campus by mov-
ing a fence, 600 square feet of blacktop, and replacing them with grass.

'An architect on the council drew up the plan and it wasproposed in
writing to the district. with the council agreeing, if necessary, to pay a
portion of the estimated $3,000 to do the work. The council sponsored a
learning lab in one room at the school. Staffed for three and a half
hours daily by mothers the lab is stocked with 'games and has multi-
level learning centers in science, literature and language arts. In addition,
a standing council committee made up of fathers of Westwood children
'volunteer their time to construct educational aids used in classes.

Clearly, the council js first and foremost a positive weapon in the
hands of the principal to get what she wants for the school. Having a
community council behind something, particularly one with political
savvy, is more convincing than a routine request that.may come in
with scores of other requests. What this.means is that creating a coun-
cil does not guarantee its success. The council is in a state of delicate
balance with the principal of the school in which it is located, and if the
council and the principal aren't in tune, then the council will be an
unhappy group, meeting only because it has to.

But school councils such as Miramonte and Westwood can work. It
.is up to the school professionals, parents and citizens to make them
work.
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. CHAPTER 7

The Lipincincl...the:,.cricket:
The. MakiOjef..-Mintaivit in

Crystatqty:i'TeXcis
HobertHiesch* and

Arinand0 Gutioirozt with
Santiago Hinornosal:

We are like the cricket, The* cricket is a very small insect. It is
said that one night the King of Beasts, the great lion, heard the cricket
yelling and making noise. The lion laughed at all the yelling the cricket
was doing.

The lion said, "it is a shame to be King of the Insects. You have no
power. Nothing to be proud of."He insulted the cricket's pride.

"Itorintrt Meath is an Associate Professor. of Government at the Univer.
sity of Texas at Austin. He is the author of books on political psychology,
political violence, arid ethnic identity.

tArmando Gutiorroz is an Associate Professor of Govemment at the
University of Texas at Austin. He is ..the author of a forthcoming book on
Chicano identity. He also ran for the Texas state legislature with La Raza
finida Party.

*Santiago Hinantosa has researched th-e politics of bilingual education,
. and supplied Crystal City school people witk information and advice which

aim used-to set up their own bilingual program.
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The cricket challenged the lion to a fight to decide who was the
strongeit. And the King of Beasts was-ready to swallow the cricket in
one bite.ae cricket got into the lion's ear. He tickled and he itched
him;The Nn started scratching with his claws to get the cricket out of
his ear. Andite bled himseg" to death! And the crkket won the battle.

Humble people, weak people, :small people, who are sur-
rounded by empires, have no other resort but the wisdom and strategy
of the cricket.

Wejare very meek people. We don't stand a chance against an
empire. Though we are weak and small, the day-is very close when this
great giant,- the United States, the King of the Behsts, with its
ecanomic strength, its political power, its ruling the'world with the claws
of the lion, will either give in to the cricket, or bleed himself to death by
scratching his own ear's. Hales Lopez Tijerina as quoted in Stan Steiner,
La Ram: The Mexican Amerkans, p. 54.

Highway 83 rung north-south through the "winter garden" area Of
Texas. Forty miles south of Uvalde one can take a side trip to the
"Spinach Capital of the World." Crystal -City, Texas, .county seat of
Zayala County, lies in the southern part-of the county. It is 120 miles
from San Antonio, 395 miles from Dallas, 319 miles from Houston, 92
miles from Laredo, and 198 miles from Austin, the state capital.
Despite its ieinoteness, Crystal City politics easilY reach the state
capital and even extend beyond the borders of the Lone Star State.

Crystal City is named for the crystalaear springs that flow in
that area of Texas. But neither the Popeye statue that welcomes
visitors tO the city, nor the springs that flow through it are the reasons -
for the present importance of Crystal City. Crystal City has become a
symbol of liberation and revolution that is beginning to sweep all of
south Texas and other states of the Southwest and California. It is
here, in Crystal City, that the Chieano revolution has experienced one
of ite most important successes. Crystal City is now more than the
"Spinach Capital of the World," it has become the political Capital of
the Chicano movement. The city has chinged from a conimunity
dominated by the Anglo minority to a community governed by the
Chicano majority.

Crystal City's history is tied closely to the historY of the organiza;
tional efforts of the Chicanos. The town was -formed as a result of the
aivision of the Cross-S Ranch in 1910 by a group of Anglo businesamcn
who ruled the community, Until 1963 with an iron hand. Hiring legal 'or
illegal Mexican imniigrants to do the- manual labor, Crystal City and
most of the Southwest -was built on the sweat of the Chicano..Yet, as
with the rest of the Southwest, the social and economic Condition&
within which the Chicano was forced to, exist have been appalling. In
1960, the average Chicano completed only a tixth grade 'education in
Texas and a ninth grade education in Calii1-*Tia. Tfin average income of
employed men 14 years of age and over was $2,t29. throughout the
country, or less than half that of the Anglo. Many businesses and other

_
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Anglo 'organizations did not allow the Chicano to use their services,
and it was also difficult and uncomfortable foi the Ch.icano to use In-
stitutiOns which were riot part -of their cultural heritages Tor the-
Chicano to make use of institntions such as employment agencies,
physicians, and especially bureaucratic .Anglo '4::orginizations required -

an expertise not onlY in the English language, but also in kniiwing how
to deal. with Anglo clerks, secretaries, and other administrators and
functionaries. Often the Chicano could not predict what Anglos would
do in normal situations. In many caiee the Chicano was likely to be
called a "greaser" and thrown out of the institutiOns supposedly
designed to serve the needs of the people. '

Needs do not vanish simply beeMise they' are' not met'. These .

needs meant that .Chicanos would have to create institutions of their
own. Although overlooked by historians and politial scientists,
Chicano authois such as Miguel Tiraao have demonstrated that the
Chicano has a long .history of formal organization dating back tethe
late 1800s. There are a variety of organizations in every Southwestern'.
state and some in the Midweat, A glance it the actions taken by
Chicanos in attempts to regain the lands stolen from them:by the
Anglo invader demonstrates the long tradition of action. Tiiitdo
analyzes the goals and direction s. of a variety of these groups, refer-,
ring to some of the earliest as "mutualistas." These mutual ,benefit
associations pooled the meager resourceS within the Chicano coinniuni-
ty to proVide some form of economic assistance and provided a forum
for the discussion of the social and 'political life of the community. Such
diverse organizations as the Orden Hijos de America (1921), League of
United, Latin American Citizens. (1929.), and. the Mexican Congress
(1938) all worked to. further the social and political standing of the
Chicano community.

These organizations were-largely self-sufficient and did not make
major demands from the dominahtiAnglo political syStem. If a Chicano
was in need of a job or medical care, the ethnic institutions could
handle these needs. When, it came, however, to securing-land from a
rich Anglo rancher, or improving working, conditions and wages on the
ranches, farms, and factories of the Ahglo, the , Chicano institutions
were helpless. Under.these circumstances, it becanie nëcessarT for the
individuals involVed to Make their! demands directly to the dokinant
society's institutions. It Was within this environment that the libera-
tion of Crystal City began.

Dominated for fifty years by absentee landlords and exploitive
Anglo businessmen, the raising 'of Chicano ,conscionsness coincided
with the rise of consciousness among other ethnic groups M the:late
1950s and early 1960s. The Anglo had -maintained f.control'.'for years .
through tactics such as denyine jobs to Chicanos engaged in political
activity and even overt terror on the part of formal groups (Such aSlhe
Texas Rangers) and informal groups. The Anglo did not realize that the
system of domination was beginning to cruMble.

Crystal City's first organized piotest occurred in ,1960 ever school
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segregation. Led by Arnold Lopez, a Baptist minister, and Gerald Sal-
dans, 500 Chicanos protested the overt discrimination. The protest soon

-failed, but a lesson was learned. The Chicano comnfunity discovered that
-.?, they had the ability to do more than :form mutual aid groups, and were

ready to meet the challenge.
In 1962 with the aid -of. an Anglo newly arrived in town, Andrew

Dickens, and the help of the Teamsters Union (which dominated the
Del Monte Plant, the largest emploker in the city) the people united
again to urge the city government to undertake aetioli to alleviate the -
p6blems of the Chicanos and to tax property equally. The Chicanos
began to recruit and register people to vote including paying poll
taxes. Five Chicanos, s Cinco Mexicanbs, were elected to the city
council..In a final raWy the night befere election, 2,000 people gathered
to hear:

The gringos Say they are not afraid of this election. They say they
never worry until the day before the election, then they go out and
buy the vote. "Give a Mexican a dollar and he will sell himself," they
say. But this is no longer true.

The Mexicano's eyes are open, and the price is higher now. The man
who wants to buy a vote must pay liberty, respect, dignity, education
for the children, a higher standard of living for all .and progressive
government that-is the neul.prke.
We're going to have people there in the poging booth tomorrow to
help you. Do not be afraid. . . . The vktory we win tomorrow is here
tonight. The Anglos know this now.. More important, we know it too.

The "Chicanos won, but the victory was short lived. In 1965, the
Anglos were able to reassert their power in a carefully constructed
election victory. Yet, the lesson was again learned, that Chicanos could
gain political power. The problem became how to keep it.

School Boycott
In 1969 a school walkout set off a chain of events which finally

ended the Anglo domination of Crystal City: With backing of a majori-
ty of the community; the aid of the Mexican American Youth Organiza-
tion (MAYO); and the direct counsel and leadership" of Jose Angel
Gutierrez; a native son of Crystal City and the- founder of MAYO and
later of La Raza Unida Party; the students and parents of Crystal City
began to- organize. The immediate issue was the selection of
cheerleaders who were usually chosen by a committee comprised of
teachers appointed by the principal..The custom was to utilize a quota
system under which three Anglo and one Chicano cheerleader were ap-
pointed. A student who was qualified for the position, Diana Palacios,
was'eliminated from consideration because the quota of "one Mexican"
had afready been filled. Students became upset at this clear act of
discrimination. Two high school students, Severita Lara and Armando
Trevino, presented John Lair, the high school yr'. with a petition
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decrying the under-representation of Chicanoi in school offices. -After
the presentation of the petition to the principal, and his rejection of it,
the itudents took. their- fletition to the superintendent, John -Billings,
who settled the issue by a compromise, i.e:, there would be six .

cheerleaders, three Chicano and three Anglo. This was still greatly out
of proportion to the actual numbers of students in the school, and was
not satisfactory to the Chicano students' who presented additional
demahds. regarding unequal opportuniti6s given--to Chicanos-to hold
-other officei such as class favorite, homecoming queen, etc. The
Anglos reacted. They were concerned with the blatant display of "up-
pityness" on the part of the students and expressed their, displeasure
over the superintendent's allowing the "MeAcan-Amerjeans to get out

--of hand, by their unusual demands." Superintendent Billings- was
reprimanded for his willingneas to comider the petition, while the
Mexican-American graduating seniors were made to believe that they
wouldn't be graduating at all if they continued their protest activity.
For the present, both Billings and the students backed -away from fur-.
ther confrontation.

Over, the summer months plans for a boycott of the school wete
disdussed by students. The Anglos; threatened by the Chicanos' activi-
ty, set about structuring further controls to bar Chicanos from any
participation in school activities.. The Ex-S.tudents Association, com-
posed of Anglos4. decided that in order to run for homecoming queen,
an office sponsoied by their organization, at least one parent of the
student had to have .graduated -from high school in Crystal City. Few
Chicanos had, finished high school. Thus, when the fall term began,
ballots were distributed for the nominations with the "grandfather -
clause" included, and permission was given to the Ex-Students
Association to hold the crowning ceremonies in the football field. As a
result of this plan only six Chicano girls qualified.

Students who then published a leaflet protesting this exclusion
were suspended from school. Severita Lara became the first professed
issenter of-the gimp and was soon joined by.Libby Serna, Diana Ser-

, and Mario Treidno. Joined by about 40other students, this group
nt to the school board meeting on the sedond Monday in October

969 to ma e their demands.
-ef planswere_made_before the studento_presented -their

arguments to the school boaid. At this point, cominunity adults sup-
ported the students. Jose Angel Gutierrez, who had been invplved in
Crystal City politics since the elections of 1963, returned home aftet.
earning an M.A. in government. Utilizing Gutierrez' experience with
the Mexican .meeican Youth Organization (MAYO), and with the-help
of MAYO, the. students initiated their school protest with a solid
organizational base. One observer noted that Gutierrez was "quick t*
point Out that the effort in Crystal City was not a MAyo undertaking:
it_ Originated with the local people, students, and their parents . . .
nevertheless, MAYO is here to do what it can to help the walkout and
ita related' activitiee."..Gutierrez's contribution was -to make sure. that
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the students initiative rekindled the once brightly burning parent en-
thusim. With strong leadership in both the school and the communi-
ty, Yie students presented another list of grievances to school board
-offi tals on November 10, 1969. The students threatened to disrupt the
ce mony of . the. homecoming queen's crowning due to the
discriminatory manner of selection. After additional pressure, and
Gutierrez's assertion that protest would occur at the game if 'the

, school board did not take action, the board revoked the peritission
they had previously given to the Ex-Students AssoCiation to tin the
field. The school board was now caving in under the unrelenting
pressure the cricket was beginning to draw the lion's blood. The

- board decided to postpone any other decisions until December in the' N,
hope that the delay would-allow the movement's moMentum to die. q,-;-

The pressure of the impending school bohrd decision created a ;-
tense situation in both the Anglo and Chicano communities.--; The '17

Chicanos, however, took active steps to channel the pent up energy in-
to additional campaigns, and the two groups became even more deeply
polarized. Finally, on December 8, 1969, the school board reached its
long-awaited decision with three members of the board absent. They
decided that the discrimination claime6 by_ the Chicanos did not exist,
and that " . . . after a careful study of the petition no instances of
discrimination were found, and as many of these matters are ad-
nfinistrative, the board would take no action." The students drew up
another-list of grievances and presented them to the school- board
along with a final notice declaring that if no action was taken the
studentkwould organize and walk out. On December 9, 1969 the junior
and senior high students walked out of the Crystal City schools. By the
end of the day, about 500 students had walked out, with parents stand-
ing by to prevent injury. On the second day of the walkout-a march in-
volving about 700 people was held to demonstrate that the Chicanos
were well aware of the years of discrimination to which they had been
subject in their city's ichnols. On December 15 the elementary grades
joined the strikers and left the school. Chicano adults contributed food
to the tprotestors; one rancher donated a steer to the students. School
attendance fell to virtually zero.

'Some people in the community. feared that violence might occur
from the confrontation, and. representatives of the Texas Edit-cation
Agency were asked to come to Crystal City to speak to the parents of

. the striking students ind to -the school board-iii order to negotiatir
some type of compromise settlement. The students, however, would
have none of it; they believed the board_should talk directly tothem;
The students also feared their parents might lose their jobs and be in-
timidated by -the Anglos. One student said that "most parents speak
little- English and students are afraid the board would try...to play a
trick on them."

At the students' insistence, the parents -refused to attend the"
school board meeting and stood solidly beside their children. A further
attempt to mediate the dispute was made by then Senator Ralph Yar-
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Nit .

borough who arranged in the list week of Decenber to have Severita
Lara, Diana Serna, and Mario Trevino flown to Washington to meet
with Congressman George Bush, Senator Edward Kennedy, and
Department of Health, Education and Welfare and Department. of
Justice officials.- As_ a consequence of the students' visit to
Washington, two mediators from the Justice Department were sent to
meet with -the school board and the students to discuss a settlement.
As an end result of theie extensiNt\talks, the school board gave in on
nearly every issue and no disciplinary action was' taken against any of
the-students involved in the walkout. The students had won.

The victery, however, did not mean the death of the movement.
Actually, it had. just started. Jose Angel Gutierrez.knew that the base
to build.a movement.dedicated to Chicano control Of:their own institu-
tions had been laid. He noted that:-

. . peopk began seeing that more and more they didn s t want to be-
Anglos. At the beginning, I am' almost convinped that the goal 'was,
you know, ,that we want to make the scene better because we want to
be just-like the Anglos. We want equal education, bui right next io
Angles. Somewhere along the line, because of the, experiences of the.

'people that they. had. seen for a long time and had known for a long
- time, at least they thought, those kinds of images exploded .

L Raza Unida
With the students' success and unity achieved a Chicano

fa flies the idea of nn independent third party became a prithç con-
cei After weeks of consultation and legal advice, La Raza Jnida

ar was organized on January 17, 1970. A petition signed -by 88
reps ered voters in Zavala County_ (three percent of the previous
gene election) was submitted to County Judge Irl Taylor. The city
coun and school board elections, due to be held that spring, were to be
the fir t test for the new party. Elections, however, were not to be the
only te t faced by Lit Raza Unida. Numerous legal battles lay ahead.

Th party won its first legal-test after one of its candidates, Pablo
Puente, was barred frqm the city council race due to the fact that he
did not own propetty specifically real estate. This provision was
ruled un onstitutional in U.S. District Court, and Puente and the other
La Raza Unida candidates won the election in a strong show of Chicano .

voting strength. The victory was only partial, howeyer, for only two of
the five council seats an& three of the seven school board 'seats had
been contested in the election. After-the-first-takeover-in-1963,-the-city
council had\ revised its charter to, institute staggered elections. These

0 changes made it impossible for the. Chicanos to take over in one sweep
is in 1963. In short, the change meant that the. Chicanos would have to
be able: to inaintrain their mobilization for two years. The Chicanos,
hoWever, had learned their lesson well the lion could not dislodge
the cricket- so easily. A glance at the Noter turnout fig-fires illustrates
the mobilization which had occurred.- A total of 3,100 people were
legally registered to vote in thefl Crystal City school district. Of this
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total, 2,544 voters actinally went to the polls. Prior to the 1970 election,
the largest voter tufrut in a school board electiOn had been 1,705 in
1963. In the city codncil election a total of 2,222 people cast ballots.
This total,compares with the previous year's high of only .1,619 votes.

During the campaign, thp Anglo leadership seemed to believe that
'if they were too vocal in their opposition to. La Raza Unida, it would
only serve to mobilize even more '-Chicanos. The Anglo-owned
newspaper, the &yak County Sentine4 ran a short, terse editorial
which only vaguely alluded to the negative effetts 'that wouhl result
from file election of the Chicano candidates. This tactie was in sharp
contrast to the newspaper's, stinging.front page editorials which had
appeared in the four previous eleetions.. Three earlier editorials
warned ominously of the disaster which would befall the conimunity i.
non-husiness candidates were to win._ Only one local business . group
saw fit to issue a siMilar warning. A large bilingual ad was placed in
the paperL-.-which extolled the need for Industry to improire the-
economic. conditions of, Crystal City.. In addition, the advertisement
Warned that:

Industry *Wilds seek a community with harmonious relations aid a
'stable government. They1 avoid areas where there is agitation by
militant groups which could hinder their progress. The Working peo-
ple in Crystal City hurt themselves when they vote for candidates for
the school board and city council who are associated with militant
groups that are unfriendly to industry.

. The threat in the ad implied that neW industry .would be
discouraged from MoVing to Crystal City and that perhaps Industry
such as the huge Del Monte plant just outsideh the city would close .up
sitld leave. This fear had some basia iii fad after-the 1963 election a
local packing shed had moved to a nearby community: Considering
that 10 percent of -the total labor force in the county is engaged in
manufacturing and anOther 26 percent in agriculture (with a good por-
tion of these working.for Del Monte), it is not surprising that the
posiibility of such a closing would be considered by the Anglos to be a
formiaable obstacle for the La Raza Unida 'candidates to overcome.
The tactic did not sdcceed. The -Chicanoi won and succeeded in
developing a new conscionsness. The idea that one could indeed affect
the political environment had spread from a small core of activists to
the people in general. The -hope of the party's organizers.Was mow to
spread td other south Texae communities.

That such "Chicano.conscOtisness" could 'be exported was already
----lxicomingclear.4nnearby Riptulla_ancLaanIzo Springs the fever of

Crystal City .had already spread, and in thoia.communities" elections
Raza Unida candidates had alid 'Wen elected. These victories were
truly remarkable since neither community_had been mobilized through
.a school boycott as in Crystal City. In addition, no "professional"
organization work had been carried out. Yet both communities were
able to follow the lead of CrYstal City and elect ChiCano candidates.
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La Raza Unida organizers lioped to move the party inte the three-
, county area-of Zavala, Dimmit, and LaSalle for the general elections-in

the Tall,of 1970. A contioversy..arose, however, regarding the legality ,

of.the petitions which called for the placing of the LRUP on the ballot.
Attorney General Crawford Martin gave . one opinion regarding -the
legality of the party and Secretary of State Bob Bullock galie another.;
Finally, on July 27, 1970, the party filed suit for a writ of mandamus in
the Texas Supreme Court. T he suit, howeVer, was transferred to the
Fourthpistrict Court of CiVil Appeals. -

After almost a: month of waiting,- the party received a negative
fudgment from the Court of 'Appeals. At this point the appeal was

ken tothe Texas Supreme Court. In'each county, the Supreme Court
eldthe decision,of the lower court. In Zavala County it wai pointed

out that the petitkon asking for the party to be placed on the ballot was
dated. "1969.' Thus, it was qoestionable whether or not the signatures
on the petition were those of currently regiitered.voters. In the ease
of Dlihrnit County, ten of the ,signatures on the Petition were found to

° have voted in the Democratic prithary in May '(an act which dis-
: = qualified them from signing the LRUP's petition). With the ''dis-

qualification of these signatures, the Petition Was five names Short of
the required number. Finally, La Salle County's petition was dis-
qualified on the grounds that the party's lawyers had not shown ade-
quate proof that precinct conventions had actually_ been held to secure
the signatures on the petition. All of the counties' haI,Jts were thus
without the name of Li Raza Unida Party.

. .

Though discouraged by the high court's ruling, the party began a
mobilization drive for a write-in campaign. Although such a tactic was
not likely to be successful, especially considering the lbw level of
Chicanos education, the tlifeat 'of La Razi UnidS Party to the
established Democratic Party had already seemed real enough. In a
letter to a prominent Mexican-American citizen, Zavala County Judge
Irl Taylor' warned that the county's citizenry, both White and Brdwn,
must join together to defeat the "hate peddlers and militant group." In
his call for a straight Demoeratic ticket vote, Judge Taylor accused the
Chieino organizers of working only for their own glory and to line
thejr own pockets.

While it is doubtful that this pirticular letter had any adverse af-
fects on the Chicano citizenry, either in the city or county-wide elec-

.tions, the write-in campaign did fail. La Raza Unida Party contested
the election on the grounds that a variety of irregUtorities and viola-
tiOns of the election code had been committed. Onetexample of the "ques-
tionable" nature of sothe of the practices is the case of Jose Semi,
candidate'for COuntiCômibissioner: As a result of a vigorous effort on
hi -part; Mr: Serna-received- more than-enough-votes-40-win-hii_elec.-____ °

tion. Since his name was written-in hit numerical victory was thrown
out on the technicality, that the spelling of his name by the voters
varied in six different ways. Thus, his vote distribution varied in the
following manner;
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jose Serna 51
Joe Serna 48
Jose Cerna 33
Joe Cerna .39
J. Serna 38.
J: Cerna 15

Serna's opponent,. Mildred Keller; had a total of 119 and won the eleC-
-.lion. As Jose Angel Gutierrez tersely Stated, "It was the first tinie the

grhtgb'could tell the difference between one Mexican and another."
,Raza Unida's appeal was thrown mit of district court because of a

technical error in the filing of the appeal. No amending of the appeal
was allowed. At this point the party's funds had been expended and
furthei.appeals were impossible

Regardless of the outcome of these elections, visibility for the
party remained high. In addtion,'because -of the changes which weze
rapidly being implemented Within the city government and within the
schOOls, there was a rapid movenient of Anglos out of the city. By the e
spring of 1971 nearly two-thiids of all the Anglo families had moved
out of Crystal City. Thus, in_the spring's city council and school board
elections La Reza Unida PaPty completed its sweep of -local govern-
ment. While the party had been dealt a blow by the prdticius negative
rulings of the Texas courts, the battle was by no means over.

Changes in the Scheele ,

-:rhe changes which have occurred in Crystal City since this Com-
plete takeover have been far reaching. In the schools bilingual educe-
tiOn programs have been instituted, as has a free breakfast program.
Throughout the schools a program of bicultural education has been put
into operation (a critiCal move in enhancing Chicanos' selfesteem'and.
thus lowering the dropout rate). In:* addition, the niake-up of the
faculty, and administrative staffs has changed profoundly. The most
important administrative positions (principal, assistant principal.
school superintendent, etc.) have all been staffed by Chicanos syni-
pathetic to end undemtanding of the needs of- the student body. All-
teacheri in the sChools are bilingual, and Mexican-American teachers
actually constitute a majority: The school district iS also much more
aware of and willing to search out and' accept federal aid...Money has
been received frOm a variety -of public and private agencies. Moleover,
the district his banned army recruiters, from the. schools and made
school iedords private: As a. result, the Selective Service Systeni
which Chicanos often fear and .distrust has not beei able to operate
as it onee did. .

Even the school band haS beei affeeted'by -theadeaeas of La Rata
Unida Party. The band has taken on a Chicanb imige and is now seen
at football 'half-times spellings.out "Chicane' and "Raze" to the -tune of
"Jalisco" and "De Colores.'. The, band has been. invited to schools
throughout the state to demonstrate its unique Chicano sotind.
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bothThe changes in- the schools were yigroously criticized by Anglos
rester!. "el crystal City and throughout the :Aate..The cry of "racism in
-rity'a-e" Was quick to be made as was the aCcusation that Crystal
'-h-tkit," schools were no longer offering a first.rhte education for the
eteschri --- White or Brown: Accordiag 'to these critics, certified.
other1,8 Were .being replaced by untrained instructors who had no
noliticaultlif. T.; "ication than that they had supported Raza vnida s
-fficiar.ettorts A sUit was bthught against the "schou; ...,stem and itsc:1"' 1+-4s by several Anglos for. "rade"- hiring and firing practkes.1-es aPs the best momentary on these criticisms is that (1) the suit
sweauvcelyriltkit!eLecessful, and (2) schools thronghout the state as well as

,;,.1com out-of-state have sent represeotatives to Crystal City -to
shti ultn:n school program, With particular emphasis on the bilingual..
ic-choocral:docation program, in order to obtain ideas for their own.

.,
o17, ms . .

, Trainhe the school systems important changes have also occurred.
thed staff and for police have greatly increased

exptligeiel Zeoyg raai Td qfuo:lict yLt yof these, forces. Programs to extend sewage
iannto sZter facilities to areaS of the city long neglected have been put
tile nirretion. A concerted effort is being made to ittract industry tO
w- ith ;1? This ls 'a inost crucial Variable to the future of Crystal City.
,...,;ara-n continued olechanization of so nutiv f..,:o . -nore and more
''...*F -." 'II lu to the large urban cenr search of, work.ryst,,,ti Nse hei g red
As Yet

City hopes to attract ndustry to keep ..il.. ;Its in the city.i.

..91ts particular dimensiOn is unresolved. .dostry lpetition for in-
In l''..of courseoinite widespread. .

4," D aeldition, Chicanos have finally t4cen over union, activities inboetraei ..rui,
"1.0nie Plant in Crystal City. The-Teamsters had a sweetheart

Chit o' With the plant which was to expire in, September 1970.
cone:,

ef.krta to create their own union and oust the Teamsters in. tha...tehz
fitiW due to a tecimicality in the filing of the new union'speril. n. .1

g itt.,4rIe new Teamster contract, however, expired in September
ul'",,ars, ,,,1!13 time the Chicano union was .nut to be "tricked." After three
'11;" 0.0' vitkiting for a secoAd chance, the Chicano workers finally hadt e

EZ1' linion. The Teanuters weie ov whehningly defeated.
the Chicanos'it' th s'n:. fe ad! ; tradit.ional nem,is, the Texas Riingers, have

1h4nPaot, of La haza Unida'sal n successes. Crystal.City has passedn, enrhee which does not allow the Rangers to operate as an official
I w-h-us treement agency on anything other than state property. Thus,

all Y kay patrol thenot highway that runs through thee city, they 4. ..

:hz_ecl on city streets. In addition, the Rangers encountered sucn
-"arn .1 nearby C tulla that they were forced to moye their,regital °Ric!

0 the saferoconfines of San Antonio. .""Tond e f .

plernellt,Iti Odse queStions a policy selection- and program im-
lem of se on, however, lies the more fundamental and profound prob-
more thanettlihg Control. The goal of Crystal-City's organizers was to do
the Part oyer o town. Since La 'Uzi Unida's initial successes,

Y s
take ne

rapidly throughout. the Southwestpopularity is spreading
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and beyond. At present La Raza Unida Party has branches in Texas,
Colorado, Califor ia, Arizona, Washington, Wisconsin, New Mexico,
Illinois, "Ohio and ,lichigan.

-In Texas, V 0 ascendancy aof the party has been noteworthy. A va-
riety of communities have taken up the Raza Unida banner and -an
candidates for numerous positions. Among the communities wlich
Inv.) elected Raza Unida-backed candidates are La Sara, Lyford,
Cotulla, La Joya, Uvalde, Elsa, San Juan, Robstown, and Mathis. That
this number will increase and spread to other communities in the next
few years seems to be a matter of cOurse: It is even a distinct possibili-
ty that several La Raze, Unida candidates will make it to the Texas
State House. Thus, Ciystal City's community organizing efforts, begin-
ning with the schoo/ boycott, have indeed become the starting point of a
developing Chicano consciousness among the masses of Mexican-Arneri-
cans.

Perhaps the most ambitious, and undoubtedly the most profound,
activity remains focussed on Crystal City and- Zavala County whiei
came under complete Raza Unida control in the Spring cot 1975. Despite
this consolidation of political control, economic difficulties remain In
fact, Chicano powerlessness has.,its base in the absence of control of
the economic resources of South Texas.

In Zavala 'County sixteen people and/or corporations own 96 Per-
cent of the land (hone of these land owners are Chicanos). Thus, while
the economic potential of the area is substantial in that it supplies
nearly half of the nation's onions and spinach and a'variety of other
vegetables and fruit, the people who live in Crystal City and Zevala
County do not direCtly benefit. It is likely that many of the economic
related problems would be well on their way to resolution if the in-
digenous residents'of the area reaped the gains from the fertile land.

Under the leadership of jose Angel Gutierrez, vilio is now County_
Judge of Zavala County, a program to secure control of the land has
been started. Several tactics are to be gutilized. First, the county is at-
tempting to buy the lard,fr'om its absentee owners. Second, the county
is approaching the owners with the idea of leasing the land. Thirds, the
tax structure of the county, which under Anglo domirration gave a
variety of tax breake to the ?and owners, is being changed so as to tiro&
at feast two potential consequences. On the one hand it is hoped that
higher taxes will compel solve owners te sell or lease, and on the other,
the increased revenue from higher taxes can be put to work for the
community.-Fourth, and the most ambitious, is for the county to take
the land through the use Of eminent domain. This concept allows a
governmental unit to force owners to sell if it is declared in the "public
welfare" to do so. The County intends to argue that, given the
economic condition of its residents, it is clearly in the "public welfare"
to take the land. Preliminary legal research hag shown that no court in
the 'statc) of Texas has ever decided aglicrf the governmental unit and
for the individual. The profound ramifi of a successful effort by
the county government to secure the land in this manner is dleirly evi-
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dent. The political, social, and economic shock waves would have stag-
gering iMplications for the entire system of private ownership of land.

In the long run, then, what began as a rather modest task, center-
ing around the question of whether Chicanos had good enough legs tt
be cheerleaders, might have .consequences far beyond those an-

(4. ticipated by the local organizers. To focus attention on lack of control
of resources of production as the primary cause of ehicomo
powerlessness is to focus on the roots of United States'.society and its
rigid system of stratification. The consciousness that such a focus
might eventually foster, not only among Chicanos but also among
other powerless peoples, might be more irritation than the 'lion could
bear! The beast could well fall.

8 6
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CIIAPTER8
Indian Parents Strive for

Community Control:
The Story.of

Three Indian Schools
Kirke Kickingbird* and

Lynn Sheibyt

We. know that you highly esteem the kind of learning taught in
thOse colleges . . . But you, who are wise, must know that different na-
tions have different conceptions of things"; and you will, therefore, not
take it amiss if our ideas of this kind of edub!tion happen 'not to be the
same with yours. We have had some experietwe of it: Several of our
doung people were formerlybrought up at the colleges of the northern
firovMces; they were instructed in all your sciences; but when they

KlekIngbird is a member of tlie Kio tribe in Kiowa, OklahvoA An
'attorney, he is fotinder cind former Executive Director of the Instittite for
Development of Indian Law in Washington, D.C. He is currently general
counsel ;of the American Indian Policy Review Coinmission, a joint congres-
sioniil committee reviewing Indian affairs. He is co-author of One Hundred
Million Acres (McMillan, 1973).

/Limn illettoy is a curricyluni specialist for .the Institute for -DeveloPme:fit
of Indian Lst Wegkkington, D.C. and a former Education Specielist with the
.CLS. Off ire of RI-wakes Office of Indian Affairs.
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came back to us, they were bad runners, ignorant of every .means of
living in the woods, unable to bear either cold or hunger, knew neither. .
how to build a cabin, take a deer, nor kill an enemy, spoke our
language impwrfectly, were, therefore, totally good for nothing. We
are, however, not the less obliged by your kind offer, though we
decline occepting it; and to show grateful sense of it, if the
gc , n of Virginia will send us a dozen of their sons, we will take
gr. .e of their education, instruct them in all we know, and make
mez [American State Papers Italian Affairs, Class II, Vol. 1)
117. 151 p. 144j

chis reply from chiefs of the Six Nations was made to the Gover-
nor of Virginia during the Treaty of Lancister in 1744, when. the
Virginia Commissioners offered to educate six of the chiefs' sons at a
college in Williamsburg, Virginia. The Europeans' educational system .

was intended to preserve their culture and society. The Indians re-
jected that European-American system for the same reasons. -But like
some collective Prometheus, the Euro-Americans were determined to
bring not fire, but education to the American Indians. Whik Pra-
metheus was tortured by the gods of Olympus for bringing the gift Of
fire to men, the situation was not the same when thP Europeans
brought education to the Indians. It was the recipk ts, not the
benefactors, .who suffered the tortures. The_planners and ad
ministrators of American Indian policy would set forth with mis-
sionary zeal to bring the "habits and arts of civilization' tr, the savages
through education. Though the Indians rejected the educational
system time and again as, the spokesman for the Six Nations had done,
and though the Indians attempted to adapt the white system of educa- ,
tion to their needs, the whites .insisted that only their methods of
education would work. Indians .have gained little satisfaction from be-
ing able to say, "I told you so."

Despite the fact that many Indian leaders made -clear that they did
not 'iesteem the kind of learning taught" in the white educational
system, the whites failed to listen; or having.listened, failed to hear; or
having heard, faed to believe. By the 1890s, there was little reason to
listen. The tribes had moved to -lands reserved for their own use in
return for certain payments from the U.S. under treaty agreements.
Instead of acting as a iiiison officer between the United States and the
tribes, the Indian agent had become an autocrat with military troops
to back up his edicts. With the slaughter of Sioux families at Wounded
Knee in December of 1890 and the noMinal end of Indian wars, .repres-
sion of the, Indian governments became a matter of course. The reser-.
vations become more like prison camps than finsl, free reserved
homelands as promised.

. The education of young Indians suffered drastically. At the begin-
ning of the twentieth century, the Cherokee/Choctaw school systems
were responsible for an adult literacy rate of 60 percent and a tribal
pride in othe schooling of children. Everything changed when federal
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aut1.' es : placed the tribal and missionary system with their own
day P. schools. By 1909, a special U.S. Senate Subeom-
mit. ot ndian Education reported a literacy rate of 40 percent for
Cherot.,t adults, a public-school dropout rate of 75 percent, and an educa-
tion leVel below average for Oklahotha and below the average of rural and
non-white of the state. The decline of Cherokee educition symbolized
the direction and impact of federal policy throughout the country, as
report 'after report, and re-organization act after re-organization act
over the course of this century prevented Indian parents from having
direct say in the education of their children.

Community control as an educational concept for Indian com-
munities has re-emerged only. recently-. The first instance of these
reforms in recent years took place in a small Navajo community at
Rough Rock, Arizona in 1966.

. A group- of concerned 'parents, teachers and administrators,
discouraged by the high dropout rates and poor achievement levels of
the Navajo youngsters, developed plans for a community school,
whereby parents would'seive as teacher aides and counselors teaching
Navajo language and culture. The Rough Rock community formed an
all-Indian school hoard, hich set out to negotiate -with the Navajo
Tribe (which was very supportive) and the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA) to take over the local school. This board also oversaw the
development of a new and culturally relevant curriculum.

Although the efforts of the Rough -Rock parents were gaining
momentum, no other community control movements were initiated un-
til 1969. The lapse of three years is most likely 'attributable to the
BIA's hesitancy and unwillingness to turn over its own federal school
system to local Indian parents. However, the influx of community con-
trolled funds resulting, from the federal poverty monies of the 1960s
and the mandates set forth in President Nixon's Special Message on
Indian Affairs in July 1970 began to make A difference. he President
outlined a policy for Indian self-determination and local control of pro-
graiiis and monies which included specific educational policy recom-
mendations:

One of the cockiest aspects of Indian life in the United States is the low
.quality Indkr. cducation. Drop-out rates for 1 ,dians are twke the na-
tional c m'rage, fr,o' .e aveloge educational level for all Indians under
Fedc.rfzI super less than six school years. Aran, at least a part
of the p: ,11/,n, cc, porn he fact that the Federal government is try-
ing t., iii !c.- Indic ,s what many IndiOns Could do better for themselves.

that !he Indian community should have the
rig: zr ' .t.e7 'he ermt-cl awl operation of federally funded pro-
gramk oelieve eveiv Pdion -cmirt.nity yr:Ming to do so shOuld be
able to control its own Indian schools This control would be .exercised
by School boards selected by In ;41'1O lnd- functioning much like other
school boards throughout the nation.

In 1969, almost simultaneously, three Indian communities at
1-14-riah, New Mexico; Wind River, Wyoming; and Rocky Boys, Mon:
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tana took steps to put the ..t.Issage ir Lo action by
creating community-run schools. In oil iziscances, the Indian parents
complained of high dropout rates, disciplinary problems, poor achieve-
ment levels, and high degrees of discrimination in the surrounding
non-Indian communities. The_ Sioux communities of Pine Ridge and
Rosebud were also contemplating tbe movement toward community
control.

In 1970, a group of Indian parents (Birgil Kill Straight and Gerald
Clifford; both Oglala Sioux; Abe Plummer, a Navaj.:arbara Sage and
A) Redman, Arapaho from Wind River; and Sylvest . ows Gun and
Ted Rising Sun of the Cheyenne community ..t Busby a Lame Deer,
Montana) came to Washington, D.C. to discuss with- es Hawkins,
then figrecter of BIA Education, the concept of Indian communitk con-
trol. The group had submitted four proposals to the BIA requesting
either planning or operational funds for community schools. Con-
fronted w h bureaucratic excuies and indecision, they sought the
assistance of national legislators on Capitol Hill.

The parents' claims were so stirring that a group of legislative
assistants on the Hill formed a. Committee of Congressional Aides.
This committee eierted pressure ofi the bureaucracies (especially the
BIA) Who were thwarting the parents' eflorts. The bureaucracies
began to consider these Indian communities' requests for their own
schools.

This Indian parent iniOative led to the establishment of three
"ao-mniunity schools which will be4scussed in this chapter. They are
three examples of a growing "alikrnative" Indian community school
movement. Only 20 such schools exist wotathe. country. Their
children number approximately 1400, not counting'ttie 300 who attend
community-run higher educational centers on reservations. These
numbers are small when compared to national figiires. There'are near-
ly 300,000 Indian school age children in this country. Three-fourths at-
tend public schools; almost all of the remaining children attend pri-
vate and mission .4chools, and federal day and bos, ding schools admin-
istered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In light of the history of Indian
education, these schools suPport President Nixon's special message that
Indian parents "could do better for themselves."

Ramah Navoio High School

The Navajo Reservation is ;mated in the northeast corner of
Arizona where Arizona, Utah, Colorado and New Mexico meet. With
?till square miles rnd 125,000 tribal members, it constitutes the
: _rgest Indian reservation in the country, and compares in size to the-
4.. ate of West Virginia. Along the eastern border of the reservation the
ow nership pattern changes so that there are alternating parcels of

d owned by Indians and non-Indians. This is referred to as the
"cr.9ckerboard_ area." In this area. about 45 miles southeast of Gallup
and 135 miles west of Albuquercpe, sits the town of Ramah, New Mex-
ico.
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Perhaps the most striking feature is that there is a community at
all. Outside of Ramah the Navajos ,live in hogans. These traditional
homes don't Include electricity or running water. Most of the 'people
who live in Ramah own or work on the small ranches in the area. Those
who do not work on the ranches and farms may have jobs in Gallup or

.Albuquerque. The work is generally of the sporadic, low paying, semi-
skilled variety. The dry farming crop is corn and the ranches raise cat-
tle and sheep. Some of the Navajo people are silversmiths and rug
weavers. While the Indian families are large, ranging from 5 to 16
children, Ramah itself has a population of only 1,500, most of whom are
white and Mormon.

The Gallup-McKinley school district had charge of Rnmah High
School until 1968. In that year, the county school board concluded that
it *as financially unfeasible to continue the school: at Ramah. The
Navajo people at Ramah had the .:hoice asending their children to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding sChools. or bussilig them to a con-
solidated public school some 30 miles away. The Gallup-Mckinley
school district initially agreed to provide transportation and then
found a number of reasons rot to do so. A staflattorney for the Navajo
legal services tu.it, Dinebelint. Nahiilna be Agaditahe (DNA), had filed
suit t the parents' request to keep the school open. The suit was not
successful but a second suit to force the school district to maintain bus
transportation was. Still, it clearly was not what the community
wanted. The Navajo parents were concerned that their cl ildren had to
travel long distances to attend_ the federal boarding ai.Ilools or the
public consolidated school. The boarding school merely continued a
patiern of *he last hundred years in Indian education. In the winter,
travel conditions were especially hazardous when the long distances
were combined with bad weather conditions. When the. atudents
started to attend the schools away from home, the dropout rate began
to climb. The children's dislike for schooling away, from. home began to
manifest itself in asocial behavior at the schools and at home. Mormons
purchased the building when the public school closed. The Navajo
parents decided it would be a good place to establish their own school
system for their children.

The Navajo community at Ramah elected a 'five person school
board. It consisted of JtninMartinez, the first chairman; Bessie Begay,
Secretary-Treasurer; Bertha Lorenzo, Abe Plummer and Chavez
Coho. Mrs. Lorenzo, a housewife and mother without any formal
education, spearheaded much of the effort to establish the school. Mr.
Plummer did have formal education consisting of a B.A. in elementary

o eduCation from Northern- Arizona Univers*. Mrs. Lorenv and M.
Plummer were the only two who spoke English. The parents clearly
saw the Problems of the children in the existing non-Indian school
systems both federal and public. The children were discipline prob-
lems in both kinds of schools and at home. There was a great defickncy
in basic skills such as reading, math, and language. There were large
numbers of runaways and dropouts. More than anything else, the
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parents wanted their children home.
To establish the school, the Navajo school board naeded help and

they received it from several sources. The Shaker Foundation pro-
vided them with a small grant to get started. The Indian board con-
tacted the Office of American Affairs in the U.S. Office of Education
(USOE) for technical assistance. Next, they were referred to the
Robert F. Kennedy Memorial Foundation who sent them to Don Olson.
Olson was a Navajo-speaking former VISTA volunteer who had spent
three years at Ramah. Mike Gross, the DNA attorney who had initially
filed the lawsuits for Ramah to keep the school open and buses run-
ning, left DNA to work full-time for Ramah's Indian School board.
These two men met with the community and school board to discuss
the type of school -they wanted and the legal procedures and
bureaucratic processes necessary to achieve the desired type of
school.

The parents and school board already had a concept of the new
school and what they wanted from the curriculum. The school was to
-emphasize Navajo culture. The curriculum was to provide vocational
skills training centered on jobs related to the cOminunity, reading and
language development in both Navajo and English, basic mathematical
skills, and a place for Indian arts such as basketmakingand weaving.

To finance school operations., the board decided on a contract
school arrangement. The community, through the tribe, would con-
tract with the BIA to operate the facility. The Indian -community
would lease the Mormon-owned former public school facility. The
board members went to Washington where /they sought to negotiate ,
an agreeable contract with the .BIA. The Ramah Indian School board
conceived the idea of a tuition rebate system. The BIA .04 determine
how much it was spending for each Ramah student prc-unly in board-
ing and public schools and provide the Hamah Indian school wifh the
same amount to operate their own schoal. Refusing to take "no" from
BIA personnel for an answer, the Ramah board went to Capitol Hill to

,gain congressional support. After three trips to Washington, D.C. the
preisure on the bureaucrats built up sufficiently for a contract to be
negotiated successfully in the fall of 1970. The nearly 170 students
could cöme home. Ramah students did tome home, and by the 1973-74;
kchool year, the school was in full stride, with its first full-time prin-
cipal in office.

Rocky Boys School
Situated in the midst of the Bear Paw Mountains of northeastern

Montana is the Rocky Boys Reservation of Chippewa and Cree In-
dians, population 1,000. The Indian people of Rocky Boys are generally
poor, most of them living on a subsistence economy of stock raising.
Some people work in the- cities of Great Falls and Havre, the kind of
cities where Indians were accustomed to signs such as "No Dogs and
Indians Allowed," not too many years ago.

Discontent was brewing among the Indian parents on the. Rocky
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Boys Reservation for years about the conditions under which their
youngsters were being educated. In the late sixties, th4, high in-
cidence of dropouts and disciplinary problems Combined with the high
degree of preludite and discrimination against Indians in the public
school- district of the nearby town, Havre, where the Chippewa-Cree
students in the community attended school, reached a critical peak.
They had had only fiye high school graduates in ten years. Something
had to be done.

Most of the children in the .community had attended the public
schools since 1959 when the BIA decided to end its responsibility for
education on the reservation. Problem students in the community had
been`traditionally sent' to BIA boarding schools at Busby and in other
states. Indian parents 'wanted to create an independent public school
district on their reservation so that a community-relevant curriculum
could be developed to interest their children in receiving an education.

Parents led by Dorothy Sinall and Alice Russett, both
housewives, organized a community meeting where the parents and
community members voted on whether they Wetnted to become an in-
dependent public school system or not. They dict 'Yrs. Small and Mrs.
Russett contacted Leland Pond,. an Assiniboine 'law student, to in-
veitigate the legality of beginning a public school district,and to work
with the pare& 3 of the community.

During the preliminary part of the negotiations with the Havre
Public School District .No. 16 and the State Depariment of Education.
the tribal council at Rocky Boys would not support the -parents' ef-
forts. As a result, no help was forthcoming from the BIA.

Additional assistance was needed. Mrs. Small cpntacted the Office
of American indian Affairs in the USOE for assistance. She was re-
ferred tO the Robert F. Kennedy Memorial Fotindation which
responded by sending a husband-wile teim, Sandy and Dave Robinson,
with education and legal experience, to assist the community. The
Robinsons incorporated the local education committee. of parents 'and
went to foundations for 'support. The Elliott Foundation of New York
came through with the first $5,000. In the-meantime the Robinsons
studied the legal processes required to n,..ke the change, and the
educational committee,, led by Mrs: Smalr, tvorked hard to gain the
support of other members of the tribe.

Mrs. Small, aided by Mrs. Robinson, arranged for a hearing with
the Havre Public School District to- get permission to become a
separate district. Knowing that the school board's chief argument
against separation would be the RockY Boys community's inability to
finance their own aistrict, the two women and the educational commit-
tee sought funds prior to the hearing. They contacted the BIA, `which
finally endorsed the idea and sent 'a telegram to the tribe pledging ,

financial support. In like manner, they attempted to get the support of
the U.S. Commissioner of Education, then James Allen. Through the
Office -Of American: Indian Affairs an initial commitment was made to
the parents when they made a personal visit to the Commissioner of
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Education in Washington. In' the -end, however, Dr. Allen refused to
send a telegram of support because he 'felt that it would interfere pith
states' rights. A telegram of endorsement from USOE wal finally sent
by the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation for the
Department of Health, Ec cation and .Welfare who supported the con-
cept ore the basis of the Nixon Indian Messige of '1970 and pledged
$35,000 in fundi. .

.
.

The next step was to.obtain the budget details from. the State of .
Montana about the federal, state, and county funds which supported
'the Indian students from Rocky Boys mho attended the Havre Public '
Moor Districi. Because inost lot .... schools are reimbursed by the
st.iite after they have 'made expenditures, they needed a funding base
from which to work. When they limed that federal arid state funds

oulci amount to $35,000, they successfully set out.tb raise additional :

m ney from the S & H Greenstmp Foundation, the Great Western
Foundation; Rockefeller BrothewFund, and the' Plaiboy Foundation.

After the finairial co itmont- was i,:entorkrited, pormissiton
was granted by the lora; sch 1 district for the Indian community to
set up their school. The nekt obs acle to overcome was a state hearing.
To hold such a hearing would mean that the memberi of the organiza-
tion would have to show their support en muse for the separate school
listrict. Many of the parents who worked .for the tribe and the BIA .

:er e. afraid to take tirie off from work. Mrs. Small-negotiated with the
tribe and the local BIA agency to declare a half-clar holiday on the day /
of the hearin . The next problem to be kOlved was, transportation to
arid from the earing. Most of .the people could not attoEd to travel to
the state capi l at Helena.- She first requested use of school buses- of
the Havre achool \ ,. district 'and was refused. Then she sought the

--assistance of a lbcal church and was granted the use of their bu'ses.
With' all stumblin blocks removed,, the Indian parents went to the\hearing and met wit suecess. .1.

After the succe ful state hearing and Indian community victory,
the educational torriniittee of the Rocky Boys Reservation gained the
support of the fribal gove nment. TheIridian parents achieved a re-
sounding victory, Rocky Bo s Public School District No. 7 opened its
doors in September1970., , . .

Winning the fight to form a separate \public_school district was an ,.......
important step for many leaders of the parent moiement who had lit-
tle mere than a fifth gracle education themselves. Few of them had
ever been to their state caOitol, nene of them had legally fought the
local school board at Havre, or had ever, been to. Washington, 11.C.
With a determination that Would put PTA's and school boards of most
middle class' communities to shame, the parents of the Rocky Boys
Reservation won a very important battle local control of their
children's education. .

Bert Corcoran, a member of the community who became the first
superintendent of the school district, proved to be a good choice.
Meetin r. ttedly as they did before the battle was won, -the all-
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Indian school board decided upon educatkonal guidelines to be used in
the schools. The community decided on an eivironmentali add
ecological approach to education one which would incorporate many
of the traditions of the tribe into the curriculum. Old people of the
tribe were used as resource persons and the Cree language was taught,
along with basic English language arts. Believing that a closer rela-
tionship between the parents, teachers, and the students was iinportant,
class sizes were reduced, and teachers were required to spend time work-
,ing in the community: The school itself serves as a community center
where both adults and children can learn. Rather than stand-
ing apart from the community, the school and its teachers have been
integrated into the way of life of, thve,Chippewa-Cree on the ,Rocky Boys
Reservation.

Wyoming Indian High School
The Wind River Shoshone-Arapaho Reservation situated in the

rolling foothills of the Rockies has a population of approximately 1,000
people, 5,500 of whom are Indians. Most of the people who do not work
for the tribe, the Bureau of Indian Affair-, or the Indian Health Ser-
vice,- work in milli, uranium mines, the iron ore mines of U.S. Steel, or
as custodians and cooks in the various federal installatio-s serving thg
reservation and nearby communities. As in the case With many
western commnnities in the nearby towns ( 'tiVerton and Ender (where
the high schools- serving Wind River youths are located), there
is a high degree of discrimination against Indians..The educational
problems which had become so Critical during the last decade' for Wind
Rivei children were similar to thoie of Ramah a nd Rocky Boys very
loW achieveMent levels and a high degree of dropouts and disciplinary
problems. While pUblic elementary schools locatedAn the rqservation
educated the primary poungters, the adolescents Are shipped to un-
friendly, high schools or to BIA boarding schools to handle "discipline"
Orqblems. ,

1

The Indian parents of the reservation knew something had to be
done to change thii situation. In 1968, they thought they had found an
answer tO the problem.- At, that time the State of :Wyoming Depart-
Ment of Education began to reorganize its state public school dtdricts.
A parent group led by Al Sage, Al Redman, Alberta Friday, Tom
Shakespeare and,Mr. and 111rs. Darwin Sinclair submitted plans to the
local county. to Idim, an independent publiC school district defined by
reservation boundiries. The state used an administrative loophole to

\ reject the plans of the WindRiver coMmunity.
Disappointed but not i discouraged, the parent group formed an

organization known as the Wyoming Indian Ecincatjon Association.
The parebts had wanted to form an 'independent public school district
because the problems of financing would be less. Since this seemed im-
possible for the moment,,^they began to investigate other methods of
gaining local Control. They 'approached the Office of Education and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. ter,almost tiro years of struggle and many

s.
,
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trill to Washington, the Wyeming Indian. 'High School opened in
January of 1972. While the Indian parents and the education associa-
tin know that much of the achievement is due to their efforts, they all

e that final success would not have been realized without congres-
sional help, especially that of Dick McCall, chairman of the Committee

/of Congressional Aides and staff persdn to Senator Gail McGee of
Wyoming.

The final arrangements 4at led to local control were made'
through a contract with the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The BIA, as with
Riimah School,' v..as hesitant tb relinquish its responsibility for educa-
tion on the W.-id River Res,prvation to .the Indian parents. Congres-
sional pressure hud Peed its hatid.

The new Indiail school board felt that it was important to develop
a curriculum that wouki offer their'youngsters the same material Its
they would find in anY nen-Indian system. However, they also wanted
the- curriculum to include culturally relevant materials and texts, and
special courses of *- interest to Pndian students. An Indian Studies
course and Reservation Civics class have been incorporated Into the
curriculum. Although not required, these courses have been popular

.aniong the students. In addition, the parents felt that closer teacher-
student relationships were important to help students build positive
self-images of themselves. Much of this Icloser contact has been...
established thronh the ase of parents 44 teacher aides, smaller-
clasies, and individualized academicrand psy0hological counseling.

The major problem since the openim of( the high school has been
the lack of-funds. The Bureau of Indian r never provided enough
money to meet the educatidnal goats Immunity. The land on
which the se is -located is a 50-acr. ionated,to the communi-
ty by the E is opal Church. The' bulk; hich house the school are
leased from h Episcopal Church. Thc., old, run down, and in con-
stant need 9 ostly repairs. While the costs of operating <the school
lave increase funds contracted by the BIA have remained ther same.
Some parents re planning- to reopen negotiations with ,the state of
Wyoming to form an independeni ue.tic school system, in order to suf-
ficiently meet the financial and et.i. eational responsibilities of running

-the school.
Wyoming Indian . High School enrollment has risen froin 38

students when the school began- to 118 registered pupils. The parents
within the community are pleased with the results so far, especially
with the renewed interest of their children in receiving an education.
As with Ramalf Navajo High School and Rocky Boys Public School
District, the future offers numerous challenges and opportunities to
the parents and stu lents of the Wind River Reservation that they are
certain to meet and seize.

The Future of Incline Controlled Schools
In October of 1971, seven representatives of four Indian schools

met in Boulder, Colorado to discuss the creation of a coalition-of Indian a
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schools conce h educational reforms. In December of that same
year, the group instrumental in organizing the Coalition of Indian
Contrelled School Boards (CICSB). Three years later CICSB served 87
Indian schools and organizations in 26 states. -Those members of
CICSB who do not control and manage their own educational system
are interested in undertaking such responsibilities in the future. The
CICSB provides legal, technical, and community development services
to Indiad groups which request assistance in establishing their own
school boards, committees and organizations. All the Indian in-
dividuals mentioned earlier in this chapter are in some way connected
with CICSB as members of the board of directors, the staff, or part of a
continuing effort at the community level.

In an article in the April 1973 issue of the EDUCATION JOUR-
NAL of the Institute for the Developkent of Indian Law, the executive
director of CICSB responded to quesdons about community school ef-
forts. In answering questions aboui the make-up of the member
schools in the coalition, Gerald Clifford said:

We have member schools that are public school districts and others
that are tribal education committees. We also have school boards
that receive their authority or charter from their own tribes. We
have Indian community schools which have state charters as, well as
JOM committees and other advisory boards. The principle of unity
which keeps all of these varied types of Indian controlled educational
institutions working together is that they all believe that Indians can
best run their own schools; they believe that they should- run their
gwn schools; and they believe that they will run their own schools.
We are in business to make this happen.

When we asked about the assets which would make the community ef-
forts .to achieve control a success, he replied:

The greatest asset we have as an organization is a membership that
is living proof thatindians can run their own schools, and run them
better than anything that has been tried before by the nonIndians.

The change to the Indian community control is the fastest grow-
ing Indian educational movement. As suggested in the statements
above by Gerald Clifford, control is not limited to the complete
takeover of an educational system. It also includes iMpacting school
boards and educational _committees. and learning to negotiate witil

'state and federal educational agencies. -Far years, the Indian parents
had been inactive and perhaps thought to be indifferent to the educa-
tion of their children because of outright discrimination and lack of
respect for a true cultural partnership. The educational achievement
under the traditional systems of education, however, has sadly proved
that without the involvement of the Indian parent, education of. Indian
children cannot succeed.

For Indians to gain control of theit schools they, just as non-In-
dian groups, must have an impact on their immediate ssurrounding
community. BLit the Indian struggle must surpass the efforts of .other
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people, for their efforts have only been successful when taken to the
Congress. The Constitution of the United States has accorded respon-
sibility for the conduct of Indian affairs to the Congress. After nearly
200 years, the people of the "domestic dependent nations, the "depen-
dent sovereignities" known as Indian tribes, find this still to be the
case.

Birgit Kill Straight, president of the CICSB, feels that in the
future the struggle, to achieve community control will be made easier
only if the two primary agencies responsible for Indian education (BIA
and the USOE) develop a policy to support community efforts for Ins
dians and thereby do away with the bureaucratic and administrative
obstacles caused by their rgusal to do so. Orice having established 'a
policy, 'Mr. Kill Straight feelii that a true measure of their commitment
to a policy will be measured by the amount of financial support that is
given to emerging community eclucational,systems.

The administration of Indian schools is best left to members of the
local community. This was true in the past, as is seen in the example of
the Cherokee; it is true in the present ai seen at Ramafi, Rocky Boys
and Wind River; and it will be true in the future. For ail educational
system to be successful, the parents of a community must "highly
esteem the kind of learning taught" in those schools in their communi-
ty. This can only be achieved by community control.

*0
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CHAPTER 9

The Milwaukee Federation
of

Independent Community
. Schools

J. Madeleine Nash,/
/

Noi long ago north. Milwaukee, was a smug,/,Orosperous communi-
ty stocked with the descendants of good German burghers,' robust
Lutherans and Roman Catholics who painted their namee.large on

. 'store front signs and built rows of pleasant/shingled houses for their
.ever increasing families.. Now, although &tries of the last -Muellers and
Meyers still linger, the neighborhood has changed into a poverty-
strieken 13kick ghetto, and'at night young men in Borsalino hats and
high-heeled boots swagger in and out ofirhe bars on Thikd Street.

Remarkably enough, it is here, i decaying north Milwaukee, that
one of the country's most exciting and promising experiments in alter-
native education was launched

ls E
in 969: the Milwaukee Federation of

Independent Community Schooven More remarkably,, five years
later, the Federation and most of its member schools were still going,

;a tribute perhaps to iheer human cussedness and poweiful determina-
tion. A Chkago Sun-Timer reporter put it very well. In Milwaukee's
inner city," he wrote, "six financially-troubled Roman Catholk schools
have been byrnsformed into 'six financially-troubled, nonsectarian,

I
/

1..I Madeleine Hash is, a correarondent in the Chicago. bureau of Time
Magazine,

/
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community-controlled schools with remarkable vitality."
Broken promises, financial clifficulties, internal political squab-

bles these are the liabilities of any community schoo4 and as we
shall see, the Milwaukee Federation has had its share. In addition,
most of the parent-founders were poor, Black and often lacked a high
school education. On paper, all this adds up to a losing combination.
But in reality? Well, that's another story, .one which may yet have a
happy ending.

It begins in the late 1960s when Milwaukee'a Catholic Archdiocese
began trying to divest Itself of a growing problem: the inner city
parochial achools. Well-to-do White parishes might be prompted occa-,
sionally to Make a donation to some far-away African --or:SouthL---
American mission, but support a struggling parochial school five miles
away? That was out of the question. Besides, as the White population
moved out of the inner city, enrollment in the Catholic city, school
system dropped: the parishes likewise experienced a sag in member-
ship, a dip in the Sunday collection. Financially, it became 'Clear that
the schools would only sink deeper and deeper into the red.

If the times had been different, the Church might well have con-
sidered withdrawing completely, following the frantic retreat of its
White parishioners. But with social concern among the clergy at an all--
time high, with the 1967 northside riots burned into recent memory, it
found it had to deal with the question: how can the Church close its
schools in the Black areas and keep them open, even fittild new ones, in
White areas? To solve the dilemma, councils were created,
democratically staffed with priests, nuns, and parents from the four-
teen schools conCerned. Interestingly enough, in the beginning parent
participation was minimal. Then, suddenly, it caught fire.

What roused the parents to action? Unfortunately, n9 good
records exist of _these early deliberations. There are no first-person

, diaries, only Wire, poignant minutes of the many long drawn-out
meetings. "The Archbishop gave a pretty sad picture of the financial
situation confronting the Archdiocese," reads one early account. "But
in the same vein, we were told not to despair, but to have extreme op-
timiam as far as the future is concerned." Gradually, the choice became
clear. Either the schools would have to be closed, or the parents would
have to shoulder the burden of maintaining them.

Who cares about some lousy little parochial schools- anyway? The
question echoes across years of my life; I hated the Catholic school I at-
tended when I was 6, 7 and 8, the dust which blew off the playground
at recess smelling of venial sin and chocolate cupcakes with vanilla
icing. But the parents in Milwaukee were concerned with the more basic
problem of having to send their children to the increasingly brutal and
non-responsive public institutions which today, in the inner city at
least, manage to pass for schools.

Rosemary Holley, a handsome woman who noiv heads the Martin
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Luther King Inner City Development Project, was the parent who
signed the legal do.nument incorporating the Federation in 1969. "One
thing was for sure!" she exclaims without hesitation. "I knew that
mine wasn't going to go tb a public school. I have thirteen childremnd
in earlier /ears they all went to public schools. The first boy didn't go
to a Catholic high school, he went to a public high school and he
dropped out. All of them that stayed in Catholic schools graduated. I
can't help thinking there's a connection. I, myself, went to Catholic Ind
public schools both. I didn't think the Catholic schools were any better,
but by the time I had children the Catholic schools had improved. They,
were much better .than the public schools. I suppose I just felt that
some basic things are important. Reading, writing and arithmetic, of

-course, but also some human things, like respect and stuff."
yst, Holley iiialhe others agreed, was the late '

Bishop Marie Reed, ho spoke fervently to the assembled Milwaukee
parents..about how s had helped to start the Morgan Community
School in Washington i).C. "Break away!" she exhorted\her audience.
"Do it!" And shortly hereafter, three of the schools did. \St. Boniface
was first. After Reed ad spoken, the meeting broke and the parents
from each school ca cused Then, when they reasiembled, the

ay ana
become a community s,hool!". Two other schools St. Francis and
Holy-Trinity:Our Lady o Guadaloupe . followed, and thus it was that
the Federation was born..

The beginnings were euphoric. In the words of one of the par-
ticipants, "Everybody was happy. Everybody was excited. We'd meet
and talk and meet and talk. t was amazing the involveRaent, the con-
stant drive in you. I really had to slow down; my doe& told me to."
Soon, however, reality began itruding, and the struggle to survive
began.

Getting Started

How were the schools which had b oken away to treat the others
One of the university ad isers made a recommendation

which the parentsfinally accepted: the federal Title I money, which
had been, instrumental in funding the old parochial schools would
henceforth go only toward planning the fut e of thit, schools which had
broken away from the Church. -

This was a fair decision, but one w ich caused much bitter
fighting between the community kchools and the .others, marking the
beginnings, of a split between religious and on-religious secular in-
terests which would remain a source of tro ble. When four other
schools Martin Luther King, Michael, Leo a d Harambee joined
the Federation in 1970, the division solidified. There were still eight
ether schools which had participated in the hearings but declined
federation. Reluctantly, the Church continued to, lend them support,
while withdrawing aid from the community schools. At the time,
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observers point out, most of these non-community schools were on the
touter fringes of the inner city, in areas still White-enough to impart a
sense of security. Today, however, these same 'schools are in deep
trouble; it has become obvious that the Archdiocese cannoticarry their
deficits forever. 'Will they try to join the Federation and demand their
share of the increasingly meager common funds? Not surprisingly,

, community school parents balk at the idea.
To many, the difficulties which soon arose with the Church came

as a surprise, for in the beginning the Milwaukee Federation seemed
to enjoy,an enviable position. After all, one of the greatest problems
encountered by the community schools in the past had been that of
finding school buildings which .met local health and safety standards.

s.------..liere-the-Milwaukee-parents-had-guaranteer-utirryelrrenwria.
pre-existing school buildings which already had muhicipal approval.
Or rather, they thought they had. In actuality, one school soon found
itself charged a monthly rent of $600 by its parish, and eventu,Ally
three schools were forced to move by unsympathetic pastors. As one

.. parent explained, "The Archbishop was a blinding factor. W1I;ket with
him and he told us, 'If you can go into something new and makea go of
it, I'll be behind you 100%.' We didn't question; wp hit-revert "

Five years 4ater, however, few of the parent-founders accuse the
Archbishop of bad faith. More blame the parish system for the prob-

'. lems some of the schools facedAn order to compete for support km
business and government, the'schools had to relinquish their religious
charaeter. Not surprisingly, once they were no longer Catholic, they
found themselves in the awkward position of being the unwanted step-
children of the Church. In some cases, parish priests committed to the
idea of a religious education actively worked to undermine community .
efforts. More often, it was a matter of the parishes themselves being
desperately poor and s4apped for cash. If things had worked out ac-
cording to plan, this would have made little difference. Unfortunately,
the necessary ,ingredient - business and government support - never
materialized..

The Federation was founded in order to give the schools, a central
:fund-raising body, and in 'concept, the idea was bold ahd ingenious. .

"Fiscally," explains one of the-early advisers, "a federation is a much
°stronger entity, particularly when you're asking for handouts."

Potential donors are likely, to be turned off when approached two,
three,.four, five and six times. Rather than have each parent board
approach 'foundations, businessmen,-and government agencies separ-
ately; the schools would jnstead be able to petition for :support as
a group. Each year the amount of money the Federation has been able
to attract has dwindled' rather than increased. "The problem," says
Jules Modlinski, a disillusioned community organizer-, "was that no one
wanted to give money for operations. I don't care what anyone says,
the reality is that there's simply no money available for alternative.
schools."

. In their initial naivete, the parents had expected that support
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from the Archdiocese would be phased out more gradually than it
was, giving them time to cast about for other sources'of support. But
even the first year the Church balked. "Only three weeks before the
scheduled school openings for September 1969,". wrote the two Mar-
quette University consultants qn their report to Title I, "the
Milwaukee Archdiocese announced a drastic cut in allotted funds for
each of tbe inner city schools for the 1969-70 school year. The reduced
ilkkations proved' to be from 30 to 60 percent below the budgets sub-
mitted by the . . . schools despite the fact that these Minimum bud-
gets were all below an equivalent per pupil expenditure of $400 per
year."

ngry_and..deaperate,a-group-of-parentsinetwitirtbir-Arcitbistrop
and, as a result, the Church agreed to meet or increase the budget re-
quests of the inner city schools. The next year, although the Church
reduced its aid, the schools were able to find additional funds from "We
Milwaukeans," a group of prominent local businessmen. But then the
bumper years ended. The support from the Archdiocese fell to a
meager $5000 a year and "We Milwiukeans," having done its good
deed, did not not renew its commitment. From this time on. the hurdon
of fund-ralsing nas talten more añ more to the individual schools,-to
the Chicano arid Black communitlçs, with the Federation dutifully
parcelling out occasional grants fro1p local foundations, all the while
looking desperately for some large, steady source of income.

"Being a communi4 school is living from month to month," 'tight.
Irene Watley, a parent who is now the administrator of Francis Com-
nuinity School. "Ancreach year it gets tougher. The community schools

'were n novelty to begin With, a new venture. We were able to get sup-
port from a variety of sources. Title I" heiped with the planning, 0E0
funded the F,ederation office: We also got help from the universities',
resourte people, student teachers. But the outside help gets less and
less and lest when you're old." Novi, Mrs. Watley explains softly, the
community sthools even have trouble getting student teachers. "The
administrators say the community schools are t* different from the
public ichools. It's not the right preparation for then. students."

Still, in spite of the odds against it, a number of schools if not
the Federation itself have managed to survive. Only three years ago
the situation seemed much rosier. In fact, insisted then President Cecil
Brown, himself a parent, "all things considered the Federation is in pretty',
good shape. We need money, of course, but we always need money.
Brown's.own relationship with the Federation dated back to 1972 when
his oldest daughter reached school age and he realized he couldn't send
her to.the same public school he had attended is a boy. "I took one-look
at the reading scores and that was it!" he explains. So he enrolled her
in the Harambee Community School where he was elected to the
Parent board and from there awarded the honor of heading up the
Federation.

It was a voluntary post. Brown received no salary for his labors.
"All you do is get.ukers, he said. "But you do what you have to do."
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At the time Brown was visibly propd of the fact that he had trimmed
Federation office expenses and paid off many of the creditors left
behind by his predecessor. "We were in an office paying $200 a month
rent," he explained. "Here we're supposed to be paying $100 a month,
and if we don't'have it we can slide a bit?' Here was a tiny.back cot-
tage, behind some ramshackle frame houses on North 11th Street.
Pausing at the front gate, one- would hardly suspect that Brown, a
longtime activist in Milwaukee's Black community, had great plans for
the Federation's future.

. "In the past the Federation has had tremendous problems fund-
raising," Browrtacknowledged. "We've never gotten any state money,
for inill-nce, but we're trying to get some now. There's a 15111-1-6-The
Wisconsin legislature that would allow payment of funds to parents
below a certain income level who send their kids to an-public schools,
a modified voucher. system. The problem is that ,it takes time to get
people to realize that individual efforts aren't going to do the job. The
ultimate goal would be to make the schools self-supporting. That's why
I'm suggesting that the Federation ibrm its own credit union and

unnf
publishing. The credit union alone would give us partial financial
stability. Now tuition money comes In,spurts, whenever people can put
it together. A credit union would even out the cash. flow so we don't
have to spend so much time soothing creditors."

However, it became increasingly apparent that many parents
with children in the school were suspicious of Brown nd his plans for
strengthening the Federation. "Dreams!" scoffed one critic. As.outside
support dried up, the individual schools understandably became
resentful of any money spent on maintaining the central Federation of-
fice, and since the Federation was unable to come up with some unex-
pected. windfall, such feelings could only, grow. Brown was soon
deposed as Federation president. Today the Federation.exists in name
only.

DiVisioris like this are probably inevitable but nonetheless un-
foitunate. As one battle-wise parent put it, "II you're not together,
someone will deal with you." Certainly, at this point in time, one thing
is clearfihe success or failure of a community school seems to depend
less on generous financial support than on the personal dedication of
the indivivals involved. In Milwaukee; at least, those schools which are
thriving_appear to enjoy a fortunate combination of progressive nuns,
understanding parents and teachers, sympathetic parish priest.s
above all, people who are able to put aside their own power drives to
the greater good, in this case, the education Of 1009 children.

The lesson is illuminated in better perspective by the histories of
hive Federation schools which failed. Sadly, enough, one of them wag
rione other than Boniface, the school which so boldly had led the.way.

St. Boniface
Elizabeth Campbell, a long-sCanding member of St. Boniface
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parish, tells the tale.
St. Boniface, she explains, was Father Groppi's old parish, and as

such quickly became a center for Milwaukee's 1960's civil rights move-
ment. For the parishioners, it was an exciting time, a time for social
outrage and.intellectual ferment. Many highly educated people from all
over the city and all over the country came to St. Boldface to seek out
Father Groppi, Mrs. Campbell remembers with a smile. "This was one
reason we thought we could succeed *ith the school. So many people
were interested, so many pepple with good educational backgrounds."

Certainly the beginnings were promising. Parents and nuns were
together. There were promises of help and money from allover. But as
time went on, and the outside help faltered, divisions became more and
more apparent. The nun in charge, Whom many parents respeCted, was
replaced by 'a male administi -dor from the YMCA, a move which
marked the beginning of trouble. At this time, the board felt it impor-
tant "since Boniface Community School's student population is 100%
Black . . . that the leadership of .the school be assumed by a Black ad-
ministrator." Also, the board was concerned that continued religious

leadershipwould hurt its searehfereutsidefunding=Fehadt-he----,
wisdom, sighs Elizabeth Campbell, to realize that the community
schools weren't going to get any state and local money anyway.

At any rate, the lay administrator chosen by the board stayed
only-a year, and in the meantime the nun who had run the school earlier
also left. A, lack of firm leadership soon developed, and disagreements
began to surface. The ex-principal, Sister Kathleen, had been an ad-
vocate of an open-classroom approach; when she left, however, the
other nuns started to return to the old structured routine. The parent
board split. Some felt 'they had to support the nuns they were
Catholics after all. Others disagreed. With no one in control, the situa-
tion was quickly aggravated by overspending, and shortly before-
Easter 1972 a group of nuns and teachers walked -Out because they
were not receiving their salaries. Elizabeth Campbell remembers the
event well:

"The teachers gave us notice they weren't coming back after Easter
holiday. They came into school, but not into their classrooms. They
held a session behind closed doors, and they got some parents to sign a
loan for money for their salaries. They also got these parentsto sign a
statement giving them the power to run the schools. Then after they
got that power, the teachers locked up the schools. When they got the
money, they said, then they would come back."

The atmosphere turned poisonous. A group of parents, including
Mrs. Campbell, reopened the school.- The nuns started their own school
in defiance. A teacher, from one of the other community schools tried to
help the parents out. "The children were desperate," she recalls.
"They, asked me, 'Could we have some lessons? Could we just look at a
book?" Looking back at the chain of events, the present administrator
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of another school thinks the parents were as much to blame as the
teachers. "That school was militant administration-wise, board-wise,
discipline-wise. For instance, there was one idea that the students
should be brought before the board for discipline. But the board met
only once a month. Students aren't dumb. They know they have to be
good just before the boatd meeting. And afterwards? They can be as
bid as they want. After all, who's going toe, be mad at you, a month
later?"

Not surprisingly, Boniface crunibled. In its place the parish
pointedly started a parochial sthool, St. Martin de Porres, but at the
end of 1974 it too closed. The eviction of Boniface still haunts the mem-
ory of Elizabeth Campbell, "When the priest gave us the notice, I was so
distressed,.and I used a few choice words, words maybe I shouldn't have
'used. Someone said, 'but he's a priest,' and I said, 'yes, but first he's
a man like everybody else.' We were working on such exciting things
the open classroom and non-graded system and for awhile, when we
still had money, we just went everywhere on field trips. Once we even
went to South Dakota. Oh,- it was such a beautiful ideal But all those

1Michal
Boniface is often referred to as the blackest of the conlmunity

schools. Interestingly enough, Michael, the other school which failed,
was the most racially diverse. Its student body of 335 broke almost
evenly between White and Black, and included a large Chicano and In-
dian population besides. As one nun smiled sadly, "They had\such
mixture at Michael. I remember once watching a Black teachetyleiding
a group of Mexican- children in a Mexican dance. They had Indians,
they had Mexicans, they had just everybody. As .far as I'm concerned,
they really messed up a good thing."

The old Michael died in 1973, a victim of an internal power squab-
ble which pitted White against Black, parent against teacher. The nuns
who had run Michael to begin with left after the first year, and the
school had to.rely on inexperienced volunteers from the universities to
ruh the 'school. But this was only part of the problem. Mainly, the
school floundered because of a basic conflict of irreconcilable educa-
tional philosophies. Many of the White parents wanted to experiment
with giving their children, greater educational freedom; many of the
Black parents wanted their children to have nothing more, nothing less
than rigorous instruction in the three R's. It seems, to have been the
classic trap described by Jonathan Kozol in his book, Free Schools:
Whites seeking liberation from a Strnctured, disciplined middle-class' .
lifestyle clashing with Blacks seeking' liberation from poverty, ig-
norance and ratslhat bite.

Sue Roman, one of the Black parents, served as a teacher's aide at
Michael for-three years. She and her huaband, a worker in the meat-
packing industry, started a new all Black Michael in the basement of
St. George's Episcopal Church. 1 0 2
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"The basicl5roblern,",as Mrs. Roman sees it, "was with these real
goo$1 White people who felt they owe Black people something. 'Our
teachers were from rich White families; their fathers were doctors and
lawyers and they lived way up north. But they were dressing like a
bunch Of clowns. 'Don't take our Black kids and teach them to dress
that way,' I told them. And. another thing. ,Their classrooms were so
dirty, so filthy. They said it was to create a home atmosphere. But to
me it was like they were saying, 'This.is the why Black people live; this
is the--way 'Black people feel comfortable.' I'll tell you What going to
Michael did to my son. When he started going to publjc tachool .he
dropped out. At Michael he, didn't have-to hand in assignMents if he

--Mut -*ant to. My feeliiig is, we do ixot have a community junior high
or a community high school, so let us prepare our children to go to the
public schools. I'm against society too, but we have to live in society.
So let us expose our kids to what's out there."

"The.Whites on the board,". continues Mrs. Roman, "the chairman,
the co-chairman, the iecretary, the treasurer, handled all the money...;
The Black parents were used only to, make a show. We had a social
wnrker 0,1, o ' to vow
people but some of the nuns they dismissed I thought should have
stayed. According to these White liberals, these nuns were 'racist.' .

Well, maybe they were, but 'my feeling is, 'if you're going to do your
job, o.k. be prejudiced.' Children who had these nuns for a teacher, I
feel gained. One of these same White liberals became upset with the
teachers she helped, keep on and so she resigned from the board and
started her own school: She was a big one for openness, and letting the
child decide. But any kid if you ask him what he wants to do will tell .

you he'd rather play basketball."
When Sue Roman ,and some other parents wanted to make a class

in Black culture mandatory for the Black children,. the White parents
and teachers fought it. Some of the Black parents, too. "This one Black
woman said she didn't want any Black teachers teaching her child."
Mrs. Roman rememberi. "She thought they didn't know anything
-anyhow!" The situation continued to deteriorate; . until finally there
were hate messages on the school blackboards. 'I am a nigger. hater,'
read one. At last the White parents resigned from the board-en masse
and shortly after the parish invited Michael to leave and included with
the eviction notice, a bill for back rent aMounting to $13,000.

Urban Day, a non-federated community school, has taken over
part of the space once occupied by Michael, and with a little lielp from
he Episcopalians, the new Michael is starting out modestly ELS a
nursery and primary 'school with 25 children and 20 parents. Not sur-
prisingly, it is still° shaky financially,, but then financial instability is
simply a fact of life for theMilwankee Federation schools.

What is startling, what must remain incredible, is that these- -
schools have continued to survive. Somehow, the parents find ways of
supporting them. Why do they bother? The reason soon 'emerges: -

despite their many problems, all of theie schools are educational suc-
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ceases. %yen Harambee, despite a history of internal political
turmoil,* is clearly doing something the public schools aren't. As Cecil
Brown put it, "The children who finish first grade at Harambee can
read and writs and add and subtract." One below-average student who
transferred from Harambee to a public school actually found herself in
an honors class doing A and B work.

Looking back, it is interesting that some of the founders con-
sidered the community schools which, kept nuns on in teaching and ad-
fidnistrative posts as betrayers of community control. "Parochial
schools in community clothing," they grumbled. However, in fact,
-these- are the very schoolt: which today are .the strongest: Bruce
GuadaloupeAkartin Luther, and Leo. (Francis, a school withoqt nuns,
also held its own for a while, but as we shall see, it was a special case.)

Martin Luther King
The Martin Luther King Community ScEool still shares a prim;

red-brick church building With its old home parish of St. Gall's. The
-a-melodious voice, is wearing

her winter untform: a plaid skirt and heavy sweater. "At least where
nuns stay onrthe chuckles, "you can save some money. You also 'have
a certain stability." At Martin Luther King, for instance, four nuns are
still working. "We didn't have any salary for two years," one recalls. "I
can remember we had 00 at one point and that was all." Unlike their
counterparts at Boniface, the Martin Luther King nuns didn't stage a
walk-out to protest non-payment of their salaries. Rather, they allied
themselves so thoroughly with the community that when a new parish
priest from St. Gall'S tried to undermine the Federation, joining witli
two other.Orelates in an,attempt to create a new parochial school,- they
stoptted gbing to mass at St. Gall's. As i result, Martin Luther King is
now, in the estithate of Many, the Strongest member otthe Federation.

Martin Luther King clearly has a lot of things going for it, not the
least of which is its full-time fund raiser, .Sister Judy, a youthful nun
with merry eyes and a disarming smile. "I come from a family of
salesmen," she giggles. "All my brothers are in sales, and mY father
even wanted me to go into business with him. Ieuppose I became a nun

---because I thought there was more to life than making money little
did I dream that was exactly what I'd be doing. I've been told-that if I
could sell the Empire State Building, I would."

With 180 students, the annual budget at Martin Luther King

*Unfortunately, Harambee (which in Swahili means "pull together") was the one
community school I was unable to visit. According to one source, the school was consider-
ing seceding from the federation altogether andthe administrator and parent board were
split about allowing a reporter in. gerhapa this was because the financial situation was
even more desperate than usual: thRe werd reports in a local newspaper that unless the
community contributed to the school fund drive even more generously than it had in the
past, Harambee viduld have to close. Now, however, Harambee seems to have pulled
itself together. Significantly, like the other successful schools, Harambee now has a nun
at the helm;
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hovers at around $70,000, less than half of which is met by the $190 a
year tuition. The rest must- be raised by hook or by crook, and here
Sister Judy Swings into action. "Would you like to buy, a ticket to the
priie drawing at our Everybatiy'a \Birthday party?" she 'inquires
hopefully. (For 25 cents, who cOuld resist?) On the windowsill in Sister
Reginalda's office a strange assortMent of items awaits:a purchaser.
"Do you want a Happy Day. Magnet?' Sister Judr -continues. "Or
Maybe a room sachet? A. turkey lifter? Some plastic measuring
spoons? Or how about a carry-all ashtray?" Just in case, Sister JUdy
and Sister Reginalda have been saving . , . Dial coupons, Pepsi Cola
bottle eaps, Campbell soup labels, aluminum gins of every variety, and
newspapers, newsPapers, newpapers. PLA all this is gravy. The basic'.
fact o life at Martin Luther King Community Schooris this: every
month each family must sell $25 worth of oranges, Christmas cards,
and tickets to dances to make up the grand sum of $1500.

Graduates of high-tuition private schools who routinely throw
their own alma mater's pleas for money in the trash basket might well
be ,humbled by the overWhelming response generated, by the fund
drives of the community Ischools: ArMartin Luther King, the monthly
fund drive niutinely goei over the minimum set by Sister Judy. And
this is from parents who rarely make more than $6,000" a year. "In a
community schobl," explains founding parent Rosernary ,Holley, "weari-
ly, "You have ftind raising not for new buildings and libraries bUt just
to keep the school operating one more week, one more day:.Boy-, before
one month is frier you'ie got to do it again. &it when you know the
budget and you know your_ teachers aren't getting what they shoUld, it
makes you more conscious. My friends don't, seem to mind. Thejr say;
'Yep', Martin Luther King. You gotta help that:school keep° on going.'
But then-I'm in a lucky position. In the job I have I can sell anything.
What abourparents on welfare and stuff?. Their frienda"don't liave 'any
more monepihan they have. Let me tell you, you have to. feel your
child is really getting something." . .

Loo Comniunrty Schoor
It is precisely this cOnVicticin which drives parents to Continue

their effort month after month after Month. At Leo ComMunity,
School, Paulette Simmons has enrolled 4. four of her children.
Separated from her husband, she Can't quite scrape together the tu-
Rion_ this semester. When I met her, she was still $6.00 short;The-tu-
ition is obviously a burden, ."But," she explains excitedly, one word
tripping over the neit, "I think its better to spend money on them now
than wait until liter on when they, want to learn and find -out they
can't. MY children went; to kindergarten in the public schools. My son
went into the first grade in a public schOol. He stayed in the principal's
Office most ,Of the time becauSe .the teacher said he was a behavior
problem. And he was only: two feet tall. Finally he refused to go tO
school. The teasher tried scolding him in the classroom' but thai made
it worse. He stayed* in the principal's office and he was four times
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suspended and he was only six years old! In the first 'grade he couldn't
even write his name. He didn't like the building, he didn't like the
teacher, he would make any excuse not to have to go to school.".

Now Hubert Simmons is happily enrolled at Leo. He's in third
grade. reading at third grade level. As it turns out, Hubert's main

. problem was his eyesight. In public sghool the teacher made him stay
near the front of the room so she could watch him more Closely; ."Bnt,"
exclaims Hubert's mother with obvious indigtiation, "He was 'far-
sighted!"

Visiting the community schools, it's not difficult to see how they
manage to turn the kids on. It's Martin Luther King's birthday and
Leo is giving a special presentation. Parents are there, kids are there,

_the teachers we there and a lot of people are wearing LEO t-shirts, in-
cludmg a ?misty guitar strumming nun who turns out to be Sister Marie
Christine, the principal. "You can be .a peaceful boy," chirps a tiny six-
year old, deftly reading from a crib siteet. "You can be a pe,nOul man.
You can be like Martin, yes you can."

With few exceptions, Leo's parents participate in an In-Kind ser-
vice program to help cover the school's comparatively, high tuition of
$300 a year. Thus, most parents actually put in nnly $100 per child,
making up' the rest by. helping out at the school one or two hours a
week. Many become so involved they end up working more. Paulette
Simmons' mother, for instance, comes to school every day to assist in
the cafeteria. Every Saturday five or six parents clean and sweep the
classrooms. Mrs. Loretta Turnage, another parent, is a teacher's aide.
.Part of her salary is. paid by the school: the rest is. picked np by a
federal careers program. Mrs. Turnage and otner dedicated parents
like her are the reason the community schools have been able not only
to survive, but also to provide their students with a superior educa-
tion,. With 100 .studentS, Leo has six full-time teachers (two are nuns)
plus six teacher aides. An adult/child ratio of one to eiat, is 'hard to
heat anywhere and certainly not by the Milwaukee public gaools.

At Leo, the changeover in leadership has been gradual; in fact,
Leo is probably the prime example of a school Where the nuns led the
community instead of vice versa. At first, for instance, Sister Marie
Christine- continued to do everything: opening the .school when there
was a board meeting . . . setting up the agenda for the meeting . . .

reminding slOw-paying parents that they owed tuition..No, however,
the parents, have taken over these functions and while some
secularists are still disturbed by the religious character of Leo'S
origins, there is no doubt that the school has become a bona fide.exam-
pie of community involvement.

The new Leo is smaller than the old, mainly because most of the
Whites who five years ago made up 30 percent of the student body
have fled. Fifteen years ago,after all, the school went all the way up to
ninth grade and enjoyed an enrollment which approachied 1000. Never-
theless, the -parents,,proudly point out, not much else has changed.
Says Loretta: Turnage bluntly:" "We were happy with the parochial
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Schools, but the archdiocese galie us the choice of: 1) closing our doors,
2) selling out to the public schools'or 3) going community. We had to
make a decision. Some people at first didn't like the idea of
community-run schools; but the only difference I can see is that We
don't.teach religion any more during school hours." .

Parent Involvement
Educationally, all of the schools are healthily "progressive," a

direction they had taken even while under the Church's protection.
Still they are far from being "free" schools, and upper middle claas
parents who think of community schools as being. synonymous with
avant-garde education would probably find the _Milwaukee- schools
disappointingly tame. The point is; these parents were satisfied with
their schools as they were. Convinced that the parochial schools were
already better than the public schools, they addressed themselves to a
more basic question: how to keep their schools alive. And if Boniface
and Michael succumbed to the frantic stirrings of towinany cooks, the
other school boards have shbwn quiet good sense, delegating complete
authority in day-to-day, educational matters "'to (adminiitrators and
teachers who have won their trust.

Sister Reginalda recalls the Situation at Martin Luther King while
it was still St; Gall's: '"At the time we *ere changing over from
church-directed -to parent-directed, our parents askedus: 'are you

---giters going to stay and teach when we become a community school?
We wrote , our Mother Superior because at the time the Catholic
'schools were losing teachers and we didn't knoW what the answer
would be." The Mother Superior's answer Avis affirmative, and the
parents were visibly relieved. They gaiie Sister Reginalda a 'clear mis-
sion.."You have-gmen educated to educate and you will educate," they
told her. "Don't4lk to us about things like Curriculum. We don't know
what the word means. You just do what you're supposed to do the way
you're supposed to do it."

At Martin Luther King; laughs Sister Reginalda, "parents and
teachers have no trouble sWinging together." Sometimes, in fact, it
seems that home and4school have merged. Nowhere is this more evi-
dent than at the parent-teacher conferences which take the place of
report cards at all the comnunity schools. Sometiines these are held at
the school,:soinetimes in the home, and often the child contributei his
or her own self-evaluation. "Ibin wroit," one first grader wrote, mean-
ing Working, of course. "I bin good."'Another tried to con his teacher.
"I like to- do_schoolwork,"-he scribbled. "That's funny," his mother told
the teacher, "He'eertainly doesn't like to do his schoolworknt home."

'Any: public school administrator who thinks that poor parente
don't care about their child's education would ,fie astounded by the
number of parents *116,turn up to laik to teachers at- the community
schools. Many are on Welfare, others are beauticians and barberS and
'nurses aides, -and at- the upper end of the economic SCale ,one finds a
truck drivee, Inn insurance salesinin; a legal secretary. At Martin
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Luther King a father has showed up to talk with teacher, Kathy Bollow
about his son. John, it seemed, was developing into a behavior prob-
lem. The father is tall, slender, worried; dressed in a red-plaid shirt he
awkwardly tries to fold himself into a small child's chair. "You got our
letter," the teacher sinles. "Yeah," he says. "John has been very good

esince then," sh jing to balance the bad with the good. "Yeah, ImplAita
tried. to straighten out." Now it's his turn to smile. He looks over
his child's self-evaluation sheet. "John's an excellent reader," the
teacher continues. "He comprehends well and asks such interesting
questions. ?lBut on math he's a little behind." The conversation even-
tually veers back toward the child's behavior problem. "Call me," the
father tells the teacher, "whenever there's a problem. I'll do whatever
I can. I'll do whatever needs to be done."

Bruce Guadeloupe
To these parents, education is a serious matter. Hortensia Her-

rera knows that. But she also knows that her children are going to be
better off than she is, and their children after them, and the children of
her children's children. And the way it's going to happen, she says, is
through education. ,

Hortensia Herrera lives in -a small shingled house. Shes a tiny
woman with weathered brown skin and a lilting accent. Not far away,
Bruce Guadeloupe, the community. school she helped start, is still
thriving, "I feel like a part of that school," she confesses. "yes, you go
crazy attending so many meetings. You get tired of working and work-
ing and working just to survive, and 'then to top it off you have the
problem of ale schools. We have to pay tuition, we have to pay taxes
and, let's face it, a lot of people in the community are poor. Oh boy, I'm
getting old; you do get tired, you know. But, if I didn't have a little one
at home, I'd be in that school. I wouldn't care anything-about home2I
would go to the school, I would do anything for that school. Oh, rm a
human being, all right. I complain. I say I don't care if the school closes
down but thesnext day I'm back again." . ,.

Mrs. Herrera carries an extra burden because. she is bilingual
unlike many of the parents who send their children to Bruce
Guadaloupe. "From the beginning," she smiles, carefully-folding her
husband's shirts, "the parochial schools gave, better help than -the
publieichools. We had a wonderful staff at the time and we still do;,
people Who are not interested 'only in making money, but in teacliing
our hildren. For us; we close every year ai we don't have any
money, Sometimes it's July .and we haven't paid our teachers yet.

. That's the kind of teachers we have. They know there is na money.
These people will sell tacos, they wircome to the dances, they will do
everything, because they believe in the schooi, too."

Why ,does Hortensia Herrera believe so fanatically in education?
"I want my children to learn to survive in this world," she says. "I
remember my first day in the Anglo sdhool. I was terrified. I
remember the teacher taking time out with me, telling me this was my



hand, my nose, my eyes. I didn't know the words." In her own home,
Hortensia Herrera speakS only English; her children know only the
Spanish they learn in school. "We went to get ahead, but we want to do
it peacefully," she says. "I have two daughters in the factory. One in
the kitchen is making $3.85 an hour, but .she is going to school, too.
Who knows, if she becomes 'a legal secretary maybe she'll make $5 an
hour. That's what I've been slaving for all my life . . . actually my hus-
band is the one who slaves. I'm the one who pushes." .

Because cof its predominantly Spanish-speaking population, Bruce
*Guadaloupe is reputed to be the most Catholic of the federated
schools. Yet /today it has only one nun on its staff. When I found her,
Sister Mary/ Milo was stacking books in the school's new library, a-
huge room in the attic at least go feet tall. The ceiling is painted five
shades of reén because the school kept running out of paint.."Before

.. we had fiv sisters here. One tvic she couldn't work with the children
very well, two left the convent and the others we didn't rehire. They
weren't fl xible enough. One of the main things we look for in teachers
is flexibili y and innovativeness. We ask them, "What would you do if
a child to d you to go to hell? How do you react if people wander unan-.
nounced flnto your classroom? Are you willing to sit down and work
with small groups?' The last thfiig we ask js, 'Are you certified to
teach?' "INods Hortensia Herrera, "I don't want to know what someone
is qualified to teaeh. I warit to know what they will do for, my child."

,Mrs. Herrera, who sits in on the teacher selection committee, adds
another question to Sister Milo's list: "Are you willing to work for
nothing?" The board, she says, has turned down some applicants with
fanfilies .for the simple reason that the $600 a month salary at Bruce
Guadaloupe didn't meet their needs. ,

Like the other community schools, Bruce Guadaloupe somehow
scrapes by on an annual budget which hovers around $60,000. At $50 a
family, tuition is little help. And yet every year Bruce Guadaloupe's

/ enrollment increases, the waiting list lengthens and the parents
somehow come up with the money. The Chicano community is Well
aware that Bruce Guadaloupe has an excellent reputation educational-

-ly. Its pioneering bilingual program has cut the high school drop-out
rate among graduates to almost zero. Out of 13 eighth-graders who
took the high school entrance exam at Milwaukee Tech, Sister Milo
says proudly, 13 passed. Milwaukee Tech demands a- B average of its
entrants..

In spite of their poverty, their never-ending scramble for money
to keep their school alive, the- parents. at Bruce Guadaloupe remain in-
tensely proud and jealous of_their independence. Thus, at one meeting
they,1*ote t.' to accept federal money. for their bilingual program
begse the g 'clelines were too rigid. As Sister Mary Milo explains it,
ar;c0iting-Te ral .money would have consigned the school's bilingualr.program tok set place at a set time with set personneL At Bruce
Guadaloupe, every feacher is bilingual and ,every class works...With
both languages: ,
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Francis
The -sad fact of the matter is that funds exist for research, and

they exist for narravly-defined special_ interest programs, but there
are no general-purpose funds for keeping struggling alternative
schools alive. One solution to this dilemma was discovered- .by the
parents of the Francis Community School, which gained new life when
it started to specialize in teaching children with "problems."

Irene Watley, an administrator, is a warm and gracious woman
who somehow continues speaking evenly and calmly while a screaming
child-in the next room is being quieted by her staff. "There is nothing
to do," she explains softly, "except talk to him quietly and give him
Kleenex to blow his nose. He's gotten much better recently. Before,
this used to happen twice a day." Mrs. Watley's Office is a former Utili-
ty closet and cloakroom in a graying yellow brick building with the
words "St. Elizabeth" carved in stone over the forbidding en-
tranceway arch. Many windows are boarded over and glass shattered
by last night's burglar shines on the doorsill. The classrooms,
-however, are warm and gay, decorated with bright paper cut-outs.

In one room six young boys are sprawled across their desks, rap-
ping -with their teacher. Because their attentkon span is short, the
teacher always writes a schedule on the blackboard. Reading will last
15 minutes followed by 15 free minutes. A rhythmic _routine is
established, and the children respond. They find they are able to sit
quietly and listen, if only- it's not forever. Francis uses other simple
behavror modification techiiiques, awa children points for such
things as getting to the room on t sitting in their seats. 350
points merits a trip to the movies, 400 ts an excutsion to Mac-
Donald's, 200 points bowling or ice skatin tke negatiie side, Mrs.
Watley charges /or swear words. "I want two cents for every swear
word," she told one young man who just couldn't seem to break the
habit.

. With three full-time teachers, three teacher aids and a social
worker, Francis is able to give a lot of individual attention and care to

,the 25 "boys who now attend, and with k special education grant of
$86,000 the school, more than any of the other Federation.schools, ap-
proaches being self-supporting . But grants dry up from one day to the
next, and so Franfis, while better off, is also the most vulnerable. On
this point, however,- Irene Watley remains philosophical. Francis has
hovered on the edge of disaster for so long that finally she's gottqn used

Cto it.
At one point., the school had \165 students, .95 percent Black and 5

percent White, a large number- of whom had been labeled "behavior
problems" by the public schools. Not surprisingly, the neighboNood
was one of the worst in north, Militac4ee,. and coneetned parents
defined their mission to educationally rehabilitate "the many inter-,
city youth who were roaming the streets as a result of suspension or,
exclusion from public and private schools."

From -the' beginning, the eaucationil program wat innovative and'
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exciting. For awhile, some say it bordered on being undisciplined.
There were no grades, but specialized centers a math center, a
reading center and a learning center complete with live animals for the
children to .care for. Unfortunately, the parish was struggling for its
own survival, and when United Day Care Services approached the
pastor with an offer from Model Cities to renovate the aging, decrepit
building, Francis Community School lost out.

A group of determined parents managed to relocate the school in
temporary quarters on the second floor of a bank building, but by this
time the teaching nuns had already returned to the Mother House and
many families were enrolling their children in other schools.
Fragmented and faced with a shrinking student body, the remaining
parents decided that their school should specialize in what it had been
doing ao well all along; teaching disturbed children. "It was partly a
matter of the funding sources being discovered," explains Mrs.
Watley, "but we also knew the need to work with this kind of child."

Conclusion
The moral of this fable about near death and resurrection :Mould

be self-evident: the Milwaukee Federation schools-don't give up eosily.
Again and again one Must return to the question of what motivates
these.people to work so hard, to risk heartbreak, just to keep these
schoola alive. Part of the answer may lie in the fact that many com-
munity school families have recently moved from the South. They
have not accepted the cold distant life style of the big northern and
midwestern cities and most of all, they remember their own school .

- days when teachers 'and parents worked closely together. Elizabeth
Campbell, for instance, grew up in Arkansas. "The schools I at-
tended," she recalls, "were segregated,but they weren't bad. If we got
a teacher who wasn't qualified, ihe was asked by the parents to leave.
I remember, during the depresssion, there wasn't any,money, so that .

school hid to be cut to five months, Well, the parents-didn't like that
and so they got together and they finished out the teacher's salaries
themselves just so-we could goto st:hool for the whole year. You know,
if a school is small, and if you have a voice, then you're willing to work
and sacrifice for it."

It is clear that all the parents regard the inner city public schools
-with a deep, abiding sense of horror. Irene Watley explains; "Most of
your parents in community schools have had 'bad- experiences with
public schools. they've become moreconcerned as parents," she says...
"Me, for. instance. I'd always been the kind of parent who visited the
school 'and talked to the teacher. This started in California where there
was more open communication than in Milwaukee. I guess I was .a
what... a nosy parent?.I was always visiting the schools here and talli-
ing to this one teacher. 'If there ate any problems,' I told her, 'Please .

call me."Oh' the teacher said; 'your child is doing fine.' AKell I got the
report card and my daughter had everything 'unsatisfactory.' If she's
doing 'fine, why 'unsatisfactory?' If she's a teacher, I thought, why
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doesn't ihe try'to motivate the child? All of a sudden, my daughter was
in the third grade and she still didn't read. But I was a parent. I didn't
know what educating a child was all about."

Significantly, many of the community ,schools count the children
of public scboOl teachers among their students. One is the son of a prin-
cipal, two others ,are the Children of Geneva Harris, a former teacher's
aide. "The children in public schools are learning nothing!" Mrs. Harris
says. "Where I work now. Milwaukee Area Technical .College
students who are graduating from public schools have to go to adult
education classes in order to compete on community college level."
Now that her older daughter is about tO finish her last year at Martin
Luther king, Geneva Harris has to worry about high school. The com-
munity schools, she explains, only go through eighth grade. Then the
parents are faced with a haid choice: either they tan send their
children to expensive parochial high schools in White areas or they can
hope they Survive the public school system. Most parents, Catholic
and non-Catholic alike, somehow scrape together the $600 a year tu-
ition to send their children to the parochial high schools. The others
make an annual pilgrimmage to the board of education to ask for
transfers to high schools outside the inner city. "The children here
aren't used to fighting;" Geneva Harris frowns. 'Tut in a public school,
in order to exist, you have to learn to fight."

'Not Surprisingly, Cecil Brown's- suggestion that -the Federation
begin thinking about founding a community high school has not fallen
on deaf ears. But there are no funds for a high school, critics complain,
and indeed there aren't. However, lack of funds hasn't deterred these
parents yet. Sister Reginalda never ceases to marvel. "Our families
aren't wealthy. They're not well-off. They're nOt even barely Well-off.
-Over 70 percent of our children, for example, qualify for the federal
free lunch program. Still those families 'will somehow tOrne aeross with
that tuition. Why? Because it's important to them and the children
know it," Being sent to a comMunity school, children soon realize, .

'.inienb that their parents think they 'are something pretty special, and
they respond adcordingly. They learn. It's a stacked deck, alt)right, but
in favor of the children, not against them.

In the end, the continued succesS of the Milwaukee Federation
schools must' rest .squarely on the parents,- on their ,convIction that
schools do Make a difference, on their sense Of total commitment,. Sur-
rounded .by the hopelesaness of the.'City, these people stubbornly per-
sgt in fighting for their children. 'Those who refuse to carry their
share of the load are unceremoniously booted out. Clearly, a highly
seleetive process is at work herti; and it soon becomes obvious that
these are very 'special people, jusfas elite in their way as the rich and
cultured who support private educaiion at the other end of the
economic scale. Even without the special enVironment provided by the
community schools, one can't help thinking that children with parents
like this should still have a lot going for them. So tell , why- couldn't
the public schools teach Irene Watley's datighter to reat(?4,
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CHAPTER 10

Alternatives in Public
_Schools:

The Minneapolis
Exrieriment

Zeice WigieswOrth* _

.\eedom of choke is one of those concepts with as many inter-
_ pretations aainteriireters, and the stnigle for clarity of the concept is
seen nowhere morethese days than in America's public schools.

= Most every educator has a thotnfht or two .about whatIreedom of:
educational choice means. FOr some it is being able to suggest, without
fear; that students read.,"Slaughterhouse Ellie, or that old favorite of
the easily, distraught, "Catcher in the Rye." For others it-might mean
simply being able to .follem a person* life style different than that Of
the school board; or it might mean having enough money in the school
kitty to adequately equip a science labokatory; or it might mean per-
mission from the principal to try a new apkoach inthe Classroom. .

On all sides there are .expert voices trying to define and put into
use educational freedom of choice. There are yokes that nay minority
children cannot learn 'in. segregated environments, and thus séhools
munt be forced to take away one choice, the choice of a neighborhoOd
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school, to provide another choice, a minority child being close to White
peers. There-are other voices which say that educational choices made
in the last decade, which were roundly praised and widely distributed,
were not always right; that not only does Johnny have trouble'
reading, he can't keep a checkbook in order.

'There are- voices 'from administrators and boards of education
which say-that teachers are becoming too 'powerful, too political, that
the educational choices of children are being limited by the picket line
and the labor union bargaining table. And there- are voices coming
back from the teachers which say that many school boards and ad-
ministrators are entrenched in the past and want nothing more in life
than to see schools filled Ilith neat ranks of children learning their
ABC's by rote 'and never, never thinking evil thoughts which cut
against the established grain of the community..

-Somewhere in the middle of all-this shouting are the parents,
onlookers who often feel, sometimes with justification, that their kids
are getting ). aw deals from the whole educational system. In some,com-
munities, the gap between parent and school has grown to a Aasm.
Bond issues fail time and again, and what.were nagging doubts about
school performance have 'become shouts for "accountability,"
whatever that is. In other immunities, the gap_between parent and
school has tended to stay a gap,.at least for the presZnt. Such a com-
munity is Minneapolis, a cold prairie village on the banks of the
Mississippi River that grew into a' bouncy, usually manageable city of
430e000 ih the heart of a metropolitan area of about two million.

It is not suggested that Minneapolis has no educational problems;
it does. There are ill-concealed feelings of mistrust and sometimeS
Open hatred tor the school system, caused_ bi large part by a federal
court order to desegregate the city's schools by the 1975 school year,
and there. Ore.deep-seated fears that "those people" down at the cen-
tral school offiee are determined to destroy personal choice by taking
away all the city's neighborhood schools.

But like any school systein, there fire people -who do support ,
education, who do support innovations and moral issues such as school
integration and who , make an effort to .become involved in their
schools.

Nowhere in 'Minneapolis is that involvement stronger than in, the
southeast section, a gentle, hilly mixture of MisSissippi.bluffs, Univer7
sity _of Minnesota campus, industrisl park; .residential district and
market place. A neighborhood sense of identiiy and mutual concern'
has grown in recent years because of an educational program called

'Southeast Alternatives," (SEA) a five-year federally funded experi-
ment to see if alternatiVe ed-ucation with choke as the major ele-
ment can work.

The experiment was born under, the wing of the Experimental
Schools section of the United States Office of Education. In-1970, when.
it announced that money Was available for pilot, projects, the office
said: '13y supporting a limited number of large scale experiments of
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comprehensive programs with a major focus on the documentation and
evaluation of the projects, experimental sdhools will serve as a bridge
from research, demonstration, and experimentation to actual school
practice."._

Minneapolis educators 'felt the Southeast area of the city offered .
excellent opportunities to attack urban education problems. The
schools in the area were small, with "controllable" numbers of children
enrolled, and they were relatively close together. And, in addition, the
community is a sort of cross-section of urban life. As one SEA docu-

e ment put it: "The schools of the (SEA) area are attended by the
wealthy and the poor; by minorify students of various ethnic
backgrounds; by students living in Southeast as well as students living
outside the immediate neighborhood, and by students with highly
educated parents as Well as those whose parents have minimal formal
education." -

Given that such diversity is the normal way of things in urban
American life, Minneapolis felt, as did the U.S. Office of Education,
that it might be worfh a try to see if problems met and hopefully
mastered by alternative education styles in Minneapolis might have
implications and applications elsewhere.

..,The balance between 'the rights of parents and the rights of
educators in the education of children was one of the.first.tasks facing
SEA planners, and it has yet to-be fully determined. The problem gets
dawn to the qbasic fears of many parents. What is education? Who
decides what education is available? And when the choices 'are made,
who is it, finally, who decides that the choices were the right onei?

It is a can ofworms that has caused no little concern to James K.
Kent,' the 34-year-old administrator who' came to the SEA experiment-
is a former Minneapolis high school principal. "What this experiment
opens_ up, for Minneapolis as well as the rest of the country,'! Kent
says, "is the classic political queition: 'who 4makes what decisions at
what level?: When you have constituents as widespread and in such
variety, as students and faculty, parents, the central office, the fedepl
government, taxpayers . . well, it- getsha bit difficult to decipher. I
guess we have approached this by sayinglhat all of these constituents,
put together, form the SEA community?'

Before trying to decide how to solve that "classic political ques-
thin," SEA planners had to put forth acme choices without choices -147

there is no problem of decision, as Kent puts it. The experiment uses
five schools in its programs:

The ,Tuttle."contemporary" school offers a self-contained, graded
educagon.

efrhe Pratt and Motley elementary schools were paired and pro-
vide continuous-progress, non-graded programs forochildren 5-12. .

Marcy. Open School allows children-5-12 and their parents more
than the usual choice in educational programs.

The Southeast Free School has the wide-open educational ap-
proach you'd expect from a free school and students ranging in age
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from pre-kindergarten to post-secondary.
Marshall-University High School gives junior high and high

school students a number of alternatives ranging from a trimester plan
of. "individuakdirected study," which allows parents and students a
major role in the educational process, to a highly structured program
of less control.

During the beginning stages of the project, parents in the
Southeast area were invited to a number of school-sponsored meetings
to learn about the types of schools that would be available during the .

five-year experiment. The major difference in the schools, as set up in
the SEA project, is the amount of parent and community involvement.
By setting up various levels of involvement, the key element in the
project, "choice" would take on a strong meaning for parents. It was
not easy to plan such an arrangement. "One of our basic problems all
along," Kent says, "wad tiow ,to define community, and from that, com-
munity involvement. You hear from a group in the community, and you
ask yourself, 'Are they really representative?' To some people in

- Southeast, community involvement means- that parents or the com-a; munity determine the entire program for a school. To others it means
better communication between parents and schools. Our experience
has been that it's good to search people's minds; that this shows a wide
variance about what people see as their rights and obligations. We
have seen a Wide range of involvement here in SEA, all the way from
attending PTA -meetings to more substantive things such as being, a
part of the selection process for a new principal."

As SEA planners saw it, they were- facing two distinet power
gibups: on the one hand were professional educators, hired by boards
of education which were in turn empowered under state law to' ruri
education in Minneapolis; on the pther hand were -local community
groups, often parents, wtho felt, as one SEA document put it, "that pro-
fessional educators,and a disfant city-wide board of education do not
'make the best decisions 'but that a local school's parents, students, -

V faculty and staff do."
After pondering those points of view, Kent and his planning team

(parents, students, teachers) arrived at what they felt was the only
fair approach: a compromise. "What is important is that professional
schoolmen and lay people recognize and act upon their in-
terdependence and mutual obligations to One another. The best ap-
proach is to provide vehicles for cmitinuous interaction between
students, parents and staffs so they come Ito function as a Conflict-solv-.
ing group a school community," an pfficial position paper laid.
"Vehicles for continuous interaction" is a ponderous, educationalese

.-way of saying "let's work together." SEA has tried that, and has made
an effort through the history of the project to 'see if, in fact, the folks .

Qut there are working together. One method has been a series of
surveys among SEA parents.

After One year of operation, the Bureau of Field Studies . and
Surveys-of-the UniVersity of Minnesota surveyed parents about a wide

I
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range of items, including how they felt about their SEA schOols. The
survey, not, surprisingly, showed that the original premise about the
Southeast area had been correct it was diverse.

For example, those surveyed were asked if they- felt.it would he a
good idea to have a "parent with power," or a parent who could gripe

with some_anthority td go to SEA or downtown administrators
about the operation of the schools. The parents were split almost down
the middle: 49.2 percent- said it was a good thought, 46.,7 percent
thought it wasn't so good. In another .section of the swrdy, parents
were asked to rank what was the most important thing their children
should learn. While the "majority said "basic subjeets," it was a horse
'race after that, with choices ranging all the.way from fine art apprecia-,
tion to being able to adapt to new situations, .

Yet, even with diversity, there seemed to be general agreement
in many areas. The majority of elementary parents (85.2 percent) felt
they had been given enough information by SEA to make a "wise
choice" about where to send their children to school. An ahnost equally
large majority (83.6 percent) felt it' waS all right for children to
sometimes teach other children (a key etement in many SEA pr4::
grams), and 91.8 percent of the elementary parents surveyed said they
were either "satisfied" or "very satisfied" .with the SEA school their
child had attended the year before.

'Another surVey was taken in the spring of 1973,,this time by an
SEA evaluation team. Again, . there were agreements and
disagreements. More than three-quarters of the elementary parents-
surVeyed laid the SEA programs offered for their chili:ken were "ade-
quate" to meet educational goals. But an almost even split showed up
among secondary parents, with 32 'percent saying that the choices
available. for their children were adequate, 38 percent saying they
were not, and 29 percent. being classed as neutral. The new survey
showed that, in general, parents of SEA children were happy with
their schools; and that ite general level of excellence with rising. The
.1971 survey had shown than .36 percent Of all SEA parents thought

-SEA schools were getting better; the 1973 survey showed that figure
had grown'to almost 60 percent.

The surireys seemed to show that-communication was going on in
Southeast Alternatives, and that parents and teachers and studentswere
talking and working together. 0

The Five Experimental khools

Tuttle
At Tuttle, the so-called "contemporary" school, the teacher is

thought to be the central figure in deciding the,snccesses of the school
program. According to the "Official philosophy" of the school, as
spelled out in SEA records. "Education is more effective when innova-
tion extends from a base of proven pedagogy. Success should not be
discarded in favor of pure experimentation. However,, change is con-
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temporary, and Tuttle is the contemporary-school." As originally envi-
,sioned, parents at Tuttle were to be involved in the school primarily

through the PTA.and teacher conferencei.

'Pratt-Met ley
A slightly higher degree of parent involvement is seen at the

Pratt-Motley centihuous-progress schools. Under the plan, pratt-is for
"primary," or kindergarten through third-grade children, and Motley,
is for "intermediate," or fourth through sixth graders. Those are
rough breakdowns, however; and where a child attends is based on lila:
or her learning level. At any rate, no child spends less than six yeara :-
nor mere than eight years going through the two schools. At Pratt,
mornings are devoted '0...basic skills: math, reading, language arts.

-- The afternoons are open for special-interest classes which run four
weeks at a thne: One dae a week children are allowed "just for the fun

.:ef it" activities. .Mornings,.are also derted to basics at Motley, With
afternoons set aside fort:Aro-week-long riiini-couqes_.1The basic ap-
proach is that 60 percentef a child's thne is decided by teachers, while
the other 46 is 'decidedlettthe childandpe parent, who chaise from
among programs set.up-by ,the'faCiAti Aind staff. Parents and other
Southeast reaidents..ere enceuragedIftifrteach mini-courses ot tutor-

'basic skills classes. "

At the 'Marcy Open School, the degree of parental andeonununity, in-
volvement inovei up notch. Parent'committees have bee* set up to
work --With,:the teaching (staff in equipping and designing classrooni' -
areas, td., help set up evaluition systems, for the children and to, en-
contage parents and interested meinhere of _the community, to pat-
ticipate regularly in the activities of the School: .

, The school places heavy emphasis on how children get along with
each other, their teachers, theu y. parents and their Community. To

, enhance; the Ways, children cope With their- world, the students and
teachers et Matcy' have-been-set up as "families." There *line small
family for ages 5 throfigh 8-and fout large families of children aged 5 to
11. The larger families are subdivided into two groups;,ages 5 to &and
8 to 11. The students themselVei are allowed to become involved in
any activities at the school, either within the -familia- themselves or in
the several special-interest centers .set up around tht 'school
(workshop, media centei, etc.).

During "quiet times," students concentrate, on bask skills, Usually'
doing the work in small groups. 'Families alio, meet as a group three
tunes a day for 'diicussion and- mertroñ Older children are en-
couraged to help YoUnger.ones, The basic role of the teacher is.to find'

.out students' strengths and,,weaknesses- and get the kidsstarted;. on
projcts that will correct or amplify their abilities; and then 'play' an
indirect-2role.in the learnilleprocesS0.by asking guiding queitions and
introdUeing new materials," says e SEA document on Marcy. °



Frcio School
At the top of the "educational fteedom" spectrum is the Free School,

a small, 160-student school quite different from most "average"
schools 'found today in the United States. Putting a label or classifica-
tion on the SEA Free School is not easy and any attempt woUld meet
with some resistance from Free School, parents, teachers and students.

A The emphasis is not on learning tor learning's4sake, hut learning as a
tool to accomplish Whatever it is the student wants out of life. The
Free School enlphasizes "doing your own thing," ,but also stresses .

knowing what the consequences of doing your own thing might be.
Siiidents, parents, faculty, and the community approaCh education
with a view- toward understanding "arenas" of life like power/politics,
men/women, values/choice, ethics/justice. The strokes are inserted
by the Free School on purpose to show that the words are paired nouns
,that "pose fundamental human issues, thus fundamental education
issues."

The Free School seems loud, open, to some even vulgar, and- its
goals are sometimes contrary' to what is considered good education in
many education circles and in many communities. The conflicts be- ,

tween the faculty and-the students, between the patents and the facul-
ty, betWeen the school and the central administration are all studied as
part of society; the goldfish in the bowlrthrns student and studies the

---bbwl and the people looking through the bowl. The Free School ethic
speaks of "survival4kills;" and sees its role as one of preparing young
people to become self-sufficient in a cold and usually hostile world. .

One of the major goals of having the Free School as an alternative in.
SEA is to see if it seems possible to have such an institution operating
withina "regular" school district. It has some features that would
make most budget-conscious school administrators reach for the axe
a low teacher-pupil ratio. One of the major goals of othe school is to get
away from that axe; to prove to others that by most educational stan-
dards of the 1970s its students have been educated, but that they have
also picked im something along the line that3most schools overlook.

Plans for the next several years call for the Free School to.reduce its
teaching staff even more. The educational process hopefully will be
carried out by the medhanism o' f the school itself, a mechanism that
sees the role of the parent as vital. Students will teach students, stu-
dent teachers will be on hand, parents will teach, and specialists
(teachers who `double as friends, counselor% mother and father con-

: fessors, fellow human- beings) Will develop methods orchestrating
what the school sees as the real classroom: the world. There is eiren an
attempt being made to see if the principal can be absorbed by the
school/community. A principal, in the Free School view, is-part of the
"Other's .educational process -where somebody (an authority of some
sort) tells.somehO'dy else (teachers, students, the community) what is
right and wrong in education and thus in the world.

The school is governed by a 22-meMber board, composed_ of 10 "
students, 7 parents and &staff members. The scriool direct& was hired
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by the council. Until.now there has been 40 great confrontation be-
Aween the central office and the Free School about such things niS
hiring the director. It is a favorite joke around the Free School that
when somebody from the, central office calls.s.asking for a,decision, they
don't know ;who to ask for. "We have to tell them to wait until we
discuss it in the board, get a concensus, then tell them what the deci-
sion was," one parent on the Free School board says.

Kent sees the Free School as the tip of the "who'd-in-charge-around-
here?" iceburg, andfadmits that balancing the goals 'and aspirations of
an often vetting and tIsually.brash free school against the aspirations of
an 'administration and _school board 'concerned with the whole Min-
neapolis school district is one of the m.eatier educational problems
hieing alternative education in Minnesota.

Marshall-University High School
Finally, there is the secondary school in the experiment, Marshall-

University High School. Marshall-University high awards diplomas to
Free School students who can pass qualifying tests. The school tries to be

miniature SEA in itself, offering a variety of options to junior high and
high school students.

There are two groups of students at Marshall-U High: senior high
students and, what are called "transitional" students, and those .in
seventh and eighth grades. For .junior high level students, there are
graded, ungraded, and open classes for students to pick from. The
hope is that thefe will be an alternative available that will mesh with''
whatever SEA elementary experience a student has had.

For the senior high students, four alternatives have been set up.'
First, there are small counseling. groups, wherein class choices, per-
sonal goals and career aspirations (if any) are discussed with teacher
guides. Second, there are quaiter-terp courses, with a number of
choices available within specific subject areas. Third, there are
"multi-disciplinary" courses, another high falutin' phrase which means
that you do a whole lot of things at once. One example is the "Project
Aware" classes, Where studehts from various class levels spend weeks
together studying math, natural science, and other tMngs, all using
the great outdoors as the classroom. Finally, there is a plan that allows-
the student "autonomy," ta proceed at .his own rate. The student
draws up the course work,' then confers regularly with his teacher who
acts as a tutor.

Evaluation 1

One of the basic ideas behind the experiment in Southeast Min:
neapolis is that you learn by doing, and that mistakes are part of the
process; they are, indeed, an essential part of the experiment. Thefl
SEA has had its share of blind alleys and wrong turns as well as suc-
cesses.

In 1972, an evaluation of . the SEA's first year of operation was
released. The stOdy, prepared by national educatianal consulting firms

_
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and aided by staff work by Augsburg College in Minneapolis, was
based on 5,000 hours of observations at SEA schools.

The report, while generally favorable about what had. been
observed, was hard op some aspects 'Of the program, panzticarly the
Marcy Open School told the SEA Free School. The report suggested
that at. Marcy, children sometimes "were not prepared to handle the
freedom of choice to wander with no observable purpose." The Marcy
community apparently recognized this, because in the first year of the
experiment the-school made some basic changes. The first few months
the classes had been set up in a system With two "models," the first of
which was two open classrooms, with about 25 students each, and the
second, serving the rest of the student body, as a network of subject
area interest centel.s. The concept didn't work out, according to one
parent, because "the kids were not seeing enough other kids and it got
confusing about who was doing what, where and 'when." So in
December, the "family system" described earlier, was introduced.
Recognition that there was different achievement at different age'
levels led to the sub. families being started.

At the Free, School, which took, some heavy digs &Om the
evaluators, thmajor complaint seemed to be a lack of coordination

'and what w...,as described as a problem with projects being set up and
then not takmg place. The report said that as of the first week of April
(the near-end of the 197172 school yearr "only 50 percent of the
scheduled secondary classes had actually happened; in the second
week, 53 percent; in the third week, 71 percent." Classes failed, the
.report said, because "students.and staff have sometimes failed to show
up." There are those at the Free SchoOl who argue that given what the
school is trying to' do, the fact that students and staff.failed to show is
of little importance in_ the long run because that was their choice 'and
they must take the consequences if any. And, as a small irony, the
i ,ee School community itself decided after that first year that it had
been a little too free it was decided that some of the younger'
children, who would have been in elementary schools in a normal
classroom situation, had not been learning their three R's.

Tony Morley, the director of the Free School, put it this way: "It
is not the gift of freedom to not learn math. And basic skills cannot be
scrapped in the name of freedom. This is not a total do-yopr-own-thing
place. There are other values. There is no way a school can teach
everything a child has to learn . . . what we are trying to do here is
teach theth how to learn,"

The-report also noted that there were problems at the-other SEA
schools, too. At the Pratt-Motley paired schools, for_ example,
observers noted a problem with measuring student progress. The com-
munity staff, teachers, 'parents revised the measuring pro-
cedures, atid made additional changes, such as allowing students to
make program choices and allowing students more choice of personal ,

goals. At Marshall-U High, observers said that -planning was "sporadic
at best" in the junior high areas, and said that the relationship be-



tween the school and the rest of the experiment was not all it could
-- have been.-

One of the major problems observers noted that first year was the.
lack of planning and -preparation. Final approval of the experiment's
funding did not come until June and the schools were supposed to be
opened for business that fall. It was, as one SEA administrator said, "a
hurried procedure." Yet, in spite of it all rushed planning, changes
in methods, uncertainty .about some goals and the definition of those
goals the SEA seems to have prospered, at least in the minds of
some leading Minneapolis educators.

At a school board meeting early in 1973, after almost two years of
SEA experience, board member. Richard F. Allen, a constant sup-
porter of alternative education, suggested that a study be made of how
much trouble it would be to put alternative education programs
throughout the city.

"Our ingenuity will be tried if we are to offei viable choices and
options for our children," says John B. Davis, Jr., the superintendent
of schools,- "but that is not a reason to back off. My guess is that these
programs will be more expensive, but that is a discovery that will be
helpful to make. This administration has all along been dedicated to of-
'tering choice to students. This dedication will continue." AC least two
elementary schools have set up what they call alternatives in Min-
neapolis, rnd in both cases., the courses are described as being "similar
to those over in SEA." Furthermore; the climate seems to be- favorable
in Minneapolis for an- expansion at alternatives and some of that credit
must lie with'tke successes of the SEA experiment thus far.

The board of education has authorized a decentralization program
_ that has set the city into three major areas, each headed by what is

called an "area Superintendent," or sort of super-principal. The SEA
project is, at the moment, a separate area by itself, but its future as a
separate entity is uncertain once federal funding runs out.. Under the
decentralization plan, each area superintendent is left pretty much
alone. And the man who is their boss; Harry Vakos, the deputy
superintendent, says he has a simple philosophy: "The area
superintendenta are in the saddle. They can do just about anything
they want to do. All I do is coordinate things and make sure that board.
policy is being adhered to . . . and since the school board endorsed
alternative educatiw, each aiva can have alternatives, if it is decided by
the parents and the staff that such alternatives are-desirable."

But Superintendent Davis is right, and alternative education
financed locally, not federally as is the case in SEA is more expen-
sive than "regular" education. Minneapolis faces a major decision in
the near future. The city, like most metropolitan areas, is losing
students, about five percent a year. In addition, school districts in Min-
nesota are tightly restricted by state law as to how much they can.levy
against property taxes. There appears to be sentiment on the school
board for some serious belt-tightening. Given all these factors, alter-
native education in Minneapolis may be 'confined to Southeast in the
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future, and may even be Curtailed ther..e. It is one thing for Uncle Sam
to pay for educational programs, and quite another for local districts to
pay those same costs.

In addition, there is a simple problem faced by Chief Ad-
ministrator Jim Kent: how do you export an ideology?

I can't say that what will work at Marcy or the Free School or Pratt-
Motley is going to work in other schools in Minneapolis, let alone the
rest of ihe country. We are trying to see what can successfully take
pbice here, in our area. I am riot at all sure that what we have learned
here is exportable. There is only one truth, I guess: what works for one
group may not work for another. The community involvement. and re-
sponse of parents that seems proper and fitting in Southeast Minneapo-
lis may not be proper anywhere else in the nation."

, And, finally, Comes Jim Kent's pocket philosophy of education
which, thougti uttered iv an instant -might take decades to put into
reality:

If you're a parent, or a member of a community interested in educa-
tion, or a teacher, anybody really, the first thing you have to do to
make any waves is figure out who you are and what you want. You do
this before you buy the first book, alter the first classroom, hire the
.first teacher. Decide what your community is, what it wants, and
then how to work with it, far it, against it if you want, but figure out
what it is. Sitting around complaining about education won't do any
good until and unless you figure out what you mean by education. If
you are true to the practice and philosophy of alternative education,
each sehool:community must make its own decision. We have been
able to demonstrate well what works for our Southeast- community."

Editor's Note:
Since this chapter was written the five-year federal funding which

supported the Southeast Alternative experiment has ended, as
planned. However, unlike many other federally supported programs,
the.wind has not left SEA sails. The alternfttive schools are now vital
components of the Minneapolis school 'system, and will continue,to
operate as they have for the past five years.

James Kent,4e director, of the project for four of ifs five years_
and now Superintendent of Schools in Marlboro, . Maasachusetts, said,
"Not only has SEA been successful in offering parents and students
the kind of education they want, but the idea has been adopted
citywide in Minneapolis.

Kent feels that SEA was successful because of the efforts of the
parents, students, and school people to develop education alternatives,
and because of their dedicatidn to participation in decision making up
and down the line. Committed' parents are now an integral part of SEA
alternative schools, and will survive changea- in administration and
funding.
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A good example of how participation works in Minneapolis is the
SEA experiment's experience with desegregation. Long before formal
desegregation plans were drawn for the city, hundreds of meetings
with Minneapolis citizen groups were held. Meetings revealed strong
interest by parents in choosing the kind of education they wanted for
their children as well as a choice of schools. SEA provided living proof
that integrated schools could work and work well for all students. Ex-

. perienee with SEA and with parents and citizens gave the Minneapolis
School Board confidence to vote unanimously for a citywide system of
alternatives at both the elementary and secondary levels.

The SEA exPerimera has provided a model for other U.S. cities
fac:ng desegregation orders. =Over 5000 superintendents, principals,
teachers, parents, and students have visited the schools looking for
the key to successful desegregation. Minneapolis leadership was a
vital element, leadership that was committed both to making
desegregation work and to'encouraging parents and students to be in-
volved jn as much of the de-cision making as possible. Parent response
to a recent questionnaire supports SEA's claims of success: a whopping
93% reported that they were "very satisfied" with their SEA schools,

"'i-,,
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CHAPTER ii
Citiiens Act

to Change Schoo s
-

Velma A. Adams*

The phones didn'estop ringing. Anxious parents asked the same
question, over and over: where will my children go to school in Sep-
tember?' After years of delay ind controversy, BOston's public-schools
were going to be desegregated by order of the Federal Court.
Thousands 9f children would be reaesign0 and bused. -

"The school committee wouldn't ackiii*ledge that.,..the court. rul-
,ing of April 25, 1973, existed," said MarY Ellen Smith; 'coordinator of
the City,Wide Educational Coalition. "This was the onlY place where
.parentse could. get any information about what schools their children
would attend in the fall, and whether they would be -bused. Actually,
some districts were not affected at all, but people didn1 kno* that. By
February we'd had 1500 calls."

Anticipating the situation, the Coalition's staff and volunteers,'
working in a grubbir downtown office, plotted the school districts on
the map according to the coUrt...ordered plan. When the person answer:
ing the phone usually a female volunteer could give a definite
answer to a query, she did. When she couldn't she promised io call
back. Callers often invited 'someone froth CWEC to attend neigh--
borhood meetings. No matter when or *here the meeting was, CWEC
had someone there to answer questions.

*Vilma Adams is a cOnsultant for the Connecticut Commission' on Iligher
Education.' She is also a. free-lance _writer and consultant in education and
business. 1
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The group's goal was to coos the Situation 'before fall by getting
the information out--. telling parents and students how they were to
be affected by the desegregation plan or that they were'not affected at
all. "Most parents will send their kide- to the ichool designated,"
predicted Mary Ellen Smith, organization coordinator. Just in. case
there is any trouble, CWEC had a rumor-control hot line working in
September and was pressuring the mayor and the police department
to join the effort to make the long-delayed transition smooth and safe.

Action Sparked by Crisis
Most citizen _action groups stich as dity-Wide Educational Coali-

tiOn are born in crisis. Theirs is the story -of people fed up and angry,
tired of backing the politiciana and the entrenched bureaucratic agen-
cies. They are parents and taxpayers who no longer believe that the
system knows best how tkeir children -should be educated and their
money spent. They are not willing to accept decisions which they had
no part in making.

Citizen groups often begin with a small nucleus of dissatisfied peo-
ple responding to a single issue. They see a problem and envision a
possible solution. By rounding up volunteers and getting people out to
meetings they demonstrate the clout necessary to make achoOl
authorities and politicians listen, discuss issues, and make changes.

The original issue may be almost anything, busing, budgets, cur-
riculum, personnel appointments; education Of the handicapped, or
any one of dozens 6f controversial school policies. When the issue is
resolved, the gronp may dissolve. Or a new issue may surface and the
group's members, .energized by their success, may continue their ac-
tivities for another cause. New issues often attract new members, or
may lose some who were excited only by the earlier issue.

Groups that live long after the initial crisis sometimes evolve into\
research and information centers, supplying facts for those who weld
to act. This approach attempting to accomplish reforms by working
through the system rather than. -confronting it is too slow and
moderate for-some groups to tolerate ma crigis situation.

Examples of Urban Action Groupi
.

The issue that sparked CWEC's organization as a group irh972
was the appointment of a new superintendent by the Boston. School
Committee. Many districts in the city have been unrepresented by the
five-member, .committee, Which is elected at large and has always been
all4Vhite. WEC (telieVed that citizens shOuld have more say in the
selection of a superintendent 'and I managed to interest about 150
citizens in trying to influence the choice. In the months following
Superintendent William Leary's appointment, CWEC concentrated on
trying-to effect. changes which the .superintendent could implement.

. They had some successes, but by 1974 they. became embroiled in the
turmoil over desegregation and busing.
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Washington
Unlike CWEC, the 10-year-old D.C. Citizens for Better .Public

Education (DCCBPE) tries to stay out of-personnel decisions end in-
dividual problems. Its apProach to improving public education in
Washington, D.C. has alWayabeen moderate but forceful.

"We don't get into open fights," said Nancy Harrison, executive
director-"When we are trying to fight the school system, we clobber
them with information."

This is not because Washington's problems are any less critical
than Boston's. In 1964, when D.C. Citizens was formed, the Diatrict of
Columbiilad been official)); desegregated for ten years, but little im-
provement in public education, was evident, particularly 'for Blacks.
,The board of education was still being selected bidistrict judges -arid
meeting during the day. (Tilly those able to take .the day, off could at- -7
tend. People felt that the board did not represent them and' was

- unresponsive to their needs. Student transfers to private Schools, re-
segregation, children unable to read, and dropouts *ere all on the rise.

In response, a number of prominent Washington citizens
organized to foeus attention on the plight of the sehoolse to give
idealistic middle-class people a chance to work on educational prob-
lems whether or not they had children in the schools, and to draw the
attention of government officials to the educationalneeds of the city.

The approach adopted by D.C.Citizens for Better Public EdUca-
don, as stated in its corporate charter, was to "study on a continuing
-basis the problems of public education in the District of Columbia, to
stimulate- interest in the public'schools, to encourage participatioh in
volunteer programs in the public schools, and tO propose and promote
such changes in the organization, management, and methods of the
public schools as may from time to time be deemed desirable."

Many problem areas have been uncovered by DCCBPE. The
organization's thorough research and dissemination_ of information

r gets the facts into the open 'for public debate. Several staff members
have become specialists on key subjects such as school budgets and
specialeducation.

In 1974. prior to teacher contract negotiations, the group
published a few facts. Washington has the shortest-teaching day in the

- . country, for example. D.C. Citizens urged the union and management
to publicize the issues under debate in contract negotiations prior to
the actual negotiations. The 'organization was also studyhig the effects
of moving teachers around in 'order to equalize per-student expen-
ditures. Analyzing the school budget and translating it into under-
standable language are ongoing projects of the grouP.

Queens. New York
In contrast to D.C. Citizens, which has little direct contact with in-

' dividual Students, the primary goal of the Queens Lay Advocate Ser-
.

vices (QLAS) is to'providedirecp para-legal assistance to,.parents and,
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students to resolve individual grievanees Rather than working for
blanket change, QLAS works with individuals to assure that they get
fair tmatment. Disseminating information is secondary.

Volunteer lay. advocates - .university students, housewives, and'
othor interested persons - accompany children and parents to
meetings with administrators and try to arrange solutions to meet stu-
dent needs, whether arranging for the student to stay in his or her
present school or finding immediate placement in another school.

The bulk of the cases :involve suspensions. There are 16,000'
recorded suspensions per- year in the New York.City -Schools; the real
number is certainly higher. In 1972 there werit also 2,000 students out
on medical suspensions ranging from a month to a year. Many of these
'suspensions are meted out as punishment, (in effect, banishment), and
are against written policy. "New York has the 'best laws there are,"
said Miriam Thompson, QLAS founder and coordinator. "Either the
schools-don't know that students are to be suspended only in an
emergency or they don't support the coneept.".

When Miriam Thompson started QLAS in 1970 with a grant from
the Civil Liberties Defense and Education Fund, even her friends gave
the organization littleChance for survival. Four years later, QLAS was
still providing advocates in more than a hundred cases each year. It
has been instrumental in a number of legal decisions, the most signifi-
cant Of which was Reid v. Board of Education, a class action apPeal on
which New York State's Commissioner of Education, Ewald B. Ny-
quist, ruled in November, 1973.

The Comniissioner decided 'that New York City was violating the
state constitution and the state education law which provides for
public education for all handicapped children, whether physically,
mentally, emotionally, or socially handicapped, Commissioner Nyquist
directed gip- board of education and the chancellor to immediately
placer-41 AhldicappeOtudents in public school classes or in private
schools under-cOntrAit% with the board, and to discontinue illegal'
suspenSions and use of in illegal__"medical discharge register" to keep
children out of school.- Thus, the early -work_of _QLAS in getting the
board of education to codify and publish certain policies-and_practices

although this did not load to implementation without court
proved helpful in winning the court case:

Winning the case did not necessarily mean winning° the battle,
though. Concerned that compliance with the ruling might go only 10
far as lip service, QLAS continues to monitor school aation ,regarding
educating the handicapped. _

In 1973, the Queens Lay:Advocate Service formed a coordinated
service 'with two other agencies in the area: AlternatiVe Solutions for
Exceptional Children, a group doing advocacy, work in special educe-
tion; and the Education Action Center, associated with the Office of
Equal Opportunity. Their shared spaceon the fifth floor of an old office
building near Queens Plaza in Long Island City includes a conference
room containing three folding chairs and a makeshift table, and



several small offices with too few desks and chairs.
"There is never enough money nor enough counselors," said

QLAS's Miriam Thempson, "and the problems are so overwhelming
that we often ask ourselves, 'Can we turn the schools around?"

Action In the Suburbs, Too
Compared with the thersity and magnitude of the problems in

the cities, the challenges to suburban citizen action groups seem
relatively clearcut and their goals easilY attainable. But no change in a
school system or a town's support is ever achieved without some or-
ganized effort, as David W. Knapp, president oL the Madison (Connec-
ticut) Educational Forum can testify. Also, when one ,goal is reached,
another one is apt to surface, which is what keeps citizen action groups
alive,

The Madison Educational 'Forum was started in 1970 by
newcomers eager to reverse-the, trend to austerity budgeting and will-
ing to oppose the Madison Taxpayers Association to accomplish-it. Ini-
tially the goal was to get the school board to pUt forth an adequate
budget. The Forum set out to publicize what the schools needed and to
get support for It. Members drove around and put questionnaires in
mailboxes; conducted studies and publicized the results in the local
newspaper; published a newsletter giving dates, times and places of in-
formal gatherings being held in private homes to discuss the schools;
and telephoned members and others-urging them to attend meetings.

IA 1974, thq Forum's activities had not changed noticeably, except
that its' menibeiihip then numbering about 180 was endorsinglhe
school committee's bUdiet and trying to drum up support for its
passage. The proposed budget contained, about half the increases in
periOnnel and programs that the Forum had recommended.
"'The first step was to get the board to put forth the budget," said

David Knapp. "The next step was tO get the public to vote for it. Since
we only get about 1700 voters out of a possible 5300 voting on the town
budget, a small minority can kill a budget. Actually, we expected Ao
have a ,two-to-one margin in favor of it, and if the superintenderit,
who's a dynamic guy, stays on, we aluSuld have the school budget back
in two or three years to the level the community wants and can 'sup-
port." Madison, a bedroom town of 10,000 population tad 3,000 pupils,
will still have one of the lowest tax rates in. the.state of Connecticut.
With the bfidget battle at least partially won, the forum lost about 40
members. Knapp thought it might be time to disband. "When there's
no crisis, it's hard to get people out to meetings,".he said. "They are not
that eager to come out to be educated." Members, however, showed an
interest in further evaluation of the various schools and their programs,
and the superintendent asked the Forum to continue.

Central Massachusetts
5- Central Massachusetts Citizens Inirolved' in Education (CM/CIE)
was organized precisely because of a general lack of pUblic knowledge
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and interest in the schools. The group's origin is atyPical also in that
the initiative came from within rather than from outside the school
system.

There 'were no crises in the central Massachusetts schools in the
early 1970's, no visible problems, no big -controversial issues to
stimulate citizen participation. The majority- of children lived up to the
expectations set for them and there was little or no citizen involve-
ment with the schools beyond adoocial relationship. William P. Dens-
more, member -of the state board of education, and a handful of edu-
cators (who point, out that they are also citizens), decided that this
relationship should change.

"Citizens-need to look at themielves as consumers of the educa-
tional product and make suie they are satisified with what they are
buying," said Densmore. "Since rve'been on the state board of educa-
tion, I have really been suprised at how rare it is fdr someone to come
to me with something educational on his mind. This isn't public apathy
about education; people just don't know how to deal with the system. '

CM/CIE shows citizens how to deal with the system through its
Citizen Resource Center in West Boylston where people can get in-
formation and do research. The center has a telephone service to
answer qnestions about school policy.

Training coordinator Richard P: Boardman, Professor of Educa-
tion at Clark University in Worcester, started a series of workshops

,1 and seminars to build a networLof citizens who kno'w, how the school
system works and who can organize groups in their own communities.

"It was clear from the beginning," said Boardinan, "that the bulk
of our program activities would have to be devoted to the area of sen-._
sitizing citizens to the value of collaboration and involvement in the
public schools. When citizens begin to learn some of the differences

. between what they want for their children and what the schools in
their cOmmunity are providing; when citizens find out how their
schools are doing relative to other places; then they'll begin to ask im-
portant, constructive questions." Subjects of the early, CM/CIE
seminars include "How to Change Your Schools," and "Educational .

Renewal and the Role of Citizen Involvement." Participants, hOwever,
were teachers and other school personnel.

Having school people use the Citizen Resource Center did not
disturb the orginizers. Although they profess belief in parent and
community initiative, they also believe that leadership can come from
within the system, too. This point of view may appear somewhat con-
tradictory, and might be seen by citizen activists as tokenism or an
outrighf attempt by the establishment to "head them off at the pass."
"But there are individuals'within the school system who want change,"
said Richard Boardman, "and it doesn't matter who initiates the idea
as long as change happen's."

Why Is Citizen Action Necessary?
Change will not happen, say citizen action groups, if-education is
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left completely to the schools and the parent-teacher associations
(PTA's). Status quo-ism, indifference on the part of school boards,
strong teacher unions, financial problems, the failure of innovative
programs to get funding for widespread adoption, a scarcity of
counselors, and racial antagonism are among the reasons cited. PTA's
are seen as arms of the school committee, doininated by middle-class
Whites, and run by teachers and principals. ,

"The problem is more a class problem than a racial problem," said
Elaine Keith of the Education Action Center in Queens. "There are
few, PTA in poor or Black neighborhoods. Counselors ore often more
willing to discuss problems with miildle-class parents. A- school coun-
selor calls White middle-class- parents,of a physically' or emotionally. ,
handicapped child, suggests that the family put the child in a private
school, and tells the parents how to get the tuition money from the
state and city: Poor families are lesli apt to find out about funding and
aecess to private schools. Middle-class children are less often hurt than
poor children, and White children get hurt less than Black." ,

Few PTA locals work as child advocates. Many avoid taking a
stand on educatiOnal issues and deserve their tea party nnage.'But
there are signs that some PTA's, with urging from Aheir natienar
leadership, are stirring and cain some ses becoming more' forceful an
more involved in educational issues.

Leaders of other parent and citizen groups often view the PTA a ,
ineffective or as simply a rubber stamp for school officials. In Boston,
the director of the Home and School Association is paid by the schools:
"As an arm of the school department, the association focused on anti-
busing for years and refused to deal with educational reform issue's,"
reported Mary Ellen Smith: "Therefore, the association is non-exisl
tent in Black, Spanish, and Chinese neighborhoods, and has. had-
minimal involvement in integrated neighborhoods."
: "A PTA. represents only one school," said David Knap , "whereas
the Educational Forum represents all of Madison (Con cticut). Also,
PTA members can't lobby, they won't analyze a sch6ol or' principal
critically, and they never go for budget increases."

There is little hope that ihdividuals can have much impact on
schools unless they organize into groups and pool-their knowledge of
how to work through the system. No other institution is ready to ab:
sorb ther advocacy work done by citizen action groups. "But people can
make a difference if there is a mechanism for mobiking the communi-
ty's -resources," said Mary Ellen Smith, organizer of Boston's City-
Wide Educational Coalition. -

What Groups Have Achieved
The Queens Lay. Advocate Service was encouraged' to find refit-

. rals coming in from parents of former cases and sympathetic teachers,
as well as from the New York Civil Liberties-Union and from friends of
the service.

."The sy'stem has become more careful in dealing with children and
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parents," reported Miriam ThomPson, ALAS 'coordinator. "The
schools lOok Jor alternatives to .susp,ension'now. Only a sinall fraction
of the cases 'Queens now go to klawysp. Most are resolved through
the patient rk of, Ow:States who accompany each individual through
the admlntrdtive process.

QLAS was instrumental in opening up .schoel records te New York
City parents. 'Miriam Thompson explained, "School officials- were em-
barrassed to have parents see opinions-like 'Mother is a troublemaker'
and the parents were distressed that student files contained comments
that could nbt be documented and often Were not factual." Queens
teachers are now being trained to know what belongs in it student's
record, and what doesn't.

In Boston,: Mary Ellen' SMith rated CWEC's first organized activi-
4. as 'one of its biggest successes. "We exposed the workings of the

system, how tight and inbred. it is, and .the process by which Ahe
superintendent was appointed. We .also made some input, into the ap-
pointment," she claimed.

During the first four months of 1912, CWtC developed criteria for
a neW superintendent, incluling the credentials he or .she should 'mire
afid what his or her duties ahmild be. The Coalition ran ads in. the
newpapers and asked graduate schools to hive candidates apply, send-
ing copies of their, resumes to CWPIC as well as to the school commit-
tee. CWEC got about siity of the .two hundred apnlications.. They
screened applicants, contacted soMej got leedback from other citios,
and selected five fmalists, three of whom were from out. of State. The
three- outsiders, who had excellent credentials, accOleding to' Mary
Ellen Smith, were also on the schobl committee's list, &Ong with seven
candidates, from within the system. .

"The school cOmmittee would not aCknowledge CWEC and. let lie
interview the candidates," teCalled M. Smith, ':so we played'under-
.coirdriffilit7-mett.ing them at the airport and other placesi and we
managed to interview all the candidates. The Schbol committee finally
selected an in-house candidate, even though we felt all.the out-of-state
candidates were better qualified. Even so, we felt the exercise wee
worthwhile."

- During the first two years Of its existence, CWEC alsoworked out
a "Coinmunity Agenda for, the Boston Public Schools," recommending
changes that the superintendent could implement. At the same time,
volunteers were involved in niamerofis local school issues.

.CWEC filed for incorporation hi'October, 1973. By 1974 the Coali-
den had 600. members, half from migority-groups, and a 32-member
board which included eight Black, one Simnisk. one Indian, ,and three
Chinese members. The group set up an information resource center
and1was working closely with the mayor's office to implement Bosfen's
racial balanCe plan peacefully.

The Coalition receiired lunding to set up a resource center to pro-
vide technical aseistance to parent groyne as well as services;and
formation to parents' and school people.""We want to get the parent-
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-teacher mechanism into every school in the city," said Mary Ellen
Smith: Since then: the staff has grown from one full-time and one part-
time person with parent volunteers shouldering heavy -loads, to a staff
of thirty-six fullttime paid people, thirty of 'whom are parents with
Children in the Boston sChools.

Their primary agenda .item soon became to assure the safety of
the children attsnding newly desegregated schools.- They helped
parents-orginize around school issues and built a strong base of sun-
port as they maneuvered through one busing crisis after another. Once
their constituency was established they began advocating educational
reform. The staff of parents, educators, .researchers, and community

-_organizers,respond to abOat 200 calls -a day ftom parents .and school
-people.

New funding from federal, state, and_city governments, aa well as
grants from private foundations' and Boston businesses distinguiihes

.CWEC from many other urban citizen grouPs. The need for citywide
comrnimicatiOn about schools something which the scltools should
have been providing has been recognized and has resulted in their
unusually rosy financial picture. "However,".sighs Mary -Ellen Smith,
"even with the terrific response we've had so far, life for Us is Still a
day-to-day, hand-to-mouth search for funding.".

Two years ago the Coalition scrambled evdry month to meet- the
tiny payroll. And today they are a vital link between schools and those
the schools are 'supposed to serve, with thirty-six petple working to
cement that link.

"We didn't push any of our Own ideas at thif beginning," says the
dynamic director. "We listened to what people were saying, and tried
to understand their needs. And we listened to all the people in this ci-
ty, not just one faction or race or ethnic grou . o Our job well,
there will be effective councils working in all the school in Boston, and
we'll be out of a jot- ''

, The Madison Education Forum,Nsiethe opinion of Preaident David
C. Knapp, also May attain its objective af_ a sound; balanced educa-
tional system within a few years. A towi4vidt. opinion 'survey con-
ducted by the Forum.rev.ealed citizen opinion atiout the schoola' cur-
riculuni and special seivices; diaciplineadianistration, faculty,
buildings arfd facilities; and) budget, and in.general how well residents
felt that Madison schools met the overall needs of students.

"We got eight/Of the seventeen personnel we regueited in the re-
cent budget," said Knipp. "We're getting- a music,, teacher in every
sehool, a.physical education teacher in es;ery school, and a string music
progratn. We would like to think that we drowned out the Madison

°Taxpayers Association and that the upward curve in 4ending will.con-
tinue."

The Forum recently formed an association of "summer peopld,".
those property owners who live in the area only °part of the year.
"Communicating School budget "plans to these people will make them
more receptive to tax increases, we hope," said Mrs: Frances. Sadek,
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the current Forum president.
Central Massachusetts Citizen Resource Center continues to

develop programs for parents and school people. Nancy Brown, the
CRC director, is enthusiastic about the group's future.

"We had an outside evaluation of our programs," she- explained.-
"We learned that we fill a real need in this area, that our programs are
well done and useful, but that we need more exposure, need to let
more people know about our work." -

Program plans call for more publkity about workshops for
parents on how to lead parent groups. CRC will also hold workshops
for teachers on how to work with parents and workshops for ahy group
on how to produce effective newletters. A six-week course on citizen
participation in edueation will be held at a high school through their
adult education program. CRC, also plans to -develop displays foeten
public libraries with books and materials for parents and school people
arranged by topies such as volunteerIsm, fact-finding, school budgets,
school governance, and curriculum.

"Funding is ,a constant worry," said. Nancy Brown. "With two
part-time staff people and forty volunteers, we barely have enough
time -to plan and rani out programs. Time we spend searching for
money means time we don't have to devote to what we really want to
do." 1

.

Among the examples of citizen action groups destribed here, the
10-year old D.C. Citizens for Better Public Education appears to be the
most stable. It oceupies a neat, Well-appointed office in the Health and
Welfare Council building. Its part-time staff is equivalent to about ten
full-time people. It has nUmerous research and study contracts, and is

"thEl only school-oriented program to receive funding from the United
Givers Fund, which pays about half of the budget. Members number,
about seven hundred, and there are about two thousand names- on the
mailing list. About fifty percent of the contributors are White,
although ninety-five percent of Washington's students are Black.

The first project sponsored by D.C. Citizens was' the "Reading is
, Fun-damental" Committee,' headed by Mrs. Robert S. McNamara. A

gaily decorated delivery truck labeled "Reading is Fumhobile"
distributed 205,000 books to 41,000 children. For many It-was the fist
opportunity td.select and keep a book; the report on the.project is a
propriately _titled This Book Belongs to . . . Me! Reading is Fu
damental became a national-project and moved to the Smithsonian In-_

Wer projects have spuh off. Project MEN, matching eighth
giade boys with role models, .was picked up by the school. system. A -

course- in street law, for which Georgetown University law students
get course credit, was being expanded to all twelve high schools in the
fall of 1074, and has also been picked up by the system. `'One Black law
student and one .White is assigned to each school," explained Nancy
Harrison, "They relate well to the high schoOl Students and offer a
Survey of consumer, criminal, and juvenile laws.".

D.C. Citizens has been able to deo research that the schhol system
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could not do an4 to deVelop experts in certain areas. Its major activity
- is budget work. "The school sy-stem makes it impossible foi citizens to

understand the budget,' said. the executive director. "We have a
specialist on the staff in budgeting and also one in special education
who goes to bat for a child who needs help."

Among the otlier problems that D.C. Citizens have brought to the
surface is the short woik day of teachers, allowing no time sfor parent
confezences, planning, or services. The result is an inordinately high
hourly salary.

A §tudy of the effects of teachers' equalization pa, begin. in 1974,
funded by .the National Institute of Education. "Equalization, within
the District of Columbia-11as been very disruptive for three years," .ex-
plained Nancy Harrison. "Teaehers get moved around' from school to
school to equalize per-student expenditures. When our study is com-
pleted, lawyers will be ablelo show the_ cOurt that the scheme _wo
work."

The philosophy behind D.C. Citizens and other aetion groups i to
help imrents and community people make informed-choices. "We help
parenta find out what they ought to know and what. they cart achieve,:',
said the director of D:C. Citizens. "We give them informatiOn4h-ey
would never get otherwise, since there is no school newaletter: We
hdve fantastic committees which produce excellent.reports. We find
people with a particular interest in a subject and assign them to ex-
plore it. Our files are excellent; people come in here to'get material for

'their dissertations. And we've been in,business so long that we're not
easily fooled. We have learned to look behind the obvious."

Every GroupHas Proglems
Problems common to the majority of citizen action groups are the

need for leadership; a shortage of capable, sensitive volunteers; and
adequate funding.

Good 'leadership ofterfacomes -from former school people familiar
with the bureaucracy who know where the bottlenecks are. "You need
the knowhow from having been' inside' the 'system," said Mary Ellen
Smith, a former Boston teacher who was fired for supporting a com-
munity. group. "But it is easier to bring about change if you are on the
outside. hose inside the system whO really want change, as well as
those who don't, need outside support and pressure."

Funds are generally.limited, particularly in urban.areas like New
York City: "There is ho way for an advocacy group to becoine self-
supporting after initial private foundation funding runs out," said
Miriam Thompsoni al the Queens Lay Advocate Service. An om-
budsman, she feels, is less threatening and might possibly be funded
by 'the schools.

A surprisingly large portion of citizen action funding comes from
school and government support, and from other establishment
sources, even though - the groups may be advocating actions. that
neither the school authorities nor the .politicians- few. Membership
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dues, research and study grants, and public benefits bring in addi-
tional dollars, but group leaders are never very far away from fund-
raising. D.C. Citizens 'for Better Public Education is unique in being
partially sUpported by the United Givers Fund, but it has had to take a
new approach to 'raising money through benefit performances at the
Kennedy Center. "Washington has been benefitted to death, said
Nancy Harrison, "so in 1974 D.C. Citizens sent out ,a notice of a 'no-
benefit benefit' asking our members and friends simply to send in their
contributions."

Conclusion
To provide effectiVe leadership for a citizen action group, as those

who have tried it know, takes hard work, determination, and the abili-
ty to seek out and put to work the' energieS of those in the community
who have time and knowledge to contribute. "To lead the, way you
need brave people, willing to stick their-neéks out, do battle, and
become unpopular," said Madison"s David Knapp. "There are very, few
people who can attract and rally people to them and to a cause.

Directors and coordinators of citizen :action groups must con-
tinually publicize their. activities through flyers, workshops, atten-
dance at meetings, and press conferences. Ideally, staff members and a
goodly number of- volunteers will be informed, articulate persons,
some of whom are meeting-oriented and can think on their feet or
negotiate.. The key question, always, is: What brought us to this point
and hoir can we resolve the situation?

Membership and the rater of volunteers,will change as problems
and needs change. But the need for a way for parents and cominunity
people to participate in public school affairs will always exist.
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CHAPTER 12

Perspectives and Future
Directions

Don Davies

The*Institute for Responsive Edncation supports and encourages
public participation in educational decision-thaldng for two reasons
one 'based on ideology,, the other rooted in practicalities. First is our
belief. that people' affected by decisions of institutions and government
agendei -should have a voice in making' those decisions. The secend is
that lasting and constructive change is most likely if those affected by
the change are involved in planning and decision-making. Changes and

. improvement in schools are badly needed. Better collaboration be.
tween school people and community people is one way to increase the
likelihood of significant, purposeful change.

These ideas are being tested in a wide variety of settings and in
extraordinarily diverse ways all across-the country at a time when
people are wavering between cynicism and optimism, apathy and in-
volvement.

Activism sm4 Apathy: Sid. by Side
As adireeates of citizen participation we see the mid-1970's as both

the best of ,times and the worst Of times. Many people have a low and
declining trust in government and social institutions. In poll after poll,
low &edibility ratings are given to the president, Congress, politi-
cians, the media, hospitals, lawyers, schools, and school boards.' Tradi-
tional American optimism about "the future" has been dimmed. Skep-'
ticism abqinds about liberil social programs. Schools everywhere arts
under . The rigidities of governmental .and institutional
bureaucracie?r6eetii to many kiln beyond the reach of citizens seeking
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change. Many people are totally Preoccupied with their private lives
and concerns, look inward to themselves,- their pocketbooks, their
families, and their immediate neighborhoods. For others, the ptruggle
to make a living or raise a family is exhausting and all-ConsuMifigl-'
Cynicism and apathy about the state of the nation is alive and real.

But there is another side to the story. More People, and a broader
range of people,-are involved in. various forms of citizen action than at
any other time in our national historY. The widespread community ac-

, tivism of the civil rights movements, the anti-Vietnam War efforts,
§tUdent protests, and the anti-poverty era have sown seeds
throughout the society, particularly in .the large Middle class. Citizen
coalitions are redirecting state and metropolitan highway and
transportation policies; taking industries. to task for pollution or
price-fixing; challenging political parties, city councils, hospitals, the,.
media, school boards, and .big business on a mind-boggling array of
issues; and carrying every, kind of political banner from far left to far
right. More people trust Balph Nader than trust and respect their
elected officials. Consunierism, citizen action, and the emergence of
hew forms of participatory democracy are also alive and real.

A mbc of apathy and activism exists in good measure in the society
and in many individuals today. We are milled in two directions at, once.
The result is often confusing to researchers and scholars, but many
people do understand the seeming contradiction or -dialectie. Such
coexistence is normal and natural and a goodPreflection of a society'
that increasingly tolerates or eveii welcomes widespread kdiversity of
life styles, points of view, and values.

Many people understand intellectually that democracy, freedom,
the good life, good government, good institutions, and good corn-.
munities are a process not a product. People do understand that "the
American dream" is a journey, a search, and an often-confusing ex-
ploration not a play in Which the curtain is about to go up on the final
act. Many people often understand, better than many scholars, fhat
apathy and activism, privatism and social commitment will always ex-
ist side by side and that the search for`a viable -democracy must allow
for skeptics and elitists who* not believe in it at all..

The examples of .ciii-zen 'participation in these pages demonstrate
ways in which people. have become involved in non-threatening ways
aad have attracted the support of those hesitant 'about 'politics" and
"confrontation." Many of the ear-amples show how new energy can be
tapped- for activities in the schools which .are real, which have tangible
personal pay-offs and satisfaction, and which do not require unrealistic
commitments of time. The case studies document small-scale, local ef-
forts ,built on principles of democratie Participation which have suc-
ceeded in improving education and making a healthier society. Here we
examine these scattered experiences in:fermi of their implications for
action. We will look first at variOus of programs --their goals
and characteristics and then at wa u which people are involved
their rOles, responsibilities, and needs..
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Program Goal: Reform Piot Abolition .

Proposals for deschooling the society, or deinstitutionalizing it
can be dangerous-flights of fancy. Talk of law without courts, politics
without parties, religion without churches, and education ,,without
schools and colleges has romantic appeal tO some, but is contrary to
the fact that all societies function through some types of institutions.
Joseph Featherstone establishes this point clearly in his introdnction.
The work of the hundreds of men and Woinen in our eleven cases
Underlines the need to build new institutions and to rework and
rethink existing ones.

The gOal of most of the participants described in these pages-has
been reform, .not abolition. They have been successful at reshdping
-rather than abolishing inititutions and at -Organizing people for effee.
tive 'action. This was true in Louisville and Lagunitas, in CrYstar City,
and Minneapolis. In these cases, as With much of the participatory ac-
tivity across the country in the 1970's, the..aini is changing, improying,
and reworking hence; strengthening schools and sghOol sySteins.
The great majoritY of the nation's children will continue to be in the.
public schoog: These' schools are 'with us for the forseeable future
despite the claims of some thatihey have had little,success in curing
poverty, racisin, or crime. What ,the. acbools, eipecially the public
schools, do will continue to have genuine, personal importance for the
'children who attend them,their parents, and the broader4comniunity.
The* goal of improving the schools is real and compelligg for school
councils, such as those in Los Angeles and Lonisville, for existing
citizen groups, and Tor fledgling organizations. This goal provides
what-every organization effort must have -if it is to succeed a clear,
unifying purpose, a sense of direetion which makes it- possible tO
develop sensible strategies.

For some groups described in this book and many others the
goal is different. It is to develop new and alternative institutions. The
aim is not to destroy existing public schools but to change them by ex-.
ample and competition: The mobilizing riurpose is to provide for'
oneself and one's children an alternative to what the larger system of-
fers. The -impoverished schools in the Milwaukee Federation and the .
affluent Nueva School -both illustrate how having a choice among,
educational programs can be a powerful organizing. principle around
which parents, citizens, and educators can fmd common cauae. But as
it is with efforts to improve the public. schools, the task is-a positive
one institution-building.

Representation Plus Participation
Community council members in West Virginia, Indian Oarents,

the teachers and community people in the Roosevelt School area in
Louisville do not talk much about democracy. Neither do most of the
parent and citizen group leaders that the Institute for Responsive
Education works with around the country. But democracy is central to
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what these people are about. They ire' challenging those time-honored
elitist ideas that democracy , means electing representatives- to Con-
gresS, city councils, and school boards arid *that democratic participa-
tion means Mostly voting. They challenge by building a base of grass-
roots participation under- and. alongside...representative bodies -and the
traditional ballot-box approach to good citizenship. This stance fits
logically in a governmental system designed to rest on "the consent of

tthe governed." It also provides citizens with an opportunity to in-
fluence an institution which affecta them. Without some sense ..of 'con- .

trol over fheir lives, citizens becOme apathetic, cynical, and alienated. .,
New modes of partieipation, therefore, enhance existing decision-
making processes and help obviate harinful side-effects a non-participa-
tion.

A healthy democratic society is built on both representation (elec-
ling officals from the President, Witte school board) and participation
(being involved in planning, policy- and 'decision-making, and in
eValuating and monitoring the effectiveness of elected officials). The
two ideas are different sides of the same coin. SChools are a good provr
itig ground for efforts to combine the democracy of representation
with the democracy of participation in a way that will strengthen both.

Program Goal: Decisions Close to Home
If- participatory deinocraey, as denionstrated at Louisville's

Roosevelt School, it to be a reality, some important aspeets of
decision-making Must be decentralized: Decentralization is a key in-
gredient -for giving neighborhoods and communities more "say" about
'their schools. It May mean transferring important decision-making
powers from the central school district office or school *board to
smaller districts and to individual schools or it may mean transferring
authority from the- Bureau of Indian Affairs offices to the schools '-

where Indian children are. It may mean, as in Minneapolis, deliberate-
ly encouraging.different policies and practices in individual schools.

Many educators and school board members fear decentralization,
especially when it involves new authority for Citizen boards and coun-
cils, because it appears to mean a simple loss of power. Such a view is
based on the assumption that power is a limited commodity:But liower
is expandable; the sharing of power is not a "zero-sum" game in 'which

some ,win and some lose. Decentralized decision-making, -if it rests on
principles ot collaboration, can increase rather than decrease the im-
pact and influence of top school administrators and elected school
boards.

. 'There' is nothing mysterious or radical about the idea of making
decisions "close to home" close to the children, the classroom, the

- teachers, tile neighborhood school building, and the community.
Decentralization in idhool districts .occurs When the central, elected
board of education delegates significant responsibilities and decision-
making powers to sub-distriet community boards or councils and/or to
school councils for individual schools. The idnds of responsibilitieS that



are sometimes delegated-include:

selecting and evaluating the principal;
selecting and evaluating teachers;
identifying goals; priorities, and needs;

4 setting budget prioritiei;
evaluating the curriculum-and extra-curricular activities;

p approving new school programs;
iinproving communitY support;
investigating student or parent problems and coniplaints.

, There are; of course, serious dangers .in oyershnplified or naive
demands for decentriliied decision-making and control. A number ot

9 difficult questiors Inuit be faced squarely: What kinds of deciiions
must, should, -Or could be Made at which levels? What are the -ad-
vantages and disadvantages of making a specific decision at the
federal level, the State,' the district, the individual school, the
classroom? What are the constitutional and legal requirements- and
constraints? For example, the 14th Aniendment to the US. Constitw
tion add its interpretation by the federal courts determines policies of
racial integration in the schools which cannot be changed by decisions
in" a single classroom, school, or district. State-mandated tenure laws
for teachers cannot-be abolished by the action' of,a local school council.
'But decisions about necessary qualifications for teaCherr and ad-
ministratora in a _multi-racial, multi-lingual community and about the
kind Ofjanguage and cultural programs best suited to a particular com-
munity.can probably best be made by the community and the profes-
sionals in Sn individual school.
: Workable decentralization requires a sensible plan of checks and
balances among indiyidual Schools, Sub-district, the school district, .the
-state, the federal government; among students, p.arents., teachers,
citizens, administrators, einployee organizations, and school boards.
Wherever decision-making authority is placed, there must also be
specific requirements for monitoring and holding decision-makers ai-

- countable:

Program Goal: Doing it Without Uncle Sam's Help
, The success stories in this book should put-to rest the myth that

improved school/community collaboration requires -federal pressure
or- financial support. Only in Wayne County, West Virginia, and Min-
neapolis was Uncle Sam's involvement of central importance. In.
Wayne County, a U.S. Office of Education program the.Urban-Rural
School Development Program was the .catalyst for organizing the
community to take a more active role in improving its schools. The
dollars from Washington were helPful in this very economically
,depressed 'area, but .Washington's bureaucratic sluggishness and con-
fusing directionS came close to derailing the local effort. In Min-

=neapolis, the money from. Washington made peisible the development
.of a large and thoroughly documented experiment. Similar results
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however, were achieved in Lagunitas on- a nmeh smaller scale, without .

Outside money: The point shduld be clear: funding from the outside can
sometimes be helpful; but it is almost always a mixed blessing a-fill it is
seldoni an absolute necessity. .

Those, concerned about a larger role for local communities in
school affairs rieed tO assure that federal and state legislation and
guidelines are' written to encourage and enable rather than to prohibit
or .impede the kinds of new roles for parents and citiZens described,
here. They should be alert to every possibilify for using funds in
federal and state programs to support sehool/community collabora-.

'tion. For example, .help in the form of informition, materials, and
technieal assistance is available through federally-funded programs
and centers and through state educAtiOn agencies. Many, of these agen-
ties are not metivated or attuned to providing help and information to
citizens and citizen groups. Their prithary clients are school profes-

. sionals. But; since the taxpayers foot the bill, they o,have every right t_
. full service ..froni public-supported 'agencies.. They should vigorously

exerciie that right;
Even where federal guidelines mandate .parent and community

involvement in decision-making in the schools, (ai in Title I of the
ElementarySecondary Education Act), monitoring the effectiveness
of such involvement is largely beyond the reach of Washington and re- _

quires local commitment and energy to assure thit the spirit as well as
_the -letter of the., law, is maintained. Such monitoring is an appropriate
function of parent and citizen greups.

Proaram Goal: Many Forms Of Collaboration
The ways in which school/community collaboration is taking

place across the country are almest limitless in their variety and-form.
A major lesson from the chapters in this book:and the other studies
and surveys of the Institute for Responsive Education is that there is
not one best way. No single approach.is appropriate for all kinds of
communities. Nor is any one.approach necessarily sufficient for any
comniunity; a variety of activities may be needed to meet different and'
challenging purposes.

One way to categorize the variety of collaborative 'activities is to
divide them according to four major purposes.

Resolving immediate problems or needs .

This category includes the thousands of temPorary advisory corn-,

mittees formed to work on problems ranging from school violence and
vandalism, to racial tension to lack-of adequate job opportunities and

.career counseling for young people.
There are countless other service activities related to helping

meet specific needs or solve problems. Some examples: drug abuse
counseling centers, cooperative after-school child care programs for
working parents, counseling and information services for parents of
handicapped .ohildren or children. with learning disabilities:-



community-run workshops for parents and teachers on local history
and resources or relations between different racial and ethnic groups.

Some problem-solving activities are initiated by the schools, as
_when the school board 'appoints a special community, edvieory. comidt-
tee 'on school budget priorities. Others grow out, of the concern of a
group ofrparents or an existing- organization such as the Chamber of
Commerce or the League of Wdmen Voters, and function independent-
ly of thi' school's governing strucfure. Some are friendly and col-
laborative in spirit; others, adversarial. Still others combine the two.

The kinds_ of problems or special needs that exist in any communi-
ty provide a good starting point for schools and communities to begin

-to communicate with one another, tap .new resources, and develop
skills arid motivation for Continuing collaboration.

Involviug parents more-directly in their children's eduCation
Countless examples exist in these pages and in communities in all

parts of the country df efforts to involve parents in educational ac-
ivities. .Many -.volunteer programs fall into this category, as do- pro-

grams designed to help parents learn to be more effective parents and
to help their children learn. There are also many exaMples of,
parent/child projects and programs in areas such as environmental im-
provement, sports, and arts and crafts.

Beyond their obvious benefits for children and participating _
'parents, Involvement programi provide a good starting point for
parents who will later want to participate actively .in policy- and
decision-making activities. Such programs provide personal com-
munication between school people and parents which helps break
down barriers of fear and misunderstanding on both sides.

Using community resources to enrich learning Opportwaities

The idea of the community as a resource for learning an exten-
sion and supplement,to what the school itself can offer lies caught on
in -many places and in many forms in recent years. Work-study pro-

ems are the largest and best-known example. But many other
v rieties can easily be found oral history projects in which students
inthrview long-time residents; artists and craftsmen opening their
studios to students; projects for better utilization by students of
pubhOibraries, museums, and other cultural institutions; internship
programs in city government, business, and industry and other agen-
cies are only a few of hundreds of examples.

These forms of school/community collaboration are usually non-
political, no -controversial, inexpensive, -relatively easy to plan and
operate, and rovide good meeting grounds for school professionals
and the comm nity. Such .efforts help children and teachers and are
satisfying to cdmmunity people providing help. But they also build
bridges of communication and understanding between the institution
known as school aml\the diverse communities of which it is a part.
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Pub& participation in planning, policy development, and decision-
making

These activitiei are the focus of the book. They include:

district-wide and individual school policy and advisory cOmmittees
end councils;

planning and..priority-setting Projects;
parent advisori councils mandated by Federal legislation such as_Ti-

tle I of the Elenentary and. Secondary Education Act, and'Bilingual
Education;

locil,unit: c f state and national organizations such ,as the League of
-Wo Men :Voters, Uiban League, and the- Atnerican Friends Service
Committee; and the Chamber -of Commerce,with school7related Oroj-
ects,

2itywide neighborhoOd. groups 'such as . community. developmenz
.enters, community action programs, neighborhood houses, mial add
ethnic group organizations, with school4elated studies and projects;

citizens: groups fOrmed specifically to wOrk on school matters;
alteinative and communityteontrolled schools, such as the

Milwaukee Federation Of Independent Schools.

These are the kinds of activities that most people have in mind
wheri they use the terms, "citizen participation"- and "school/communi-
ty collaboration." They are, in one way Or another, political and con-
troversial, as they reqUire or seek changes hi the traditional
dominance of school professionals and elected boards of education in
fundamental policy development and decision-making. They are, bi
and large, designed to give influence to parents and- others in the com-
munity and te alter: the way schools are governed. This is particularly

_true of those meChanisMs which are a part of the school structure itself
such as school councils. _

The reader who is interested in getting new forms of collaboration
stareed in his/her own community 'Could use the categories and ex-:
amples listed above as a check-list to determine the status of
school/community Collaboration in his/her community. Such a census
of activities would be a useful beginning point to answeilhe questions:
What kinds of school/community collaboration and citizen participa-
tion now exists? What reiults-are these activities having? What other
approaches might be needed?

Program Goal: Sustaining tile Effort
Any program must he, evaluated in terms of its unique and

possibly multiple objectives: A short-term problem-solvini activity
may 'succeed not only in eliminating the problem but in establishing a
base for. future- Cooperative action. A volunteer prograin mai both
enrich school -programs . and increase community information about
schools. For programi which aim to -change slecision-making- struc7 '
tures, however,The lOng-term goals are the most crudial.



Parent anct community interest is most easily mobilized-around a
burning issue or a school criais an outbreak of drug abuse or school
vandalism, raciat conflict, a controversy over school textbooks or
desegregation, tearing, doWn ,an old school, firing a principal. But a.
single hot issue or crisis alone is usually not enough to sustain an
organization. Hundreds of crisis-generated organizations, advisory
committees, _and schoel/community task forces are spawned each year.
Most of them fade away rather quickly. .

The telling difference between mist of these &hoots Where
Parents-Make a Ehfference end many other efforts is that new roles Tor
parents and.:other citiZens were built into the system a permanent,
legally-reeognized school council in Los Angeles and Louisville;
reconstituted school board authority in Crystal City and the Indian
communities;" the =establishment of regiilar incentives and programs
for parent involvement in Minneapolis; a viable and continuing
organization dealing with the full wide range of educatiOnal_tssues in
Washington andSladison, Connecticut.'

The difference is new forms of school/community collaboration
and citizen participation built into the warp and woof of life, in the
school and community. ',This" requires institutionalizing new pOlicies,
practices, -and relationships and developing new 4chartere which
give .legitinuicy and promise of long life to arrangements that other-
wise may be flimsy and fleeting.

People: Who Is Involved and How?
If programs for . participation in educational decision-making

esteblish new structures and mechanisms, everyone involved will be
called on to 'perform in different ways. Defining and preparing for
these new roles is extremely iMportant.,

-

Initiative: Who Starts Thing's Moving?
InitiatiVe for school/community, collaboratiorr can come . from

many, often surprising sOurces. Sometimes, as in Louisville, a
superintendent starts a program:- Sometimes-the initiative eomes from
a school principal like Sister Judy in Milwaukee; a parent -such as
Hazel Damron or Norman 'and Kareif.Stone; -a VISTA -volunteer; or a
fermer teacher like Mary Ellen SMith of the Boston City-Wide Educa-
tional Coalition.

. Initiative can come from established groups related t6 the school
system the ;school board, logal or district parent-teacher-student
organizations, a teachers' organization, an advisory, committee. Or it
can come from an- existing community organization the League of
Women Voters, the ' Chamber of Comnierce, Citizen action groups,
churches, civic associationi. Initiative also emerges when a few

- parents' get together over coffee to talk about starting a new organize,'
tion to work on school probleins.

For thingi to happen, an individual, haruful of individuals, or
group must invest time and energy to clazaiy problems, needs, and
goals and to mobilize the interestsand energies of others.



.-: .).

Whatever, the source Of initiative, efforts to involve "the com-
munity" shOuld be built on the firinciple of broad participatiOn.'

. Specific and serious efforts are required tO make sure that ahy
organization program or ractiVity.is topen' to representatives of diverse
parts of a- community., Factors to be considered include age, race,
religion, sex, ethnic background, occupation; geographic area or
neighborhood, educational background and income, varying politieal
viewpoints. ,

People: Don't Throw Out the Pro's . 1' .. .

' Featherstone attacks excesaive professionalism at the same time
thiit he recognizes the importance of educational expertise in classrooms

- and administrative offides.. The new professionalism he calls for is
based on imaginative, coalitions between professional and parents. The
-good sense, of the idea .of coalitioncs of parents and, profpssionals is
demonstrated in the Louisville, Angeles.. and the Nbeva school
stories and in countless other places. The damaging results of throw-
ing out the experts in the 'name of ernoeiacy or community control
have also been documented tin the stall, of some of the Schools in the
Milwaukee Federation and in a number of other places not discussed in
this book.

The lesson is clear. Improving -the schools in a lasting way re-
quires, M Featherstone's words, "redkecting the priorities -and
allegiances of ithe two key sets of practitioners in schools, principals
and classroom' teachers, toward greater responsivefiess to the
children, the parenta, and t community; and inventing new forms of
school/community, professidial, , and nonprofessional communication
and collaboration. . .. , \ ....

More; not less, professiOnaf expertise is needed. Good schools
quire good professionals. Few parenta_ want their 'children or their
schools managed, by good-hearted amateur& Even those citizen gr ups
who choose adversarial apprOachea in working for school improve4ient
need to- keep in Mind that the long-term goal is not for one side or the
other to ."win" or "lose," but for new alliances between teacher& and
parents. , The practices illustrated in this' book demohstrate- the
positive effects- of harnessing professional talent to _the needs and .

li goals of students, parents, and the community. Both the Nueva and
MinneapGlis chapters show what is possible with responsive profes-
sionalism and honestcollaboration.

People: New Sources of Talent , 0
Professionals do not have a monopoly,On talent and expertise. One

way to combat narrow, inward-looking, self-protective Professionalism
is to locate and use community talent and, resources. In Rocky Boys,
old people of the tribe are resource persons who teach Cree language,
customs, and history. Ih Cryatal City, Chicano parents work with
teiihers -in Chicano studies programs. All oVer the country parents
and other community, people by the thousands are working . in the
schools as volunteers and ,a)des, paid and unpaid. Many, thousands of

_
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,
others are welcoming students to work and learn in their- itudios,
businesaes,' offices, homes,, and commUnitY agencies. In hundreds of
communities, young people are initiating and carrying out projects
and programs to help people of all ages and to work toward solving
community problems.*

Usizig student, parent, and community resources to help children
learn in no way detracts from the professionalism of educators. It ex-
pands and enriches the talents that are-available for teaching and
learning.,..

Peeples What Dcaliev Nped to,Participatei
A carefulsieadirig -of these chapiers suggeits that certain condi-

tions are nedessary for- effective citizen action. Parker Palmer and
klden Jacobson identiiy four basic conditions for action:

1. People act when they have some sort of self-interest at stake.
2. People act when they have a clear and compelling diagnosis of

the situation.
. 3: People,act when they have a meaningful prescription (i.e., one

that responds to thediagnosis).
4. People act when they, have a sense of power to enforce the,

`prescription.t

sr-
This analysis is based on coMmon sense and it is confiamed by' the ex-
periences in thit bOok. Yet, these simple ideas are often ignored by
people 7 citizen leaders or school officials seeking to stir citizens to
action or to iaitiate Activities that will promote school/community col;
laboration.

Too often ,altruism or .personal sacrifice. are sought as motiv*Ons
for action. °Too often rhetoric and exhortation are sUbstituted for
hard-headed thinking which leads to a diagdosis of the problems and
dear, understandable ways tó- formulate' these. problems. 'Systematic
planning procedurbs are ignored and prescriptions (or'solutions) which -
fit the problems are missed. We often forget that the feeling that one's
participation can Make a real difference a sense of power is
fiebeSsary for sustained involvement.

There are other general conditions which are necessary to
develop-school/community collaboration:

*Two excellent snurces of help for people interested- in school volunteer programs are
School Volunteers: Mat They Do, How They Do'lt and Organizing School Volunteer
Programs bx Rirbara Carter'and Gloria Dapper. A good source book on youth projects
New' Roles jar Youth M the School and Community by the National Commission on
Resources for Youip.

tParker Palmer and Elden Jacobsen. Action Research: A New Stile of Politics in
Edutation. Boston: Instikute Jor gesponsiveEducationi 1974.
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Access to information .

Effective collaboration requires access to necessary information.
That is a simple, self-evident statement, but very often citizen .par-
ticipation efforts flounder because the group does not have the in-
forrnatioA it- needs, does not know what information is-available or how
..to get it, or runs afoul of school officials or education agencies unwill:
ing to provide information. A school council asked to assess-school pro-
grams and propose alternatives needs a goosi deal of information. For
exampie: What do the .piograMs cost? What-evidence-from research or
experience is. there about the results of such programs? What are
district and state requirments? What alternative programs.have been
tried in other places? What evidenCe is there aboqt their effec
tiveness? A knowledge base of this kind is vital for constructive activi-
ty.

At another level, good information made available to the public is
absolutely essentiat`to insure that public discussion of school issues is
ak informed discussion. If collaboration means anything, it means in-
creased public. dialogue' and debate about central educational choices.
Only when such discussion is based on,sound and solid facts will the
leviel of public debate be raised. The stakes here are high because the
quality of choices finally made will directly reflect the quality of
discussion, Pieceding those choices.

Provision for training and orientation
parents andcitiiens asked to perform new roles need help

. .

training for specific skills, information for decision-making, orienta-
tion to, the task and the setting. Teachers and administrators also need
training and orientation if they are to be effective in new relationships
With Patents and citizens. The kinds of training and orientation needed
will vary, -of course, according to the form of participation; the
background of ,the participants, and the getting.'Although the initial
phase of an activity is crucial, the need for such support services can
occur at any phase of development. Procedures for orientation, and
training can be formal as informal and they de !not ruirmally have to be
long, complicated, ar expensive. Sometimes a few short (two to four
hour) workshops, well-planned and sharply-focused, can go a long way
toward developing both the skilli and confidence necessary for new
undertakings. .

Good staff leaderslap

"Volunteer" leadership is not enough. Successful efforts to form
and maintain citizen organizations require some paid staff, staff that
has a variety of skills and expertise. A new kind of citizen-community
professionalism is beginning to emerge. 'These new professionals have
skills of -community organizing,' fund-raising, public relations, and
fact-finding and data analysis. Neither genius nor academic degrees
are prerequisites, but 'Skill, sensitivity, and time are.
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Thoughtful attention tb the full "action -cycle" and to communication, at
all stages of that cycle

A group which establishes systematic procedures for carrying out
tasks has a good chance of ayoiding cost& and frustrating wheel spin-
ning. AnY complete cycle of action involves planning, implementing or
carrying out the task, and evaluating. The planning stage can be con-
sidered the most critical, since it sammarizes all the action steps and
builds in, procedures for evaluation. During a planning stage, a group
addressesa-number of basic questions:

Who should be involved and how?
What is the problem or need?
What are the ghals andalternative goals?
What is.the b6pt way to reach the goals (strategy)?
What is needed to get the job done' (money, personnel, informa-
tion, time, etc.)?
How will success be judged? What can be learned?

When these questions have been answered, the plan of action is clear
and the standards for judging success established. Without, such
groundWork, goalS can be taken for granted, valuable alternatives can
be ignOred, possible problems unseen, and the intended outcomes
cloudy.

Groups can also fail to move to action by spending all their time
deciding what to do without tackling a job or by running out of time,
money,,or-_ponimitment. A group may ignore the evaluation step and

.rely instead on personal judgments or feelings about what worked or
did not work: In such situation:. (which can often be avoided by:good
planning), there is littlemovement or growth and minimal change or

'learning. _

At every stage of this cycle, communication channels demand
special attention. Planning must inelude identifying those who should
be included and kept informed. These communication channels must
be maintained throughout the activity, right thro-ugh to the evaluation
results of any single task or overall goalb. When communication chan-

- 'leis ire weak, when some groups are left out, when information is in-
complete or inaPcurate, problems are sure to arise and valuable sup-
port can be lost.

Good planning and communication ,skills are at the heart of an ef-
fective organization. -A group which has identified its planning or com-
munication needs is in a good position to tap many of the -resources
commonly available; both useful publications and people with. special
competencies. Often local residents in business,' industry, service
agencies, or organizations have skills in planning or communication
they are williflg to share. Members Of college and university faculties

;often provide services on an informal or short-term basis. When the
need is clear, resourees can generally be found.

The burden of this overview is clear. Serious efiorts at
school/community collaboration are'not child's play. If program goals -\



aim to restructure decision-making processes, if both school people
and community people are to move,to new forma of interaction, certain
conditions must be met. There is need for a receptive environment, for
the development of skills in areas such as communication and planning,'"
and for continuing support services to enhace the quality of the activi-
ty. Good collaboration requires time, energy, effort, and commitment.
To 'ignore these requirements means underestimating both the real

. costs and the potential benefits for all participants parents," ad-
ministrators,' teachers, community members and, above all,

. students.
Fuiuro Directions \ .,

The years ahead are almost certain to bring more parent and
citizen participation in school affairs.' The varieties of participation
will increase along with the quantity. The experiences of the- past

- decade can provide a base for future directions, if we look at
characteristics of current practice in the light of problems and'poten-
tial. -.

In the Introduction, Joseph Featherstone identified two problem
areas: the gulf betwe n teacher groups ahd parent groups, and the

-Nanger of localized a tion out of touch with state and national
.developments. In revi ing the ten examples of current practice, we
noted a concern for reform (rather than abolition) and an emphasis on
changes in deEisiop-making structures that point toward collaboration
rather than .confrontation: Sehool/community efforts can be a
mechanism for building alliances and coalitions. -in addition, we
pointed to the need for decentralization of decision-making: We
observed that serious efforta to bring decisions clow to home require
careful examination of local, state, and federal contexts and close
scrutiny of policy and practiCe at various governmental levels. With
abch Safeguards, 'decentralization can avoid narroW self-interest 'and
parochialism. In this context we suggest that local school councils hold
great potential as onc option for future directions in school/communi-
ty activity.
School COuncill

As the necessity for school/community collaboration becOmes
more and more apparent to school people and citizens, alike, the local
school building takes on special importance. Interests and energies of
parenti are most easily mobilized and sustained around the policies
and practices of the schools their children attend. The fmal and most
important impact of federal, state, town, or city forces affecting educa-
tion is in the classroom and schoolhouse. This is where the work of ad-
ministrators, teachert, other professionals, and parents touches the
lives of children most directly. It is at this level that teachers; parents,
and students can make a measurable contribution to educational
decision-making.. Studies show, that the individual school is the most
important unit for educational planning and change. - -The school council is beginning -t.o emerge as .the domiqant
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mechanism for school/community collaboration. At- least 3,000 such
councils already exist. (The work of councils in Los Angeles and
Louisville is described in Chapters 6 and 4.) Florida has mandated
their creation; other states are considering legislation to encourage or

. require them. Many school districts are discussing taking steps to
develop such councils.

_The characteristics, duties, and effectiveness of exiiting. councils
vary widely. The typical size ranges from 5 to 50 members. Some
members are elected; sonie appointed by the principal or school com-
mittee. Some councils have both elected and appointed members. Most
have a majority of parents, but include teachers and a few students.
Building principals are sometimes members, but most often serve as
staff consultants or executive officers (as superintendents serve school
committees)._ Most councils are primarily advisory groups, but some
bave specific decision-making authority delegated by the principal or
school committee.

ss,

At this stage of development, patterns are not firmly fixed and
this arena of action is open for imaginative directions. It is possible to
propose some guidelines suggestions about purposes and directions
rather than prescriptions for a fixed line of action.
Suggoited Guidelines for Local Councils
Type

Decisions about size, membership, function, and ways of working
should be made by each school district through joint planning involv-
ing the school committee, the superintendent, -other central office ad-
ministrators, teachers and teacher organizations, parents; citizens,
and students. Local conditions, needs, experience, and values.are the
best guides for deciding what kind of council plan, if any, should'be
tried.

Start-up
Initiative can come from school people or community people.

Regardless of who takes the first step, joint planning is essential from
the beginnjng. A plan for collaboration developed ,unilaterally by ad-
ministrators is-not likely to succeed any more than a plan developed by -
a parent group withyt genuine involvement of others who will be af-
fectid by the plan.

embers .r

embers should be elected by a democratic procers deter-
mined in the'planning process. While a majority of members should be
parents of -children attending the school, councils should also include
teachers and other school staff, community residents, and students.
Even in elementary schools, the perspective of students the "con-.
sumers" of programs can be helpful.

Special efforts by all concerned are required to asiure that the
council is repreientative of diverse groups and interests in the com-
munity_. Membership should represent different racial, ethnic,
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cultural, and economic backgrounds, as well as differing political and
social viewpoints. A council controlled by a single group or interest in
a diverse community cahnot be an effective vehicle for collaboration.

Other grogps
" Existing parent groups should play an important role in develop-

ing plans for a new council. It is iMportant to coordinate such groups as
PTSA, Title I, or bilingual advisory committees. Having a school' coun-

. cil does not eliminate the need for other groups. An existing PTSA, for
example, can become-an Irm of a-school council or a PTSA group may
wish to expatd its function to become a school couneil.

. e

Roles and responsibilities . . ,.. ...

A school council without clear and significant,functions rind areas
of authority 'will be:an exercise irrfutility and frustration for all con-
cerned, . N

'In ionmsases, council functions are limited to a few specific areas
(such as annuaLassessment). In others, colecils perform multiple and
broad duties:Tf4most common areas of work include:

'assessing community and student needs, identify' acility needs; .
identifying-goals and priorities-for the school; etting school budget

priorities; -
fp' improving community support'for the school; investigating student
or parent complaints or problems; mobilizing school and community,

,response to-crises;
,selecting (or participating in the , se)ection of) the principal;

'evaluating the principal;
participating in. the selection of teachers and other staff; evaluating

or assisting in staff evaluation;
reviewing and approving new school programs, _curricula, and stu-

dent activities;
evaluating extra-curricular activities;
Coordinatingl volunteer programs and other programs to provide

/parent/community assistance to the school;
communicating school problems and needs to area or district coun-

cils and/or the school.comrnittee.

Prindpal
A cooperative and Mutually supportive relationship _between the

school council and the school principal is -of special importance. The
iliiricinal is in a key position to !lid or block the development of.an ef-
feetive cOuncil.. Considerable experience "-shows that the profes-
sionalism and leadership of a princloal can be-enhanced and not jeopar-
dized orreduced because of the existence of suchan organization.-

The members of a schooqeouncil and the principal need assistance,
informatka, orientation, and olanning for the council to have a fair*
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chance of success... Lack of accera to information about school policies,
budgets,. problems, and lack of training in organizing a group isthe
single major cause of failure. Such support need not cost much,money,
neither is much money required for the operation of a council. But
some financial support is necessary to cover costs of planning and
training workshops,. duplication of materials and newsletters, and
other means of communication with all members of the school com-
munity.

'Evaluation
A school committee or board should see to it that each school

'council authorized in its district is evaluated at least once a year -and
that, each council reporta .annually on fts work, achievements,- and
problems. The basis for such evaluation must be included in the
original design of the council so that standards for judging success are
-understood and agreed upon,
By-Laws

An effective council needs written rules for its operation
developed jointly with and approved .by the schoot board. The fune-

Article I: Name of Organization

recognized. By-lawa should include the following elements:
tions and limitations:of the council's work should be clear and officially

ticle II: Purposes
Article III: Functions and Limitations of Authority
Article IV: Membership

A. Definitions
B. Categories and numberi of representatives
C. Methods and rules of selection; voting procedures; Monitoring
D. Terms of office
E. Voting rights of members
F. Termination of membership
G. Vacancies

Article V: Officers and their duties
Article VI: Executive Committee (if any) membership and duties

- Article VII: Committees
Article VIII: Meetings (frequency and location)

One of the most importance problems reported by councils in dif-
ferent parts of the country is apathy. Experience and research in-
dicate that cominunity apathy is often the result -of feelings of
powerlessness and cynicism, the feeling "why should I get involved
it won't make any difference." The best remedy for apathy is to make .

sure that councils have clear .and important duties, that they are
listened to, taken -seriously, and given adequate support. Perhaps
most important of all is the need for all parties to enter into the plan-
ning and development of a school council with a spirit of commitment
to increased collaboration and a willingness to help make the plan
work. ,

, 0
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. ,
If we have read ,the signs correctly, local school councils are

emerging as a major form of citizen activity- in schools. We haVe sug-
gested some reasons why the movement deserves both attentiOn and
support. Local councils cannot, of course, address all major issues of
education pressing for attention at this time. They do hold a potential
for constructive and creative citizen action. Councils offer one con-
crete way to bridge the "apathy-activism" gap by reducing non-involv-
ment and harnessing the talents of citizeni"ready and willing to act'.

Conclusion A
Schools Where Parents Make A Difference is based on three years ,

of study and work by the Institute for Responsive Education. LR.E. is a .
national organiaation, created by its' president Don Davies .in 1973. It

;began in New Haven and in 1974 moved. to Boston where it is housed in
the Department of System DeveloPment and Adaptation, School of' i
Education, Boston University. I.R.E. is devoted to studying.and assist-
ing theprocess of citizen participation in educational decision making. ,

I.R.E: conducti projects and workshops, provides advice and as-
sistance to schools and citizen organilations, and publishes repdrts of its
various projects aa_well.aa a quarterly journal, Citizen Action in Educa-
tion. Among its activities are three recent study projects: ,

In September, 1976, I.R.E. initiated three major projects to increase
the citizen voice in educational decision making. The first of these is a \

tWo-year project funded by the New World Foundation in New York,City
to encourage. changes in the industrial model of collective. bargaining \

used. in most school systems. Chaired by Professor Seymour Sarason Of
Yale University, this study is an 4tension of an earlier_ I.R.E. study
which resulted in a report titled The Coirimunity at the Bargaining Table.

, I.R.E. recognizes and respecta the riihts of teachers o organize and
bargain With school .management. But. I.R.E. also feels s .ngly that the
community and parents must not be left out of decisions ich affect the
education of their children. It is in the best interests of all the public,
school people, and students to..encourage discussion and debate on the
nature of the barogning process and ways to improve it. '.

The study will identify communities where work is being done to
alter and improve the bargaining process and to identify research, isleas,
and literature on the topic. An information,clearinghouse will allow access
to information on bargaining practices for all interested parents, school
people, scholars, teacher groups, and-students.

LR.E. is providingssupport for three local projects in altering bar- :

gaining through technical assistance, ideas, materials, and information.
Two of the projects are in California under the leadership of the Cal-
ifornia' League-of Women Voters. Local Leagues of Women Voters are, studying and assessing the implementation of the Rodda Act to deter-
mine the effectiveness of Ihis."sunshine" law in allowing the cdminunity
information and input into bargaining. The other project is iriNew York
City, organiied by the Public Education Aisociation; The aim of the New
York project ii to increase access_ to the bargaining process to parents,., .
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students, the public, and SchoOl4evel management interests..
The second project is a two-year study titled "Citizen Organizations:

A Study in Educational Decision Making," funded by the Charles Stewart
Mott Foundation. This project includes an inventory of citizen actiyity
throughout the United States, with particular emphasit on school' com-
munity councils 'and advisory groups; establishment of an information
clearinghouse; and support for five local projects Where school/commun-

, ity counclactivity, flourishes. Twe-of the sites for project stud-r will be.
San Diego and the Boston area, and the other three, will be detArmined
by the resulta of the initial inventory of activity. The goal of the ,tudy is
to 'focus attention on school/commtafity councils as importafit mech-

. anisms for citizen participation 'and to determine what makes effective
councils., .

The largest and most comprehensive of LR.E.'s coming activities
is a three year study of. Citizen organizationi funded by the National
Institute of Education, titled "Citizen Organizations: A Study of Citizen
Participation in Educational Decision-Making." I.R.E. will look for trends
and develdpments and identify promising and effective citizen organiza-

. tions across the country. Marilyn Gitteil, a well-known political Scientist
and author who is a research consultant for the project, will visit many
cities with Don Davies, -the Principal Investigator, to identify people
and groups involved in school/community collaboration actiVities.

Concuirently with this investigation, I.R.E. will ,conduct a literature4
_review and publish a bibliography.

During the second 'year I.R.E. will seek to discever what factors
make urban citizen: organizations effective, and ways in which they
.organize, exch ge inf tion, and- communicate with other organ-
izationathrough fo al net

I.R.E. hopes t at readers o ook Wherej'arents Make A rifler-
!enee will respond to the book , te us.what they know about citizen
participation and .-cases where paren , students, and others have made
contributions to the health of their schoolsand communities. Please write
to us with suggestions and comments, or for a list of other I.R.E. publica-
tioni, at:

Institute for Responsive `Oclucailon
704 Commonwealth Avenue -

Boston, MA 02215
(617) 353-3309, .
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Schools Where Parents Make A Difference, edited by Don
Davies, is a collection of stories about schools in all parts
of the country written by education writers and journelists.--',
These ,schools are as far apart as Boston and Ws Angeles,
from urban schools in Minneapolis to schools on Indian
reservations to a "dieam school" in Calffemia. What they
have in common are concerned, involved parents who sup-
port, help operate, and shape their schools to meet the
specilial needs of their own communities and children.

The authors
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',. Don Davies is president of the Institute fOr Responsive_EdLication and profess&
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